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Introduction

“First of all, there is the dream and the will to find a private kingdom, usually, though not
necessarily, also a dynasty…. Then there is the will to conquer: the impulse to fight, to prove
oneself superior to others, to succeed for the sake, not for the fruits of success, but of success
itself.... Finally, there is the joy of creating, of getting things done, or simply of exercising
one’s energy and ingenuity.” (Schumpeter, 1934, p.93).

Entrepreneurship plays a critical role in its contribution towards today’s economy growth.
Therefore, it raised a lot of interest for scholars to examine different components of
entrepreneurship in order to reach the perfect recipe of success. That said, starting a new
venture is not a simple task, how an opportunity rises, the exploitation of opportunities, and
the development processes of the idea determines the future situation for an upcoming start
ups in the industry. While discovering entrepreneurship form a demand-side perspective to
management, innovation, and strategic management, in part because it is not considered as a
common ally of research. Unfortunately, it is a difficult field to get a complete overview on,
but the purpose of this research paper is to examine previous literature that can contribute
indirectly way to the matter. The contribution will take place by combining previous literature
and applying them to frameworks of analysis, it is anticipated to add scope of knowledge to
the subject. In particular, examining a venture from the founders’ perspectives, by looking at
how the opportunities are created, exploited, the development processes, and whether the
demand side has a great impact on the business that leads to future success and growth.

To address this gap, I dedicated my dissertation about the following research question: The
determining factors of successful management and innovative entrepreneurship, on the
consumer demand-pull strategy (start-ups). In addition, I would like to examine what are the
trigger factors to success for entrepreneurs in the process if possible to observe. Meaning if
there are certain traits that can contribute to future success. Therefore, I address the topic as
the following: In chapter 1, I present an overview of Italy’s economy, market opportunities,
entrepreneurship and venture capital. Then, chapter 2 presents a view of the literature review
exploring the topics of entrepreneurial opportunities, user entrepreneurship, resources,
dynamic capabilities, and the Theory of the growth of the firm, creation theory of
entrepreneurial opportunity formation, resource constraint and radical innovation, last but not
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least entrepreneurial success. The previous topics will help facilitate into shaping the findings
by either contributing to the matter directly or indirectly. Afterwards, in chapter 3 I use
qualitative interviews to build on my case study analysis, which tests the hypothesis
developed by applying two frameworks to the start-ups in order to provide an actual proof.
That said, in chapter 4 I list and discuss the findings. Following that, I present the final
chapter, in which I discuss the implications and contributions of my findings as well as
directions for future research.

Fundamentally, my findings will contribute to entrepreneurship, innovation, and strategic
management literatures by providing a window into the demand-side especially when dealing
with uncertainties. Beyond that, this dissertation represents a challenge into exploring a
different side of entrepreneurship.
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Chapter 1: Background Overview – Italy
Italy is located in Southern Europe comprised of the boot-shaped Italian peninsula and a
number of islands including Sicily and Sardinia. With a strategic location overlooking the
central Mediterranean as well as the southern sea. Italy is largely homogeneous linguistically
and religiously, but is diverse culturally, economically, and politically. In addition, Also, Italy
is a member of the European Union (EU). Since the World War II, the Italian economy has
gone through drastic changes. From having an agriculturally based economy, into developing
to an industrial state which is ranked as the world's eighth largest market economy.
Furthermore, Italy has a diversified industrial economy, which is divided into a developed
industrial economy in the north, dominated by private companies, and a less developed,
welfare-dependent, agricultural economy in the south. Besides, you can easily notice the
difference between the advanced northern half of the country and the poorer south. As a
result, industrialization was slow, and hiring the new generation of workers was extremely
hard

(Indexmundi,

Italy

Economy

Profile

2013).

With continues struggle through balancing the budget deficits and high public debt. Italy
decided to sign the Stability and Growth Pact by joining the European Monetary Union
(EMU) in 1998, and giving the current Euro zone condition, in which Italy must keep its
budget deficit under a 3% limit. Still, the Italian government is facing a lot of difficulties to
stabilize the budget deficit and decreasing the public debt. Italian exports grew rapidly and
that lead to stronger demand for goods and services. According to indexmundi “Italy's largest
European Union trade partners, in order of market share, are Germany (12.7%), France
(11.6%), Spain (5.7%), and the United Kingdom (5.1%)” (Globaledge, Italy: Introduction
2013).
The Italian economy is going under several risks and first is recession. Since the second half
of 2011, Italy sunk into recession, and the situation did not get better with the following year
which lead to the drop in household consumption, investment and exports. As a result, it
affected badly the unemployment, and having less attractive foreign demands. Moreover, the
fall in imports more than the exports had a positive contribution in the foreign trade to
growth. On the other hand, agriculture remained the same, and all the sectors experienced a
sharp fall starting with construction.
Second is massive public debt. Italy is facing a high scale of public debt where this dept has
reached the highest level in the Euro zone after that of Greece and the biggest of all in
absolute value. Giving the weak growth potential and the size of government's financial needs
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has lead to increasing doubts and shaken the market confidence within the Euro zone (Cia,
Italy The World Fact Book - Italy 2012).
Third is companies’ weakness in the face of recession. Italy is going through a rough patch
with the financial situation of businesses, where Bankruptcies have risen a lot in 2011. There
are several explanations of the unpleasant economic situation, which are: the structural
weakness of SMEs, and the growing difficulties tied to access the bank lines of credit and the
extending payment periods in the public sector. Also, regulatory complexity causes an
increase in the cost of entrepreneurial activity. Including a completion of licensing
requirements that takes over 200 days and costs more than the level of average of an annual
income. And, giving the Euro zone crisis leads to massive monetary policy challenges (Cia,
Italy

The

World

Fact

Book

-

Italy

2012).

Currently, The Italian economy is much more free-market oriented than before. There are a
lot of improvements that have been done to a lot of sectors. Several sectors have been
liberalized and state monopolies scattered. Additionally, numerous of state-owned enterprises
have been privatized; some sold to national private investors and others to foreign private
investors. Plus, some were sold to the public via stock offerings.

1. Market Opportunities in Italy
Italy is ranked amongst the top-ten economies in the world. As mentioned earlier, the Italian
economy is driven by the manufacture of high-quality consumer goods produced by small
and medium-sized enterprises. Moreover, Italy is leading a huge part of the global market,
the contributing sectors are: precision machine tools, packaging, fashion, stylish furniture,
luxury boats and other goods with high design content. In addition, presenting new
materials, robotics, ICT, nanotechnologies, technologies for the food industry and for the
preservation of the artistic heritage.
Due to the difficult structure of the Italian market, identifying opportunities by large sectors
can become tricky. So, having a good business instinct and the feasibility of a business plan
is key. An in-depth market research can save a lot of time and efforts as well.
Small and medium sized companies are mainly involved in a variety of industrial and service
activities. They are the market leaders and holding established brands all over the world.
Furthermore, Italy offers opportunities in several sectors primarily in: Information
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technology. Since Italy is ranked as the fourth IT market in Europe, even though the Italian IT
sector is not well developed and still contains structural problems. Also, the technology gap
has been narrowing and IT penetration has been improving. The Italian IT market was not yet
matured in many ways even though it has a lot of potential, with both small and medium sized
companies and the local and national Government by taking important steps towards
modernization of their IT systems. Telecommunication equipment and services, Since Italy is
ranked the third in telecommunication equipment and services in Europe, and holding the
second largest mobile communications market in Western Europe (Executiveconsulting,
Opportunities in Italy 2012).

On the other hand, there are a lot of factors influencing the development of any business in
Italy such as: market and competition, since Italy is a country that is also based on family
owned businesses a lot. Having a new business can be a way to develop and grow
entrepreneurial models. However, entrepreneurs have to make major investments in the startup phase to select, until the process is complete to guarantee success in the future. Where this
adaptation will help the business to grow in the Italian market that will lead to better quality,
better solutions, and the prospects of developing a good network will be high
(Executiveconsulting, Opportunities in Italy 2012).

Culture, safety, and society: The internationalization of the Italian cultural system compels
the business owners to deal with the limited degree of linguistic knowledge and behavior in
some areas of Italy, such as the southern regions to be more precise. It is crucial to brand the
business and make it well known among consumers. Last but not least, there is a strong
cultural prejudice when it comes to genders, age, language, and culture (Executiveconsulting,
Opportunities in Italy 2012).

Institutional system: Having a complex administrative system and inconsistency of regulatory
provisions may create some difficulties, as business owners should be well prepared to handle
the situation. However, having some knowledge in Italian law and knowing how to adapt it to
the business will obviously help the owner. Other factors: since the Italian market is very
peculiar and difficult, it is advisable to have a registered office in Italy as well as a stable
structure that knows the regulatory, administrative and territorial system and closely follows
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the development of the network. In addition, having legal support in order to understand the
complexity of the Italian system and regulation (Executiveconsulting, Opportunities in Italy
2012).

2. Entrepreneurship and Venture Capital in Italy
It is crucial to mention that there is a unique entrepreneurial opportunities for development
and growth. But in order for the business to succeed, there should be dedication, time,
resources, and managerial skills. Moreover, having a strong communication is fundamental to
get the brand known and recognized. Also, the extreme difficulties within managing the
relationships with the Public Administration officials’ business owners should therefore be
developed in some sort and have the experience or expertise in dealing with the Italian
administrative system. The evolution of the Italian venture capital market has overcome
different waves of growth and specialization trends in the past 25 years. The Italian market
has been in particular affected by the economy heavily. Talking about the evolution of
venture capital in specific periods. In particular, almost a century ago (1900 till 1986) venture
capital has been present in Italy, but in an "Informal VC". Moreover, Important entrepreneurs
contributed by their private investments, to build the foundation of new companies
(Venturecapitaly, The Italian Venture Capital Market: Past Evolution and Recent
Developments.

2011).

In the 70s, the capital needed to finance a new business, which was primarily funded by the
bank system; although the capital market and the Venture Capital were not that common by
Italian entrepreneurs. The break through or the historical moment was in 1986. The Italian
Venture Capital and Private Equity Association was founded, and venture capital investment
started to take off. As a result, the first wave of Institutional venture capital players entered
the Italian market; in addition to the great success that VC was having in the United States
motivated the Italian entrepreneurs. Back in the 1988, the Italian market was mainly
influenced by two factors: the deregulation in the Telecom industry, and the Internet. Those
two factors forced some players to back off, and another players entered the market. In 2005,
the Italian venture capital industry became important and reported for approximately €3
billion worth of investments. Venture capital funds started to gain more attention and
importance after the success in 2005 (Venturecapitaly, The Italian Venture Capital Market:
Past Evolution and Recent Developments. 2011).
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In 2005 and early 2006, there has been an increase in the number of players of venture
capitalists in Italy which, lead to bringing the Italian market in line with the international
markets. The effects of the financial crisis hit the Italian private equity and venture capital
market. As a result, it lead to a high decrease in VC activities in the first half of 2009 and was
a push back after reaching high records in 2008. In addition, the first half of 2010, continued
to suffer the Italian private equity and venture capital market, reaching the lowest levels in
years. Moreover, with the observation regarding the raising of new capital in 2010, a huge
improvement was noticed. The Italian private equity and venture capital market lead to
resources flow towards institutional investors active in Italy (Venturecapitaly, The Italian
Venture

Capital

Market:

Past

Evolution

and

Recent

Developments.

2011).

Startup company is typically set around innovative scalable business models with brand-new
ideas. On average, a start up company hires less than fifty employees. The most fundamental
employees are the developers and the designers, the developers who write and create codes
and the designers who can design creative consumer interface. Moreover, the big attraction in
a start up company to investors is the low cost although there is a higher risk attached to any
new business. On the other hand, if the idea was successful, the return will be high. Startup
companies can come in all forms. In addition, a challenging task for startups is conducting
research in order to evaluate and develop the ideas or business concepts. Also, evaluating the
opportunities to establish further and deeper understanding of the business, and looking at the
commercial potential. Successful startups are typically more scalable than an established
business, as they have the possibility to grow with limited investment of capital, labor or land.
Most of the startup activity was located in Silicon Valley in California. It is an area that is
well known for startup company activity.

Financing startups cycle can be done by several options for funding to choose from. Venture
Capital and angel investors may help startup companies begin their business by exchanging
cash for an equity stake. Another option is funding opportunities through crowd funding.
Moreover, startup culture exploits attitudes to promote effectiveness in the workplace.
Adding up, Co-Founders are vital element involved in the cultivation of startup companies
(Venturecapitaly, The Italian Venture Capital Market: Past Evolution and Recent
Developments. 2011).

If a startup is based on its technology innovativeness, then it is critical for the business
owners to obtain intellectual property protection for their idea; since most of the startup
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companies are based upon creative technological ideas and the value of the company will be
based on it’s intellectual property. The main business for startup companies is based on new
technology, production of the highest returns to creators and investors. However, there is no
guarantee that it would receive acceptance and fame in the market. In accelerating market,
access in Italy is by understanding the stakeholder’s motive, which is crucial to reducing time
to promote the startup in Italy’s economy. However, speeding up the process of innovation is
an important aspect at responding to the changing market structure in Italy, in order to have a
valuable effect in the market, access managers should speed their communication skills and
networks

(Mashable,

Startups

2011).

To sum up, there are some crucial points that can make any startup successful: First:
location – finding the most strategic place in the industry is crucial, because location always
matters (Location, Location, and Location). Second: attracting talent – seeking fresh talent
will help empowering the management team. Third: funding – looking and communication
with venture capitalist firms and “Angel Investors”. Fourth: innovation – having such a
disruptive invention in the industry will help the startup to stand out among competition.
Fifth: communication – communication is the key to succeeding and solving problems. Sixth:
freedom and creativity –giving the team members some freedom can boost their creativity.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
1. Entrepreneurial Opportunities
In this chapter, before frameworks can be discussed, essential definitions need to
be clarified. Therefore, I begin the next section by defining key terms that I most
use in this paper starting with: entrepreneurial opportunities, Schumpeterian
(novel or innovative) and Kirznerian (non-novel) entrepreneurship.
Theorists define entrepreneurial opportunity as the potential for new economic value arising
from competitive imperfections in the market (Alvarez & Barney, 2007b; Kirzner, 1997;
Schumpeter, 1934). Schumpeter hereby outlines five forms of entrepreneurial opportunities as
the following: the introduction of new goods (or improvement in quality of existing goods),
the introduction of a new method of production, the opening of a new market, the control of a
new source of raw materials or half-manufactured goods, or the creation of a new type of
industrial organization (Casson, 1982; Schumpeter, 1934). I refer this definition from the
authors above for my research paper, in a larger scope because by focusing on new goods,
services, etc., it helps differentiate between innovative entrepreneurial opportunities and other
forms of entrepreneurship.

Besides, One of the main problems facing entrepreneurial scholarship is the lack of consistent
definitions of entrepreneurship. For instance, some scholarship states that entrepreneurship
may include franchises (Azoulay & Shane, 2001), self-employment (Davidsson & Honig,
2003; Parker, 2006), venture capital-backed firms (Beckman, Burton, & O'Reilly, 2007;
Dubini, 1989) and even corporate venturing (Barringer & Bluedorn, 1999; Corbett, Neck, &
DeTienne, 2007; David, 1994). Also, if you look at the studies conducted in different
industries, more precisely from low to high technology, all of these studies acknowledge
discussing entrepreneurship. But to group them together, add a risk of broadening the
outcomes. To elaborate to this point more, there are some studies that focus on selfemployment (e.g., opening a franchise or individual proprietorship) and innovative
entrepreneurship

(e.g.,

starting

new

technology

firm)

(Shane,

2008).

You can find innovative entrepreneurship the most in the start-up processes; levels of
uncertainty and many other factors differ significantly between ends of this spectrum
(Reynolds, 2007a). Innovation tends to be a very uncertain process often occurring in very
dynamic and uncertain industries (Andrew, Sirkin, Haanaes, & Michael, 2007; Brown &
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Eisenhardt, 1995; Cheng & VandeVen, 1996; Christensen, Suarez, & Utterback, 1998). In
addition, most likely the innovative process leads discovering new opportunities. The
Eckhardt and Shane (2003) definition of entrepreneurial opportunities indicates the innovative
opportunities of creating something new. Another interesting definition by Shane &
Venkataraman that states entrepreneurial opportunity as an activity that involves the
discovery, evaluation and exploitation of opportunities to introduce new goods and services,
ways of organizing, markets, processes, and raw material through organizing efforts that
previously had not existed (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000; Venkataraman, 1997). I found
both definitions borrowed from the above authors are extremely interesting to examine in my
research. Thus, what grabs the attention more with Shane & Venkataraman definition is the
examination of the sources of opportunities, the processes of discovery, evaluation, and
exploitation of opportunities; and the set of individuals who discover, evaluate and exploit
them” (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). Morover, on the subject of opportunities Shane
describes an entrepreneurial opportunity as: “…a situation in which a person can create a new
means-end framework for recombining resources that the entrepreneur believes will yield a
profit” (Shane, 2003).

Entrepreneurial opportunities are related to two aspects mostly, which are: something
happening in the environment (resources), and something to do with the individual (creation,
beliefs, recombination). It is crucial to mention that not all opportunities are profitable.

1.1. Previous Models of Entrepreneurial Opportunities
Entrepreneurial opportunities have been investigated in lots of researches. Going back in time
to the earliest efforts in economic models anticipating how and why new types of business
were formed. Afterwards, scholars covered another issue, which was basically asked who
formed these businesses and how entrepreneurs differed from other types of managers, by
focusing on the entrepreneur’s personality. Moving on, to examine the differences in
cognitive style and processes. Recently, scholars developed a more thorough research by
examining ventures, demographic characteristics, and start-up practices in order to have a
better understanding.

1.2. Economic Models
Schumpeter suggested that new opportunities arise when an exogenous shock to the current
economic market occur like for instance new technologies. In ways, it makes it easier to
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recombine and recreate existing production goods in a new way (Schumpeter, 1942). He also
argued that technological shocks driving new opportunities usually occur from within existing
organizations, but are developed outside the organizations, which lead to destroying the very
structures from which they begun with. As a result, entrepreneurial opportunities serve to
both drive and shape economic markets; in process he called “the gales of creative
destruction” (Schumpeter, 1942). Different individuals have different beliefs about the value
of certain resources or combinations of resources (Kirzner, 1997). These different beliefs
represent market imperfections, which can be exploited. When an individual believes that a
set of resources are not put to its best use, and conceive of some alternative use, they discover
an opportunity in the market (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). Plus, opportunities arise from
market imperfections (Casson, 1982; Schumpeter, 1934). Still, there are no particular inputs
on how entrepreneurs can turn those imperfections into opportunities. Shane & Venkataraman
added, as market imperfections exist as objective economic phenomena, it is assumed that
opportunities also exist whether or not they are discovered and exploited (Shane &
Venkataraman, 2000).

1.3. Sources of Opportunities
In order to examine whether opportunities have such a fundamental role in
entrepreneurship, it is crucial to understand where do they come from and what
are their characteristics? Scholars came into conclusion of the sources of
entrepreneurial opportunity and put them under certain categories, they divided
them by: discipline - psychology, sociology, economics, management, level of
analysis (micro, meso, macro), the institutional landscape, demand and supply
(market) factors, and last but not least government policy. As you can observe that
each category is somehow interacted with another: the individual and the
environment. Joseph Schumpeter and Israel Kirzner came into conclusion of how
the interaction take place, what type of entrepreneurship is created, and what are
the benefits gained by the society.
Schumpeter takes a creative approach where he believes that opportunities present
new frameworks and new end. Moreover, he observed that these opportunities
tend to be new, innovative, have the power to shift economies, lastly increase
national output and employment. On the other hand, Kirzner views opportunities
as something that needs to be discovered because they appear from market
disequilibria. As a result, this type of entrepreneurship is attentive on the
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individual’s part. In the section below, I will present a more detailed evaluation on
the sources of opportunities from Schumpetarian and Kirznerian perspective.

1.4. Schumpeterian Opportunities
Joseph Schumpeter (Schumpeter, 1934) was the first economist to classify the innovative or
novel entrepreneur. He proposed the role of the novel entrepreneur is to modify the economy
by modifying outdated business and being the source of innovation in an economy.
Furthermore, Schumpeter invented the term, “creative destruction” in order to better describe
the process of destroying the old business, and creating a new one. Also, Schumpeter believes
that the entrepreneur creates disequilibrium into a market. As a result, it will open up more
entrepreneurial opportunities due to this shift. Moreover, Schumpeter lists the sources of
opportunities according to him: technological changes, political regulatory changes and sociodemographic changes (Schumpeter, 1947). Scholars came into a conclusion regarding the
affects of novel forms of entrepreneurship which are: the increase of national output,
supporting job growth, and last but not least shifting the whole industries into new
technological frontiers. Giving the novel entrepreneurial outcomes it is uncommon to happen
unless several factors came into place such as: a transparent rule of law, a robust institutional
environment, Communication technology, high levels of education, high levels of income,
placement in large urban locations, diverse markets, developed industrial structures. Without
listing all of the factors we can notice that it is not easy, as it seems to be novel, it’s
complicated. For that reason, another researchers and policy makers wanted to go in depth
about this topic for the large impact that it has in an economy. The following is Kirznerian
form of opportunities.

1.5. Kirznerian Opportunities
Isaac Kirzner found the non-novel form of entrepreneurship or what is called The
Kirznerian. The principle is based upon that extraordinary individuals do not create
opportunities, yet they already exist in the society to anyone who has the “alertness”
to recognize them. Kirzner believes that opportunities occur because the market is in a
state of disequilibrium originated by bad decision making, which leads to creating
shortages and surpluses (I. Kirzner, 1973). As a result, you can discover the
entrepreneurial opportunities in the shortages and surpluses.
On the contrary to Schumpeter beliefs that Schumpeterian entrepreneur is the
creator of opportunities, and the Kirznerian entrepreneur is a discoverer of
opportunities. For the Kirznerian entrepreneurs, the field has no typology for the
sources of opportunity in contrast with the Schumpeterian entrepreneur.
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According to Shane the sources of opportunities presented for non-novel
entrepreneurship are too “idiosyncratic” to be captured (Shane, 2003). Some
researches argues about Kirznerian entrepreneurship and they consider it a “weak”
form of entrepreneurship comparing to the Schumpeterian entrepreneurship were
they find it a “strong” form of entrepreneurship (Venkataraman, 2004).
In conclusion to the characteristics of the Schumpeterian and Kirznerian
opportunities above, Schumpeterian opportunities are: disequilibriating, requires
new information, very innovative, rare, involves creation. Whereas Kirznerian
opportunities are: equilibriating, does not require new information, less
innovative, common, and limited to discovery (Shane 2003).
If we look at the observations you find that both Schumpeter and Kirzner
consider the interaction between the individual and the environment. Where
Schumpeter believes that the individual is the absolute mean for the
entrepreneurship phenomenon, where the individual is the one who impacts the
environment. On the other hand, Kirzner believes that disequilibrium in the
environment (market) is the absolute mean, where the individual alertness is the
main entity here.
Focusing on the individual entrepreneur, you need to keep into considerations two factors,
which are: first we have the psychological and non-psychological factors which construct the
resource base from. Second is, the dynamic perspective, in order to mark the movements
through time and space as the individual is discovering and exploiting his potential
opportunities.

1.6. Individual Factors Influencing The Discovry & Exploitation of
Opportunties
Whenever an entrepreneur starts a new venture, he goes through two major
processes: the discovery of opportunities, and the exploitation of those
opportunities. During the processes, the entrepreneur character engages through
psychological factors, and non-psychological factors. There are some facts done
by researchers that indicate that specific personality traits (psychological factors)
and capabilities (non-psychological factors) encourage, but are not determining
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factors to the discovery and exploitation of opportunities. According to Shane,
individual factors affecting the discovery process, non-psychological factors are:
prior life experiences, and the size of social network. Moving to the psychological
factors are: absorptive Capacity, recognition of causal links, ability to categorize
information, relationship, understanding processes, evaluating information
accurately (Shane, 2003).
Then Shane assesses the individual factors affecting the exploitation process, nonpsychological factors are: opportunity cost, working spouse, higher level of
education, career experience, general business experience, functional experience,
industry experience, start-up experience, having a role model. Moving to the
psychological factors: sociable, need for achievement, risk-taking, desire for
independence Control, self-efficiency, overconfidence, and intuition (Shane,
2003).
After Shane assesses the individual factors affecting the process there are two
findings: first in the non-psychological factors it gives the individual better access
to information. Second in the psychological factors it is related with the cognitive
capabilities.

1.7. The Opportunity Discovery Process – Individual Level
Studies proven that the discovery of opportunities is mainly done in a group.
Entrepreneurship is unique because it studies the individual and focus on his role.
As mentioned earlier, the importance on discovering opportunities is that you will
gain the better approach to information from the non-psychological aspect, and
you have explicit cognitive capabilities from the psychological aspect.

1.8. The Opportunity Discovery Process – Non-Psychological Factors
There are two factors affecting the opportunity discovery process for the
individual, they are: prior life experiences, and the size of individual’s social
network. First we will examine the life experiences. According to Freeman
Klepper and Sleeper, there are features of life experience that can boost the
possibility of the individual discovering opportunities such as: job function and
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experience variety. It is observed that individuals holding certain careers are more
likely to notice new venture opportunities. Those careers are often in the field of
the natural sciences, engineering and R&D. Giving the nature of those jobs you
can easily be exposed to new knowledge and technology (Freeman, 1982; Klepper
and Sleeper, 2001; Roberts, 1991). As the experience variety shown that
individuals with larger employment experience, and the places they lived in
geographically are more capable to become entrepreneurs (Evans & Leighton,
1989; Delmar & Davidson, 2000).
Moving to the social network with the great abilities for people to receive
information. There are certain characteristics that help the opportunity discovering
process in the social network, which: According to Aldrich the diversity of the
actors in the network to help avoid outmoded pieces of information (Aldrich,
1999). Casson adds by stressing on the strong ties the individuals have in the
social network encourage them to accept the information they receive by
considering it accurate (Casson, 1982). Moreover, Koller adds to the subject of the
importance of strong ties in a network for the entrepreneur. Koller’s findings show
that entrepreneurs, more than managers, obtained information from people they
knew and trusted (Koller, 1998).

1.9. The Opportunity Discovery Process – Psychological Factors
Cohen & Levinthal divided the cognitive capabilities into two groups to improve
the opportunity recognition process. The first is absorptive capacity meaning the
prior knowledge provides an absorptive capacity that facilitates the acquisition of
additional information about markets, technologies and production processes. As a
result, it enhances the ability to create new entrepreneurial frameworks in
response to new information (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990). Shane adds by stressing
to the two types of knowledge to enhance the absorptive capacity necessary for
opportunity recognition, which are: knowledge about markets, and knowledge on
how to serve them (Shane, 2000).
Moving to the second group of cognitive processes that enhance the
entrepreneurial discovery are: being able to see causal links, being able to
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categorize information, seeing relationships and patterns in information,
understanding how processes work and evaluating assumptions and information
accurately (C. M. Gaglio & Katz, 2001).
According to the theorist, the cognitive processes are influenced by certain
characters such as: levels of intelligence (De Wit & Van de Winden, 1989),
perceptive ability (Hills, Sharder, & Lumpkin, 1999), creativity (Sarasvathy,
2001; Schumpeter, 1934), and last but not least is being prepared to take risks
(Kaish & Gilad, 1991).

1.10.
The Opportunity Exploitation Process – Individual Level
Studies proven that the outcome of opportunities essentially depends on the
opportunity itself, the economic, political, industrial, socio-cultural environment,
as well as the non-psychological and psychological individual characteristics.

1.11.
The Opportunity Exploitation Process – Non-Psychological
Factors
Examining the non-psychological factors is crucial in the exploitation of
opportunities, because this assessment examines the opportunity cost of opening a
business, levels of education, career experience, having role-models, age, social
position, and social ties. Starting a new business includes endless costs and
measures. It also means that an individual must have some sort of security of a
steady salary. According to Amit, Glosten & et.al people with low opportunity
costs will be more likely to become entrepreneurs (Amit, Glosten & et.al, 1993).
Evans & Jovanovich emphasize on the income, unemployment and the
presence/absence of a working spouse affect the level of opportunity costs and
thus the readiness of individuals to begin new ventures (Evans & Jovanovich,
1989). Moreover, there are contradictory statements regarding the influence of
income on the level of self- employed individuals. The first argument states that if
the wage rate is high, then the opportunity cost of self-employment is high. The
second argument states that high salaries are an indicator of a wealthy economy
with above average rates of small business survival. The third argument states that
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high-income levels indicate that founders find start up financial capital at a lower
cost (Verhuel, Wennekers, Audretsch, & Thurik, 2001).
Evans & Leighton studies the affects of a working spouse, which resulted in
lowering opportunity costs for the potential entrepreneur. The undesirable effects
of failure are reduced by the income of a spouse (Evans & Leighton, 1989).
Shifting to the other factors such as: having a higher level of education, career
experience, business experience, industry experience, start-up experience, having
a role-model, being middle-aged, having a higher social position. There are so
many social ties linked with the tendency to be self-employed that affects the
exploitation of opportunities and those were some examples, in order to
understand the elements affecting them.

1.12.
The Opportunity Exploitation Process – Psychological Factors
Examining the psychological factors is crucial in the exploitation of opportunities,
since this assessment examines the entrepreneurial behavior. According to
McClelland, people will exploit opportunities because of the psychological
characteristics that lead people into making different decisions about opportunities
than others with the same information and skills. He also emphasizes that the
psychological characteristics influence the exploitation decision but do not cause
it (McClelland, 1961).
Barrick & Mount argue that people are more likely to exploit opportunities if they
are more extroverted, which means that they have traits of sociability,
assertiveness, talkativeness, expressiveness, impetuousness (Barrick & Mount,
1991). On the other hand, Shane focuses on the introverts, extroverts are more
likely to exploit opportunities because they are better able to assemble resources
and organize under conditions of information asymmetry and uncertainty (Shane,
2003).
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Having a disagreeable character helps the entrepreneur scrutinize the information
needed. In addition, it gives the entrepreneur a more critical approach to
information and decision-making.
Entrepreneurs have a higher need for achievement. Achievement and the need for
achievement leads the individual to choose certain pursuits in order to gain
specific outcomes, where individual skills are required, and so as a critical
feedback is provided. Harper believes that the nature of entrepreneurial
opportunities are novel and not clearly specified thereby providing a challenge
that is eagerly met by people with a high need for achievement (Harper, 1996).
Adding to that Miner, Smith, & Bracker the importance of exploiting
opportunities requires certain goal setting, planning and information gathering.
People who are achievement focused have the drive to establish future goals,
gather information, learn, bring ideas into fruition, sustain goal-directed activities
over a longer period of time, persevering through failures, setbacks and other
obstacles that are inevitable when decision making is done under uncertainty and
with incomplete information (Miner, Smith, & Bracker, 1989).
Every entrepreneur is a Risk-taker. There are several types of risks such as:
product, technical, market, and competitive risk. Risk-taking is a fundamental
element of entrepreneurship, it is the unique character that differentiate an
entrepreneur than normal individual.
Being independent is simply a personality character that an entrepreneur is
characterized with. This personality objective derives the entrepreneur to take
certain decision making without the consult of others. So trusting one’s own
judgment is crucial and believing it’s the best decision to be taken.
Having an internal locus of control is important for an entrepreneur. If you have
an internal locus it means that you can easily influence the environment you are
in, and will be more likely to exploit an entrepreneurial opportunity.
Self-efficiency by having the right level of confidence to perform a task is crucial.
An entrepreneur with higher self-efficiency levels helps positively with the
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exploitation

of

opportunities.

Overconfidence is an important character that an entrepreneur should have.
Having absolute confidence in one’s own decision-making encourages the
entrepreneur to exploit opportunities in situations where there is no enough
information provided.
Being intuitive is another important aspect in an entrepreneur’s characters.
Relying on one’s intuitive abilities help to exploit entrepreneurial opportunities
more. Schumpeter believe on the reliance on intuition, it is due to the fact that the
exploitation of an entrepreneurial opportunity is done under uncertainty, time
pressure, and limited information. He also added that entrepreneurs must have the
ability to make decisions using intuition rather than analyzing information
(Schumpeter, 1934).

2. User Entrepreneurs
A new study released by the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, almost half of the
innovative startups are founded "user entrepreneurs”. These firms were initially created by the
entrepreneurs who developed the innovative products or services by their own, and wanted to
fulfill a certain need. After that they founded the firms, and commercialize them.
This difference between user entrepreneurs, and manufacturers is that users innovate because
they want to benefit from it. On the other hand, manufacturers innovate because they want to
benefit by selling it.

User Entrepreneurship is defined as the commercialization of a new product or service done
by highly innovative individual or group. In general, a user entrepreneur may experience a
certain need, and according to that specific need the user will develop a product or service to
address this need. What makes user entrepreneurs different from other types of entrepreneurs
is that they have the personal experience with a product or service that lead to the innovation
itself, which they gain benefit from the use, and the from the commercialization as well.

There are three types of user entrepreneurs, which are: end-user entrepreneurs (those who
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developed products or services for personal use), professional-user entrepreneurs (those who
developed products or services for business use), and last but not least hybrid professional or
end-user entrepreneurs (startups that had performed R&D during their first year of
operations).

The most common type among the three is the user entrepreneurship. According to Kauffman
a high percentage of professional- and end-user entrepreneurs receive venture capital
financing, in their first six years of starting their operations. Normally, professional-user
entrepreneurs flourish with respect to revenue the most in the high tech industries.
Studies showed that end-user entrepreneurship in particular is mostly appealing for women,
and some minority groups. This type of user entrepreneur do not appear to have greater
human capital compared to the other two types, although it received high fraction of venture
capital finance.
"Users have ignited technological change in industries ranging from medical devices to sports
equipment to juvenile products," said Sonali Shah, an assistant professor at Foster School of
Business, University of Washington. Adding to the point above "In many cases, users, not
producers, have the best information, and their incentive is to build something better for their
own use. As a result, they are able to create truly novel innovations. When they
commercialize these innovations, we all benefit.

The unique process by which user innovators become entrepreneurs differs from the typical
entrepreneurial path. In general, it occurs when users tend to experience a need in their own
lives, then they develop an innovation to address this need, and last but not least
commercializing the product. Shah and Tripsas explain more by adding that most of the users
are considered an “ accidental entrepreneurs” in the start their initial motivation was not to
have a profitable business but rather it was an outcome of a specific need they wanted to
fulfill it (Shah and Tripsas 2007).

2.1. The User Innovation Phenomenon
A distinguished research has documented the importance of users innovations for decades.
However, it is worth to mention that von Hippel created the first systematic documentation
and theoretical development of the concept in a series of articles leading to the publication of
The Sources of Innovation in 1988. Studies show that users are a frequent and great source of
innovation across a wide variety of products.
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This research also held that users rarely, if ever, commercialize their own innovations,
however this assumption has been challenged and three corrected by empirical evidence that
has emerged over the past ten years. We review each of these contributions below. Plenty of
studies during the past years have documented the importance of user innovation, finding
that: (1) many important innovations are developed by users. According to Hippel, users are
the ones who created the majority of key innovation products, including medical devices,
scientific instruments, semiconductors, software, and sports equipment (von Hippel, 2005).
(2) A large fraction of users innovate. The reason behind this innovation is to solve a certain
need by the user resulting in a large number of unique innovations either a service or a
product (Morrison et al. 2000, Franke and Shah 2003, Franke and von Hippel 2003, Lüthje et
al. 2005). (3) Users innovate over a wide variety of product domains.
Users have created drastic and incremental innovations across verity range of product,
industries, and scientific disciplines (Nuvolari 2004, Shah 2005, von Hippel 2005). Hippel
stresses the fact that some lead user innovations will be part of creating new market niches.
Lead users will experience needs for months or years before the
marketplace encounters them, then they will be positioned to benefit significantly by
obtaining a solution to those needs (von Hippel 1986). A great advantage for the lead users
that the product concepts developed by them are often ranked higher, and are often more
profitable than those developed by the manufacturers themselves (von Hippel 1986, Urban
and von Hippel 1988, von Hippel et al. 1999). User entrepreneurship phenomenon has a great
significance in contributing to the innovation ecosystem.

2.2. The Prevalence and Significance of User Entrepreneurship
Plenty of studies examined the phenomenon of user entrepreneurship; these studies
demonstrate both the prevalence of user entrepreneurship, and the importance of user
entrepreneurship as an instrument for introducing new innovations in the marketplace.

a. Prevalence
User entrepreneurship arise in numerous industries, often were they can innovate and
commercialize novel devices. A vast majority of firms founded between the year 1980 and
2007 by users, examples giving parents, grandparents, and babysitters in order to satisfy a
specific need.

b. Technological Significance
According to Shah, user entrepreneurship often introduces technological change into the
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industrial system. As a result, innovative startups founded by users are more likely to acquire
patents (Shah, 2011). Moreover, some user entrepreneurs commercialize steady product
improvements, while others introduce groundbreaking products that lead to the creation of
new industries (Shah 2005). Winston Smith and Shah also argued and discovered that user
entrepreneurs introduce highly novel insights into the industrial system; this leads to high
innovative contributions to society and the commercial marketplace (Winston Smith and
Shah, 2011).

c. Economic Significance
Shah founded that firms established by user entrepreneurs differ from both the average
startup, and innovative firms (Shah, 2011). According to Shah, there are two types of firms
that are founded by professional user entrepreneurs. First, users with innovations that were
meant for use in a previous job or business. It is characterized with certain aspects such as:
they are less likely to be founded at home, less reliant on self-financing, more likely to have
revenues, and generate higher revenues (Shah, 2011). Plus, the professional user
entrepreneurs are highly skilled and may obtain significant financial gain through
entrepreneurship. Second, end-user entrepreneurs that were primary innovations meant for
personal use. It is characterized with certain aspects such as: possesses fewer resources, and
come from less privileged populations. Usually, This type of firms employ fewer workers,
have lower revenues, are more likely to be founded at home and operate from home, selffinanced, and are less likely to receive bank financing loans. Moreover, most of the end-user
entrepreneurs members are likely to be female and members of minority groups (Shah, 2011).
According to Shah, the two types of firms whose founders are professional user entrepreneurs
or end-user entrepreneurs in a ways they manage introducing a novel or customized products
into the marketplace. Also, in ways they are more likely than other firms to receive venture
capital financing, and obtain patents than firms in either comparison groups (Shah, 2011).

2.3. The User Entrepreneurship Process
There are two differences between user entrepreneurship process, and the classic
entrepreneurship process. First, since the user entrepreneurial process is developing, it means
that the user with takes several steps in order to start a firm. These steps include: the
development of a product or service for personal use, without a through evaluation of a
commercial opportunity. While, only after the identification of a potential opportunity a
classical entrepreneur will take action in developing prototypes. Second, when users are
surrounded in user communities, the community plays a major role in the development and
diffusion of the innovation.
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2.4. The User’s Evolving Path to Entrepreneurship
Prior to the existence of entrepreneurial venture a user experienced a problem of need to be
fulfilled. After that the user searched for possible solutions available in the market without
any luck. Not being able to find a satisfactory solution, the user begun to innovate in order to
fulfill the need, by developing a prototype product or service for personal use. At this point,
in the user process there was no aim for a profit gain for the innovation discovered.
The next step in the process was revealing the innovation to others by trying it. As soon as the
user started using the product/service in public, it gained the attention of others, which lead to
feedback and huge interest in the product/service. As a result, the users start thinking of
starting their own venture. Thus, often-useful idea led the users to think of commercial
opportunities. Having experienced the willingness to pay for their innovations encouraged
them to take further steps.

2.5. The User’s Collective Processes
According to Wenger, Brown and Duguid individuals normally relate to one another and
share information, recourses and ideas when living in a community (Wenger, 1998; Brown
and Duguid, 2001). User communities are no different they function the same. Shah
characterized the user communities as: voluntary participation, free flow of information, and
far less hierarchical control and coordination than seen in firms (Shah, 2003). Usually, user
communities offer social structures, and tools that assist the interactions among different
users. There are two forms of communication: first, informal one-to-one exchanges. Second,
semi-formal media such as newsletters, magazines, or websites, and in-person meetings such
as monthly clubs or conferences.
In order to promote the creation and diffusion of a product/service user communities hold
several activities such as: socializing with others who have common interests, teaching an
activity to new members, and sharing knowledge about how to use a product/ service.
The reason why it is cold a community rather than network is because they often possess a
distinct social structure by which identification with the group, rather than ties to specific
individuals, tends to motivate cooperation and sharing of ideas and resources (Ashforth and
Mael, 1989; Hertel, Niedner, and Herrmann, 2003). According to Dutton, Dukerich, and
Harquail the interaction and cooperation between members leads to self-reinforcing behavior,
which in last leads to a greater levels of identification over a period of time (Dutton,
Dukerich, and Harquail, 1994). In order to shape reinforce and support cooperative behavior
user communities tend to develop norms and guideline rules to be followed for attracting and
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socializing new members, and techniques for maintaining their structure and integrity over
time.
There are two beneficial advantages toward user innovators who participate in a user
community. First advantage is the user-innovator gain first-hand information regarding the
needs and preferences of potential clients. Normally, user communities create a medium in
order to exchange information about interesting applications, common problems, desired
features, and unexpected experiences. As a result, members share information and even their
prototype innovation for free and build up upon each other’s contributions (Franke and Shah,
2003).
What is unique about user communities is the trust factors among the group. Also, the
motivation to try each others products, and provide efficient feedback. It is hard for an
outsider to get information from group members. Hargadon and Bechky stresses in the fact
that community-level collective innovation emerges from the sharing of ideas. Following that
a higher levels of novelty occurs due to collective creativity. Therefore, Hargadon and
Bechky identify four inter-related activities that trigger the collective creativity: help seeking,
help giving, reflective reframing, and reinforcing.
In the help seeking process members ask for assistance from others to help with the problem
solving, which leads to the help giving process. Reflective reframing happens due to the
ongoing interaction among users with different backgrounds, and with access to different
resources. As a result to these exchanges they manage to improve and refine an innovation,
thereby enhancing the product’s design and functionality. Finally, the social norms of
innovation communities support open exchange and provide reinforcement for the other three
activities (Hargadon and Bechky, 2006).

2.6. User’s Information Asymmetries
The source of asymmetric knowledge differs for user entrepreneurs, which enable them to
identify the opportunities.

According to von Hippel users possess unique need-related

knowledge acquired through their own use. These needs are peculiar, which reflect the needs
of a larger population. Because they have the access to both needs and solutions, users can
generate innovative ideas (von Hippel, 1986).
What is unique about the users is that they have the knowledge in understanding their own
needs and how it is used. Because the users experienced the market feedback through the
public use of their innovation they acquired the sense of demand from the market. Therefore
users are granted an inimitable position to identify the possible opportunities. In addition to
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knowledge, users may also have a unique way of framing problems that helps them to identify
opportunities.

2.7. Users’ Unique Framing
According to Jeppesen and Lakhani individuals from outside the core discipline of a given
field generate original problem-solving approaches, and are often in a better position to find
innovative solutions because they frame the problem differently depending on the situation
(Jeppesen and Lakhani, 2007). This leads to a novel approach to the problem because there is
no constraint of existing logics, which increases the possibility of finding new opportunities.
Kauffman Foundation conducted a research on users entrepreneurs and found that user
entrepreneurs are different from other entrepreneurs, what makes these entrepreneurs
different is that they are coming into their businesses with more tangible ideas, innovations or
customers to build a successful firm.

3. Entrepreneurial Alertness
Alertness has raised a lot of curiosity regarding the context of opportunity in the
entrepreneurship research field. Kirzner was the first one who started developing research on
entrepreneurial alertness. He characterized individuals who were more alert as having an
“antenna” that permits recognition of gaps with limited clues (Kirzner, 1973; 1979).
Moreover, Kirzner stressed on the fact that alertness includes creative and imaginative action
and it possibly will affect the type of transactions that will enter the market. In contrast,
modern scholars argued that alertness involve more a practical position that is based on the
cognitive capacities and processes such as prior knowledge and experiences, pattern
recognition, information processing skills, and social interactions (Ardichvili, Cardozo and
Ray, 2003; Baron, 2006; Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; Gaglio and Katz, 2001; Shane 2003).
Normally, and opportunity only exists if it is noticed by entrepreneurs, normal individuals
may not even notice an opportunity if it was right in front of them. Thus, entrepreneurs have
astonishing ways of detecting opportunities. In a regular basis, whenever individuals face
problems it raises the alertness to innovate to solve the difficulties. Kirzner stresses on the
fact that human tend to notice what is interesting for them to notice. If there is self-interest
involved in the situation it will raise the entrepreneur to be alert (Kirzner, 1980). Where
Gifford defines it from a cognitive perspective as selective entrepreneurial attention (Gifford
1992). Nevertheless, in order to be aware of potential discoverers, there must be gain in the
end.
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An interesting article by McMullen and Shepherd (2006) argues that entrepreneurship
fundamentally involves action. Adding to that, alertness is not entrepreneurial unless it
involves the process of judgment, and action. This is the essential element of being a true
entrepreneur (McMullen and Shepherd, 2006). Alertness has three corresponding dimensions,
which are: scanning and searching for new information, connecting previously disparate
information, and evaluating whether the new information represents an opportunity. Kirzner’s
early work referred to the role of awareness when new opportunities present themselves, that
leads to alert scanning and searching refers to constantly scanning the environment and
searching for new information, changes, and shifts unnoticed by others. This dimension
requires pre-existing knowledge, preparedness, and sensitivity to new opportunities.

The second dimension relates with Kirzner’s later work on alertness, alert association and
connection. This dimension implies gathering disparate pieces of information and coming up
with logical substitute (Kirzner, 1999). In addition, McMullen and Shepherd’s work insist on
the importance of the evaluation and judgment process where as a business opportunity needs
certain action to evolve by gathering the right information, and then evaluating them in order
to have profit potential (McMullen and Shepherd, 2006).

3.1. Alert Scanning and Search
Busenitz idea of alert scanning and search is about allowing entrepreneurs to be persistent and
unconventional in their attempts to investigate new ideas (Busenitz, 1996). This level of
alertness helps the entrepreneurs to gather enormous amount of domain-relevant information.
Whereas, this information helps building up the individual’s sensory store. Resulting in
providing a brief storage for information in its original form (Reed, 2004). Moreover, this
sensory store helps develop the individual’s knowledge base: both tacit and explicit
knowledge (Polanyi, 1967). During the process of obtaining answers for specific question by
the entrepreneur scanning and search will occur. As there is no methodical strategy to follow,
an entrepreneur will search for all the possibilities in the relevant places (Kirzner, 1979). The
importance of this dimension that it laid the foundation for developing cognitive frameworks
such as prototypes and schemas. Gaglio adds by emphasizing on the
cognitive frameworks that represent the cumulative experience, learning, and meaning an
individual has built. As a result, it process and utilizes stored information and knowledge. The
nature content and structure of schemas for a specific domain are idiosyncratic, it will lead the
entrepreneurs with wider scanning and search range of knowledge and information, which
can benefit them in attaining expert performance in enhanced alertness to business
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opportunities (Gaglio, 1997).

3.2. Alert Association and Connection
Lehrer describes alert association and connection as receiving new information, creativity,
and making extensions in logic. It is about how information is applied or extended. The
association factor helps the individual to consider the possible options by relating them to
unique connections. Instead of focusing on numerous parts of information, association allows
individuals to link directly to the bigger picture (Lehrer, 2008). According to Fiske and
Taylor social cognition theory implies that
the calculation of co variation, as well as the responses are related, and consist of multiple
steps (Fiske and Taylor, 1984). There are four steps to follow. First, individuals will have to
understand the data they have in order to assess co variation. Whereas it is crucial to keep the
data on multiple sides of the issue in order to make the connection. Second, data are classified
into types of evidence such as positive or negative. The positive data contains expectations
that are easily incorporated into the conclusion of the negative data. Third, the estimation part
of each type of evidence.
Fourth, combining the evidence that leads to a certain form. These four aspects help the
entrepreneur to have the bigger picture with all the elements before making an evaluation.
According to Neisser in order to achieve having a passive or active association is by
deliberating, and manipulating information (Neisser, 1967).

Once the individuals gather all the information needed, they have to further scan and search
the environment in order to discover the value of the new information they managed
gathering. It is normal that individuals cannot go from scanning and search to making
judgments about potential connections. Although it is crucial to mention that scanning and
search involves consumes a lot of time with association and connection as a search, which,
will lead to generating additional ideas.

3.3. Evaluation and Judgment
It is essential for entrepreneurs the aspect of evaluation and judgment. According to
McMullen and Shepherd while assessing and estimation if an opportunity arises from new
information, an entrepreneur will automatically exercises judgment. In order to make these
judgments, it requires two stages. First, attention and third-person opportunity. Second,
evaluation and first-person opportunity (McMullen and Shepherd, 2006). The first stage takes
place when an individual believes that a potential opportunity exists for someone, example
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giving third-person opportunity. It is not necessary to represent an opportunity for everyone,
but only for those with the right qualities. After that, the second stage takes place when the
third-person opportunity activates another evaluation process when the entrepreneur decides
if it is an opportunity is right for him/her, example giving first-person opportunity. Typically,
if an entrepreneur believes that the opportunity is positive, he/she will most likely bear the
chances and uncertainties, and then decide weather he/she will take an entrepreneurial action.

The process evaluation and judgment element of alertness helps entrepreneurs to judge the
content of the new information, filter unessential information, and make an assessment of
whether the new information reflects any potential business opportunity.

Neisser believes that when individuals receive multiple messages transmitted over various
channels, they will usually make narrow the selections among all the possible messages based
on reconstructed and relevant information (Neisser, 1967). In order to achieve that it requires
sorting information through association and connection. In addition, the cognitive unit can
disappear and reappear over and over again. This will lead to a phenomenon called the
“reappearance hypothesis”. Meaning the more frequent it appears, the more it can impact the
decision whether if the new concept matches the interpretation framework, and leads to a
successful business opportunity (Neisser, 1967). Because our knowledge structures tend to be
very abstract, individuals’ willingness to use strategies to move information through the
cognitive system in a fast way (Fiske and Taylor, 1984). Kirzner believes that making
judgments allows entrepreneurs to sense opportunities, and choosing the best possibility
among various options (Kirzner, 1997).

3.4. Kirzner’s Theory of Entrepreneurship and the Critical Role of Alertness
Kirzner believes that the entrepreneur is the focal point in the market process, which leads
him/her to be part of the economic development. Besides, the effects of having newly
discovered, improved ways of serving consumers are the key success of capitalist market
economies (Kirzner, 1997). Furthermore, the standard theory has not yet been able to clarify
how markets systematically gravitate towards the equilibrium states (Kirzner, 2008). In order
to distinguish the market as a dynamic process, it is crucial to outline the entrepreneur’s role
in the driving process of equilibrium. Herewith, Kirzner introduces his theory of
entrepreneurship, which contributes to the standard price theory. Kirzner introduces his
theory about “Marshallian demand-supply” in order to understand the nature of the market
process, and the role of the entrepreneur. According to Kirzner a single period world with a
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single commodity, and no scope for uncertainty. The only assumption that complements the
previous statement is that Kirzner loosen up about the perfect knowledge assumption
(Kirzner, 2008). Living in a perfect world individuals normally do not have to make decisions
about how to succeed. On the contrary, determine the best strategies on the basis of given
data. Settling on a decision is determined by the decision maker’s situation. Kirzner adds a
valid point by pointing out that if individual known the unknown, it would be way more
easier to explain the whole plan in terms of economizing, of optimal allocation, and of
maximizing (Kirzner, 1973). As a result, the future incidents will be known and easily
avoided.

In addition, Kirzner points out that knowledge is imperfect, and it is the very imperfection of
knowledge that allows for the entrepreneur to have a function and for market process to take
place. Giving the imperfection of knowledge there is the possibility of the same good selling
for different prices in the market, which leads to the possibility for arbitrage (Kirzner, 1973).
The reason why these arbitrage opportunities exist in the first place because, where
knowledge is imperfect, buyers and sellers can make mistakes of over-optimism, which in
fact leads to frustrated plans and errors of over-pessimism, which in the end leads to
unexploited opportunities. Kirzner clarifies that market participants can be guided by two
factors: First, over-optimistically to insist on receiving prices that are too high or too low.
Second, over-pessimistically to enter into transactions that turn out to be less than most
favorable of the market conditions (Kirzner, 1999). Also, Kirzner believes that entrepreneurs
are alert to these arbitrage opportunities, and it is their alertness to these opportunities, which
leads into equilibrating the market. Since the each market is characterized by opportunities
for pure entrepreneurial profit. In general, these opportunities were created in the first place
by previous entrepreneurial errors. In order for an entrepreneur to discover these errors, and
opportunities he/she should be attentive, which will lead to natural alertness (Kirzner, 2000).
It is critical for the entrepreneur to know more than the fellow market participants’
knowledge. In addition, searching for profit opportunities is different than an entrepreneur
being alert. It is evident that an entrepreneur will only engage in search for knowledge if the
costs of search are less than the expected returns from search. Normally, the search for
profitable opportunities leads at the end of the road to the discovery of opportunities.
According to Kirzner entrepreneurship is an equilibrating force that consists of an alertness to
arbitrage opportunities, and the only reason it exist because there is a shortage in the market.
What is peculiar about Kirzner’s model is the ability to isolate the essence of
entrepreneurship. In which, he exhibit a clear understanding that if the market heading toward
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equilibrium it must be comprised of entrepreneurs who can economize, yet alert to profit
opportunities.

Kirzner’s introduced the pure entrepreneur in order to clarify the coordinating function of
entrepreneurship. Kirzner’s theory argues that the pure entrepreneur is a non-owner (Kirzner,
1975). He insists on separating ownership and entrepreneurship, and view them as different
functions. In principle, if pure entrepreneurs embrace all elements of entrepreneurship, it will
lead to exclusion of the asset owner from an entrepreneurial role. Therefore, the entrepreneur
is a pure decision maker, which in fact anyone can gain this quality. However, it is really
interesting how Kirzner treats alertness, discovery, and exploitation as inseparable parts,
without the need to explore their relationships. The reasoning for the previous statement is
that Kirzner aim is to construct a general theory of the equilibrating function of
entrepreneurship.

Kirzner believes that it’s not enough for an entrepreneur to be alert only, but possess the
psychological characteristics that Schumpeter element in an entrepreneur. Entrepreneurial
alertness, distinctive itself by certain qualities such as: self-confidence, creativity, boldness
and innovative ability. Though it is crucial to notice that sometimes these qualities may
toughen the discovery profit opportunities. A Kirznerian theory of the culture of
entrepreneurship explains how cultural and psychological factors affect the opportunities that
entrepreneurs recognize. Since, the root of entrepreneurship is based on cultural context,
Kirzner views culture as opportunities.

Kirzner’s aim is to clarify the propensity for markets, where he views opportunity as
exogenous arbitrage. In addition, entrepreneurship serves influential function; by which
Kirzner manage explaining the market through it. As a result, what Kirzner interpret as an
entrepreneurial discovery, is purely reasons that causes markets to equilibrate. Studies by
Kaish and Gilad highlights how individuals identify and react to opportunities, when relying
largely on survey data. The concept of these studies that entrepreneurs spend more time
gathering information, and rely more on unconventional sources of information, than
managers of existing enterprises (Kaish and Gilad, 1991).

The concept of entrepreneurial alertness has a great impact on entrepreneurship research. It
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has empirical findings in processes of decision-making, evaluation, assessment, and
environmental recognition. Although, Kirzner stresses on the relationship between the
theoretical construct of alertness, and the applied study of opportunity recognition by
considering it complex (Kirzner, 2009). Kirzner’s theory is very simple it based on basic
observation about human action, how rational they are when making decisions, and the
demand curves slope downward. In addition, culture is a fundamental variable that explains
why entrepreneurs are alert to certain activities. As a result, entrepreneurs would be the ones
that notice the opportunity.

4. Resources, Dynamic Capabilities, and The Theory of the Growth
of the Firm (Penrose, 1959)
The growth of new established ventures is mainly exploited by the dynamics of resources and
opportunities. Resources are critical factors in the early stages of a firm, were the right use of
them can set the absolute elements for future growth. In addition, a new venture should be
able to respond well, and face the challenging industrial opportunities by using the right
strategic approach. Therefore, in this chapter I would like to examine Edith Penrose’s (1959)
theory and her valid contribution to the resource based view by focusing on the theory of the
growth of the firm.

Penrose’s model of firm growth did not aim to focus on the output and price behavior, but on
the firm as an administrative organization. In this administrative organization the human
resources play a huge role in providing incentive to further expand and a limit to the rate of
expansion. Penrose is a firm believer that history is crucial, because it sets the right
atmosphere for the processes of interaction between the market opportunities and the firm’s
services available from its own resources (Penrose, I960).

According to Penrose, in neoclassical economic theory: the model of the firm is a model
representing the forces determining the prices and quantities produced of particular products
in the individual firm, hence if we become interested in other aspects of the firm we ask
questions that the 'theory of the firm' is not designed to answer. Penrose’s definition of a firm
is an administrative unit with boundaries. It is characterized by internal activities such as:
members working together, combining resources in specific ways, and last but not least
building firm-specific competence (Penrose, 1959).
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Penrose stresses on the importance of experienced management within the firm, she believes
that it affects the productive services available to a firm from its own resources. The
management team is a key factor that helps the firm to grow, because of the constant
interaction process that stimulate rate of growth. One of Penrose’s main observations is that
learning occurs when knowledge is shared, by which it can broaden the firm’s pool of
opportunities. She also observed that learning process within a firm is not an easy process,
were perception and beliefs are key variables affecting the source of variation. Furthermore,
Penrose states that a firm can be explored from different diminutions such as: sociological,
organizational, engineering or economic; in order to solve any obstacle faced (Penrose 1959).

The theory of the firm focuses on the neoclassical economics literature and the attempts used
to determine prices, outputs, and income distributions in markets through supply and demand.
The theory aimed to shed the light on the central problems of economic analysis. In
particular, how prices and the allocation of resources among different uses are determined.
Though it is crucial to acknowledge it as a wider theory of economic value.

Unlike Penrose, Kenneth E. Boulding (1950) views the firm as the equilibrium output were he
focuses on the balance sheet, any visible capital structure, debts, and engaged apparently in
the simultaneous purchase of inputs and the sale of outputs at constant rates (Boulding, 1950).
On the other hand, Penrose (1959) emphasis on the fact that if we become interested in other
aspects of the firm, then we ask questions that the theory of the firm is not designed to
answer. What differentiates Penrose is that she views the firm as a growing organization, and
not as element of price-and-output. Therefore, any further decision-making should not be
determined by the previous elements. Furthermore, she presented a unique aspect of the firm,
which is central management. It basically states that the essential difference between
economic activity inside the firm and economic activity in the market is that economic
activity in the firm is carried out within an administrative organization (see Simon, 1947),
whereas economic activity in the market is not. Bernard and Simon adds to Penrose argument
by stressing on the area of coordination, or known as the area of author communication,
which defines the boundaries of the firm, and accordingly, it can mange to maintain a
sufficient administrative coordination (Barnard, 1938; Simon 1947). Adding to the previous
point, Penrose stresses the firm as being more than an administrative unit; she views it as a
collection of productive resources, where the choice of different uses of these resources over
time is determined by a thorough administrative decision (Penrose, 1959). Generally the
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firm’s physical resources are either tangible assets such as: plant, equipment, land, and natural
resources; raw materials; semi finished goods; waste products and by-products; and even
unsold stocks of finished goods. We also should include the human resources available in a
firm such as: unskilled and skilled labor, clerical, administrative, financial, legal, technical,
and managerial staff.

Penrose is a firm believer that it is never about the resources themselves, but it is the services
that the resource can render, which are key factors in the production process. Adding to that
she insist in the idea that resources consist of a bundle of potential services and can, for the
most part, be defined independently of their use, whereas services cannot be well defined,
because the service usually imply a function of an activity. As a result, we can find the unique
source of distinction of each firm (Penrose, 1959).

Penrose emphasizes the previous point by defining the firm as an administrative organization
as well as a collection of productive resources, where the general purpose of the business firm
is to organize the use of its own resources together with other resources acquired from outside
the firm for the production and sale of goods and services in order to gain profit (Penrose,
1959). Then, she highlights the topic by stressing on the term entrepreneur, which is referred
to individuals or groups within the firm providing the entrepreneurial services, regardless to
their position or occupational classification. Entrepreneurial services can range from the
contributions to the operations of a firm that relate to the introduction and acceptance of new
ideas, mainly concerning products, location, and significant changes in technology; to the
acquisition of new managerial personnel; to fundamental changes in the organization of the
firm; to the raising of capital; and last but not least future expansion plans (Penrose, 1959).

Penrose proposes that in order to expand a versatile type of executive is needed to be present,
herewith, firms can only achieve that by requiring major efforts on the part of the firm to
develop new markets or entails branching out into new lines of production. It is crucial to
note on the importance of the creative effort, the sense of timing (Penrose, 1959). In addition,
Penrose presents an explanation for why there may be a limit to the growth of firms,
managerial ability, product or factor markets, and uncertainty and risk. In her opinion the first
explanation suggests to conditions within the firm. The second explanation suggests to
conditions outside the firm. Last but not least, the third explanation is a combination of
internal attitudes and external conditions. Moreover, Penrose points out the significance of an
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administrative group were in fact she believes that it is more than a group of individuals. She
presents an explanation by pointing out that an administrative group is a collection of
individuals who have had experience in working together, and as a result a teamwork can be
developed. The experience these individuals obtain from working together, and within the
firm allows them to offer unique valuable services (Penrose, 1959).

Generally, the services provided from current managerial resources control the amount of
new managerial resources that can be absorbed. As a result, it creates the fundamental limit to
the possible expansion at a given time. The amount of activity that can be planned at a given
time limits the amount of new personnel that can be profitably absorbed in the next period.
The previous statement is known as the Penrose effect (Penrose, 1959).

Penrose believes that knowledge can either be gained by being taught to someone, or can be
achieved by personal experience. The advantage of gaining knowledge via experience is that
it contributes to objective knowledge insofar as its results can be transmitted to others. The
key is that experience itself can never be passed on, because experience produces a change in
individuals, which as a result cannot be separated from them. You can easily notice the
increased experience in knowledge in two ways: First, changes in knowledge acquired.
Second, changes in the ability to use knowledge. In a way it’s not a very valid distinction
between the two, because the use of old knowledge is reliant on the acquisition of new
knowledge. On the other hand, it is also proven that it is not that reliant; because with
experience a person may gain wisdom, sureness of movement, and confidence. In fact leading
to become part of the individual nature, and they are all qualities that are relevant to the kind
and amount of services a person can provide to the firm. In addition, some individuals due to
their past knowledge within a firm of the resources, structure, history, operations, and
personnel of the firm, render services to that firm where that person could give to no other
firm without acquiring additional experience (Penrose, 1959).

Penrose presents the fact that the processes of operating and of expanding are mainly
associated with a process by which knowledge is increased; it becomes clear that the
productive opportunity of a firm will change, even in the absence of any change in external
circumstances or in fundamental technological knowledge. Therefore, the subjective
opportunity set of the firm will change because, the very new opportunities open up that did
not exist in the past (Penrose, 1959). She also underlines that management not only is the
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source for expansion but also is a brake on expansion.

Managerial services are usually exploited in two parts. First part is for daily operations, and
the second part is used for planning and executing expansion plans. Penrose believes that
there are external incentives that stimulate expansion such as: growing demand for particular
products, changes in technology that call for production on a larger scale than before,
discoveries and inventions with particularly promising uses, and opportunities to obtain a
better market position. In addition, incentives may include backward integration to control
sources of supply, diversification of final products to spread risk, or expansion of existing
products to prevent the entry of new competitors. Therefore, firms will always face external
obstacles to expansion such as keen competition in markets for particular products that makes
profitable entry or expansion in those markets’ difficulties (Penrose, 1959).

Hence, Internal obstacles occur when some of the important types of specialized services
required for expansion are not available within the firm. In particular, internal obstacles occur
when there is a lack among the experienced personnel to cover the technical skills required
for the planning, execution, and efficient operation of a new program. Added to that, there are
other factors that trigger the internal obstacles to expansion. They normally arise from the
pool of unused productive services, resources, and specialized knowledge, all of which will
always be found within any firm. Penrose views resources as a bundle of countless
opportunities for potential services. Even if the resources are not used fully in current
operations, there should be a way were the firm could exploit it to their economic advantage.
Then, she presents the three significant obstacles preclude the attainment of a state of rest:
First, the obstacles arising from the familiar difficulties posed by the indivisibility of
resources, which Penrose calls “the jig-saw puzzle”. Second, the obstacles arising from the
fact that the same resources can be used differently under different circumstances and
situations. Last but not least, the obstacles arising because, in the ordinary processes of
operation and expansion, new productive services are continually being created and
transformed (Penrose, 1959).

Then, Penrose discusses in depth how specialization can lead to the growth of the firm and
diversification. She views it as the virtuous circle, in which specialization leads to higher
common multiples and higher common multiples lead to greater specialization. She points out
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that diversification strategy can be driven by the desire to achieve economies of scope
(Penrose, 1959).

Moreover, the means of exploiting a service changes with changes in knowledge. It results
with having a connection between the type of knowledge owned by the personnel of the firm
and the available services from its resources. There is a close tie between resources with
which a firm works and the development of ideas, experience, and knowledge of its managers
and entrepreneurs. Unused services stimulate the introduction of new combinations of
innovative resources within the firm. It is common that unused services can determine the
direction of expansion of a firm. For that reason, a thorough analysis of internal and external
obstacles for expansion should be conducted. One of Penrose’s observations is that when a
firm has special technological skills it widens its potential opportunities. Most diversification
and expansion are based mainly on the level of competence and technical knowledge. Penrose
believes that this level of competence and technical knowledge ensures a lasting position of
the firm (Penrose, 1959).

Penrose’s thesis is based on the idea that the firm is a pool of resources, and an administrative
framework determines this use. Usually, the final product presented by a firm represents its
pool of potentials. The constant relation between the creative service and knowledge within a
firm, and the external circumstances presents new opportunities for a firm (Penrose, 1959).

Penrose recognizes that there is a strong relation between firms and markets, and each
component relies on the other for existence. Then, she stresses on the heterogeneity of the
entrepreneurial and managerial services, which leads for each firm to stand out. The previous
factors mentioned by Penrose determine the maximum rate of growth of the firm (Penrose,
1959).

Interactions are essential to the firm’s position, in order for interaction to be correct it should
be joined with the right players in its environment. For instance we have interaction with
customers, distributors, suppliers, funders and competitors. Penrose identify the enterprise as
the capacity to match opportunities and resources together in order to create future value and
growth. In evolutionary economics interdependencies, competition, growth, structural change,
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and recourse constraints are the focal points. It stresses on the processes that can transform
the economy for firms, institutions, industries, employment, production, trade and growth
through the actions, experience, and interactions of the human resources by using
evolutionary methodology. That said, evolutionary economics views the firms as the key
actors, and not as individuals. According to Nelson, individuals are seen as interchangeable
and their actions determined by the firms they are in (Nelson, 1995). On the other hand, the
theories of enterprise and innovation stresses on the individual as a critical component and
source of diversity and change.

4.1. Growth Phases and Processes
There are several phases and processes that a firm must go through in order to reach growth.
Firms must access, mobilize and deploy resources before reaching the target growth phase. In
order to understand the growth process of a firm, we need to understand how the problems at
any given firm is addressed and dealt with. You can see that clearly when Penrose describes a
company that is formed through demerger, where subsequent growth was made possible by
the technologies and expertise earlier developed (Penrose, I960). There is another aspect that
can enhance a firm’s prospect by incubation inside another organization during early resource
access, mobilization and deployment.

In the early phases of a venture defining the opportunities, it helps posing the activity towards
the necessary recourses. The founders shape the venture with the essential incentives; their
relationship with potential sponsors is considered vital. The early phase is consistent by
search analysis, as well as figuring out the first problems that are related to the opportunities
and resourcing prospects. Start-ups have privileges that existing firms do not have, due to the
nurture feature they can have the advantage to access more resources and acknowledge them
earlier than other firms. The preliminary phase is considered to be rather crucial in shaping
the future opportunities a firm can have. Market entry defers according to the product status,
whether the firm is entering with a new product or refining an existing product for an
established market. The only dilemma in growth markets that they are highly uncertain,
especially with innovative products. In start-ups companies having contacts is vital. Contacts
that have knowledge in the field can contribute to their resources. Face-to-face interaction
helps building trust and learning, and accounts for the proximity of start-up activity. In
addition, they can help them with networking by bringing the right people together more than
entrepreneurs can manage doing. Identifying potential customers and knowing how to fulfill
their needs may extend their future possibilities and options. Having an early strategic
assessment can be in the entrepreneur’s favor, as it can identify neglected opportunities by
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recognizing the value of resources that cannot and can be accessed through the market. One
of the greatest advantages for entrepreneurs is looking at the public domain knowledge
produced by research laboratories, a previously untraded resource, may be used, or talent
nurtured. Only an entrepreneur with an eye for realizing potential opportunities can seize the
value from untraded skill. Penrose notices that market awareness is fundamental, as the
success of an innovative firm relies on their ability to provide a unique use of their own
product, and leering them to adapt their products, by creating this need (Penrose, I960).
Moreover, having funders to fund the venture is the main input to starting their venture.

4.2. Resource Mobilization
One of the fundamental elements of start-ups is having a business model. This step helps
creating the whole image of the venture. It also helps creating viable links with funders,
customers, and suppliers. In addition it shows commitment and credibility towards the whole
project, by linking it with sources of knowledge. The business model presents the strategy
including objectives, constrains, and potential solutions.
Penrose stresses the importance in observing opportunities, as it is the link towards future
growth. The difficulty that each start-up faces is practicing what is written in the business
model. The business model helps the team to save time by avoiding potential early dilemmas,
and assigning the right group members to their roles.
Having a charismatic leader at the mobilization period can encourage the team, as it results in
better outcomes due to the motivation given to team members. The start-ups may face another
mobilization period in later stages, if a new product or service, or changes in market
conditions required for a new resource set. Although dealing with early problems in the
beginning stages can help shaping the start-ups with the right skills that embody them to solve
problems.

4.3. Resource Generation
As soon as resources are positioned, and the production started to take place start-ups can
build on experience. Having a solid relationship with customers and distributers is vital,
because it helps generating revenues and raises the demand of the firm’s product or services.
The success here is in acknowledging the effective interactions in order to have valuable
relations with suppliers. That being said, firms should never rely on chance, but follow the
incentives that will help them form the alliances with their loyal customers. Penrose
highlights that fact that funds help purchasing resources, although it is impossible to have a
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team from the outside that have the knowledge to function together in that firm, yet the pace
of growth is restricted by the demands of internal teamwork (Penrose, 1959). Stressing on the
previous statement that recruiting the right employees can advantage the venture rapidly for
future growth. Another element to look at is the niche market, because it might limit the
growth of the venture if the products or services were not considered desirable. It will lead the
venture to further look in their resources and determine how they can shift the product or
service range. Doing so may cause the venture some financial problems with funds, as
shifting

to

another

range

are

extremely

a

costly

procedure.

5. Creation Theory of Entrepreneurial Opportunity Formation
The creation theory of entrepreneurship helps understanding entrepreneurial opportunities
approaches, regardless if those opportunities existed as a result of the independent actions of
entrepreneurs, or by the actions of entrepreneurs. Examining the view that entrepreneurial
opportunity exists, independent entrepreneurial actions, and the only individuals that manage
to discover it and exploit them are the unique alert individuals. Shane and Venkataraman
titled those individuals by “individual opportunity nexus perspective” (Shane &
Venkataraman, 2000). Shane’s insights about the discovery theory of entrepreneurship, is that
opportunities are considered as a missing option waiting to be claimed for; in order to be fully
exploited by alert individuals who know their existence (Shane, 2003). The second view
points out how entrepreneurial opportunities are formed and exploited. That said, it means
that opportunities are not hanging there waiting to be claimed for, yet, entrepreneurs work
hard in an interactive process to invent them. What defer the second point from the first one is
that entrepreneurs may generate a set of opportunities that did not exist to begin with by
entrepreneurial actions. As Venkataraman named this approach the “creation theory”
(Venkataraman, 2003).

5.1. Discovery Theory of Entrepreneurial Opportunities
According to Kirzner in the topic of discovery theory, opportunities occur due to the
competitive imperfections in markets. These imperfections are as a result of changes in
technology, consumer preferences, or some other attributes of the context within an industry
or market exists (Kirzner, 1973). Herewith, the entrepreneur’s mission is to be fully alert to
the possible opportunities and demand to seize them (Kirzner, 1997; Shane, 2003). By doing
so the entrepreneur bring agency to opportunity (Shane, 2003). Shane believes that in the
discovery theory, it is necessary to recombine past knowledge with new ones by using novel
techniques (Shane, 2000). Sometimes, it is possible that the entrepreneur is not fully aware of
previous skills either from past knowledge, market, or at the beginning search for possible
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opportunities.

One of the main points the discovery theory stresses about is that entrepreneurs and nonentrepreneurs differ in crucial ways, because if we were all the same, then everyone will be
able to exploit those opportunities. Kirzner and Shane examined these differences thoroughly
and acknowledged the possible differences. Almost all the differences go back to the
development of information asymmetries between entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs. The
other explanation is very simple, it states that entrepreneurs are more alert to the existence of
opportunities than non-entrepreneurs (Kirzner, 1973; Shane, 2003). The discovery theory
focuses more in the
Formation, and exploitation of entrepreneurial opportunities. While, the creation theory
presents

a

logical

alternative.

5.2. The Nature of Opportunities
Normally, in the discovery theory entrepreneurs do not identify the opportunities first and
then they take an action; but they choose to act and then wait for a response from the market.
Afterwards, they go ahead and alter any needed adjustments. In this sense, without the
entrepreneurs’ actions the opportunities will not be discovered. As Weick suggested the
formation of opportunities, in creation theory, is considered both as a path dependent, and as
an emergent process. That’s why by taking an action, and having entrepreneurs enact the
opportunities they exploited. Furthermore, in the creation theory, entrepreneurial actions
have to be “blind”. Usually, entrepreneurs will indeed have several assumptions regarding the
market, and the possible reaction to their venture, but it is very uncommon for them to see the
light in the end of the tunnel. As in the creation theory there is no “end” until the creation
processes are disclosed. This all goes back to the fact that you cannot fully understand
opportunities until they exist, and the only way for their existence is after the entrepreneurs
took an action and enacted upon iterative process of action and reaction (Weick, 1979).

Generally speaking, in the case of creation theory entrepreneurs become alert to opportunities
only by action, then monitoring the market response to their actions, which lead to adjusting
whatever needed to be fixed from their original plan. The enactment process helps with the
experimental part of discovering opportunities. Although, this enactment process is
characterized with numerous failed trials. Due to these trials entrepreneurs realize that they
misinterpreted the results, which leads them to the starting point were they either decide to
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readjust or discard the whole process. According to Galbraith novelty is essential in deciding
the direction of this process, because the more novel the work is, the more they will result in
having new piece of knowledge which, will lead the entrepreneur to develop a series of
experiments to back up the work (Galbraith, 1977). In this case having prior industry or
market experience is not considered very efficient, and may indeed slow down the
entrepreneur. The reason behind the previous assumption is that in the creation theory,
opportunities do not appear based on competitive imperfections in pre-existing industries or
markets; but from the enactment process itself. What makes the creation theory unique is that
entrepreneurs are challenged to create something novel by themselves (Aldrich, 2006). The
enactment process is a process of observing, learning, and acting, which can shape the future
of the venture. Therefore, creation theory states that serial entrepreneurs that have experience
in the field of enactment process should keep an open mind towards developing a new series
of opportunities in a single market, by repeating the enactment process in order to discover
new opportunities. The enactment process tends to be a cluttered one, that’s said if the
entrepreneur manages to complete the process and create opportunity; the knowledge created
will definitely be crystal clear to the entrepreneur. However, the challenge here knowing how
to exploit the enacted opportunity, giving the fact that they are considered here as a source of
sustained competitive advantage than the ones formed by competitive imperfections to preexisting industries or markets.

5.3. The Nature of Entrepreneurs
The creation theory focuses more in theories about the nature of entrepreneurs than the
discovery theory. There are systematic differences between entrepreneurs and nonentrepreneurs, which is the fundamental cause of entrepreneurial action in discovery theory.
It’s not common to have these systematic differences in the creation theory, and if they do
somehow exist; it’s as the result of the entrepreneurial process (Hayward, Shepherd, &
Griffin, 2005; Sarasvathy, 2001). Hence, the path dependent process of enacting opportunities
in the creation theory might create visible differences between entrepreneurs and nonentrepreneurs. Environment is a vital element in deciding whether two individuals will end up
in the path to be entrepreneurs. In addition, to their distinguished characters such as
personality, cognitive abilities, and social position. Last, is choice and deciding to engage in
this path or not.

The differences between the creation theory and discovery theory are fundamental when
examining the approaches to the analysis of the formation and exploitation of entrepreneurial
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opportunities. Entrepreneurs use different tactics in collecting information about
opportunities, some use the existed information in existing markets by combining them in
novel ways in order to discover and exploit those opportunities; others, take the initiatives to
create new opportunities by engaging in a series of experiments (Nelson and Winter, 1977).
From that we can conclude that we have two types of entrepreneurship, yet may be many
other types of entrepreneurship that exist as well. Precisely, having asymmetric information
helps entrepreneurs to visualize the possible opportunities that others cannot see. Also, it can
help them predict the effectiveness of their actions in exploiting these opportunities. That’s
the reason why, in the discovery theory having a previous experience in an industry or market
may indeed help entrepreneurs discover, and then exploit new opportunities. On the other
hand, in the creation theory it is slightly vague in the department of opportunity formation and
exploitation process. Usually, entrepreneurs have not much of an idea about the final path
they are going to use to exploit those opportunities. The reason behind it, is in creation theory
the process is not identified from the beginning, there is this sort of mystery and uncertainty
regarding the final act. As a result, it is difficult to conclude the possible outcomes associated
with forming and exploiting an entrepreneurial opportunity, and the probability of those
outcomes.

Frank Knight provided a thorough distinction between risk and uncertainty. Knight believes
that risk applies to situations where we do not have an idea about the outcomes, yet we can
accurately measure the odds. In contrast, uncertainty applies to situations where it is
impossible to know all the information we need in order to measure the odds (knight, 1921).
As a result, the discovery and creation theory may both help explaining the formation and
exploitation of entrepreneurial opportunities, but may apply in total different informational
settings. In discovery theory the formation and exploitation of entrepreneurial opportunities
occurs when entrepreneurs are operating under conditions of risk or moderate uncertainty and
there is prior knowledge and information that is linked to the current opportunity. On the
other hand, in creation theory the formation and exploitation of entrepreneurial opportunities
occurs when entrepreneurs are operating under conditions of high or Knightian uncertainty
and there is little or no useful prior knowledge and information related to the current
opportunities (Alvarez & Barney, 2005).

The pervious analysis helps us acknowledge the fact that starting a venture high uncertainty is
not considered a waste of time, because in creation theory it gradually evolves into less
uncertain more risky settings; where discovery theory applies the best (Hannan & Freeman,
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1977). It is fair to say that over time, the process may either develop from creation to
discovery theory, or vise versa. As a result the mix of both actions may help the entrepreneur
to form and exploit opportunities.

In creation theory’s perception, as the opportunity enactment process begins, it is normal that
entrepreneurs possibly will obtain and shape the information regarding the nature of the
opportunity. Herewith, entrepreneurs will sometime realize that managerial prescriptions
derived from discovery theory will be more effective than managerial prescriptions derived
from creation theory. The previous analysis identify
the creation theory to be more efficient in applying in real world than the discovery theory,
even though the opportunity actually is formed out of competitive disruptions to a preexisting industry. Without a doubt, a competitive disruption in a current industry is a result of
an entrepreneur enacting upon an opportunity. However the mix of discovery and creation
theory helps understanding how an entrepreneurial opportunity was formed and exploited.

5.4. Decision-Making
There are several tools that can help the entrepreneur into forming a business decision, and
these tools are derived from the discovery theory. Casson elaborates to this matter by
describing the tools by stressing the fact that they should be fit under conditions where
current and historical information and knowledge are available and useful in describing and
exploiting opportunities (Casson, 1982). Moreover, the entrepreneur can easily collect the
data needed from: government reports, trade association reports, customer surveys, focus
groups, direct observation about the subject in hand, and personal experience in a market or
industry.

In order to proceed with an idea, and make sure it is a valuable one; entrepreneurs can use a
variety of risk based decision making tools such as: net present value analysis, real options
analysis, and scenario planning to the information they wish to proceed with (Brealey &
Myers, 1988; McGrath, 1997; Schoemaker, 1995). When the situation fits the high or
Knightian uncertainty in creation theory, these risk based decision making tools are no longer
valid. So in order for entrepreneurs to come up with a decision, there are two ways: either by
applying biases and heuristics (Busenitz & Barney, 1997; Hayward, Shepherd, Griffin, 2005)
or by engaging in an emergent decision making process (Mintzberg, 1994). Heuristic
techniques can be used when risk based decision making tools do not apply (Kahneman,
Slovic, & Tversky, 1982). Furthermore, heuristic techniques allow entrepreneurs to form a
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decision even though they do not have handful useful information to make a logical decision.
In this subject, Busenitz and Barney presented two cognitive biases that help entrepreneurs to
make logical decisions under these circumstances. The cognitive biases are: the over
confidence bias and the representativeness bias, or the willingness of decision makers to
generalize from small samples (Busenitz and Barney, 1997). Creation theory supports the
cognitive biases and implies to the fact that it is a useful tool, which entrepreneurs may use to
enable them to make decisions about whether or not to go ahead with the project although
there is no sufficient amount of information to make rational decision-making. Although, this
approach is an alternative one it gained a lot of attention and interest from many fields. For
instance in organization theory, this approach is known as “logical incrementalism”, in
anthropology “bricolage”, in strategic management “emergent strategy formulation”, in
entrepreneurship “effectuation”, in mathematics “Bayesian updating”, and last but not least
political science “muddling through’ (Quinn, 1980; Levi- Strauss, 1967; Baker, 2005;
Mintzberg, 1985; Sarasvathy, 2001; Bayes, 1764; Lindblom, 1959).

Despite the fact that these decision-making processes have been studied and analyzed by
multiple theories and majors, yet they have several features in common. The features are
presented as the following: First, they are considered incremental in nature, decision makers
make small decisions based on whatever information they currently have. Second, they are
iterative or simply frequent, the process involves making and remaking decisions until desired
outcomes are achieved. Last but not least, they are inductive, because they use data to
evaluate the quality of decisions. You can easily find these type of approaches used in
decision-making processes under the conditions of high or Knightian uncertainty. The
dilemma here when using a risk based decision making tools in a high or uncertain situation,
is that the entrepreneurs may unintentionally presume that they have all the needed
information when they do not. This example might highly occur when entrepreneurs use
customer focus groups to collect information about potential opportunities. If entrepreneurs
do not have the full vision of the product or service, and they reach potential customers to
evaluate something that is not yet fully understood by them, it will create unwanted risks that
are associated with conditions of Knightian uncertainty, to decisions never being made.

5.5. Business Financing
According to the discovery theory, entrepreneurs usually obtain financial support from
external sources such as banks and venture capital firms. There is a process that entrepreneurs
need to follow in order to receive the external financial support according to the nature of the
opportunities they are planning to exploit. The creation theory states that it is difficult for
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banks and venture capital firms to accept funding a new business if they are operating under
conditions of Knightian uncertainty (Bhide, 1992; Christensen, 2004). If entrepreneurs are not
fully aware of the nature of their opportunities, it will be almost impossible for them to justify
it to outside resource of capital, simply because they are still not fully aware of it. On the
other hand, there is the over confident entrepreneurs that assume to be fully aware of their
opportunities. Unfortunately, outside sources of capital might not provide the funding if
entrepreneurs are still operating within the opportunity enactment process. Furthermore, there
is the common way of financing a venture, which is from the entrepreneur’s own pool of
wealth. Creation theory believes that entrepreneur’s path usually changes over time period.
As a result, it is crucial for entrepreneurs to have understandable investors that are willing to
stick around during the enactment process, and continue their valuable support.

5.6. Business Planning
Having a business plan is crucial for any new venture, it helps entrepreneurs to integrate
information and knowledge in novel ways to both describe what an opportunity is, and how
that opportunity is going to be exploited (Delmar et al., 2003; Van de Ven, Venkataraman,
Polley, & Garud, 1989). Also, it can make it easier for entrepreneurs when having the
meeting for their funds to present a full vision of the venture with all aspects handled. In the
discovery theory the business plan remains constant through time, but there might be changes
that occur over a time period. The key here for entrepreneurs is in planning the business is
that it depends fully on their skills, and vision for the venture, and not on historical
information and knowledge, they are considered unhelpful for these conditions.

Moreover, business plans functioning under Knightian uncertainty can constrain the path of
the opportunity enactment process (Weick, 1979). The only way of this business plan is
considered to be helpful is when enactment process reaches its conclusion, which in this case
the level of uncertainty will shift from very high to moderate level. According to Argote when
facing a high or Knightian uncertainty, learning is more important than planning. The reason
behind it is that entrepreneurs can just assume the nature of opportunities in hand, and learn
how to exploit them as they emerge in time. This is more effective, because you can always
learn by trying things and making mistakes, which will lead entrepreneurs to have a guide
instead of a detailed planning procedure (Argote, 1999). Walsh add to this subject by
emphasizing on the fact that when entrepreneurs are put in highly uncertain condition when
they develop their own knowledge structures through repeated experimental trials, which the
usage of this knowledge will give the information that they created a value (Walsh, 1995).
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Given the previous circumstances of operating under conditions of high uncertainty, creation
theory do not state that entrepreneurs do not have a decent plan. Yet, entrepreneurs come up
with their guides through the process, and not from relating to sophisticated financial
projections, and customer segmentation analyses. The difference here is that entrepreneurs
relay on the experiment phase of enacting an opportunity, which might flourish. It’s not about
having sharp defined goal, but having the general path that entrepreneurs are heading towards
it is crucial. Sometimes due to lack of information entrepreneurs have to redefine some
aspects from the business plan whether it is the target or any other aspect which they are
operating their technologies upon, so that they can exploit their opportunities. According to
Garud & Kotha, having to readapt aspects in the business plan requires a flexible decisionmaking charisma that will adapt to the results from enactment process (Garud & Kotha,
1994). In this situation of high uncertainty holding an adaptive charisma is more beneficial
than a detailed strategic, financial, and market analyses.

6. Resource Constraint and Radical Innovation
Clayton M. Christensen presented a simple idea called "technology mudslide hypothesis".
This idea states that established firm fails because it doesn’t “keep up technology” with other
competing firms. The hypothesis argues the following, when firms are trying to climb their
ways to the top they tend to struggle. The phases they undergo fluctuates with ups and downs.
Later on, Christensen and colleagues argued that this simple idea is actually not true; because
in reality firms are usually aware of the innovations, but their business environment holds
them back at the beginning. The reason behind that is that at the early stages, they are not
profitable enough because their development includes limited resources for innovation. On
the other hand, start-ups have different scenarios regarding the previous topic. Usually startups that are keen on being the lead in technology and innovation, tend to deliver radical
innovation that leads to a breakthrough in the market. The management’s vision is to change
the consumer expectations in a positive way, by replacing technologies with brand new ones.
An innovation is considered radical only if it is novel to the venture, and it’s a key element
that helps contributing to the long-term success of the venture. Usually ventures that seek the
path to innovation are longing to replace current by new knowledge bases, and to redefine
existing or create new markets (Hill and Rothaermel, 2003; Katila and Ahuja, 2002;
Abernathy and Clark, 1985; Benner and Tushman, 2003; Danneels, 2002). Scholars believe
that being the lead in radical innovation and succeeding in it gives their venture superior
privileges, where as it’s normal to assume that the ones who fails to deliver are mostly going
to lose market share (Christensen, 1997; Christensen and Bower, 1996; Leifer, 2001). The
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most important element to watch for is resource constraints when dealing with innovation,
because it tends to hinder innovation and slow it down. Although, Shane argues that ventures
which are competing in a competitive environment tend to explore more with their resources
(Shane, 2005).

Usually, an entrepreneurship study believes that venture which have all of their resources
figured out, and available to use tends to avoid experimentation. Therefore, their focal search
is towards exploiting the technology that lay in their domain; instead of exploring potential
opportunities. The reason behind it is that normally ventures have limited incentives towards
experiments, and having all their resources figured out the need to take risks is reduced
drastically. Although, it’s not always the case some ventures takes the absolute lead into
discovering new resources, which leads to novel opportunities. Therefore, firms with excess
resources should be relatively unlikely to develop radical innovation, since the development
of radical innovation involves the risky exploration of hitherto unknown technological
domains or the discovery of new knowledge (Levinthal and March, 1993; March, 1991). On
the other hand, having a shortage in resources inspire managers to adopt entrepreneurial
management practices that further search for new opportunities.

When there is a shortage in resources or resource scarcity, ventures have to look beyond the
obstacles, and search scope or depth of the established paths. Although, resource scarcity can
create a major obstacle for the venture, it is uncommon for it to slow down the venture from
reaching novel search paths. Shane and Venkataraman believe that in this case the best thing
for a venture to do is to recognize the idiosyncratic problem or an opportunity to start a new
search (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). When dealing with resource constraints cognitive
psychology research states that individuals who have to solve an innovation problem are more
creative under condition of resource constraints (Durham, 2000; Moreau and Dahl, 2005).
Furthermore, resource constraints increase the level of creativity and entrepreneurial
orientation that results from resource scarcity. It also makes individuals easily identify
resemblances, and unexpected findings; these both aspects are likely will help the venture to
develop novel technological solutions and even breakthrough innovations.

Organizational routines and knowledge bases can hinder the efforts to developing radical
innovation. Moreover, resource constraints can be positive in a way by which, individuals put
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a lot of efforts into discovering alternative search paths in order to discover new
opportunities. According to Ahuja and Katila, Ceteris paribus, activities enhances firm’s
exposure to new combinations of problems and solutions to novel problems, or to novel
solutions represent paths to improve the productivity of the firm’s innovation efforts (Ahuja
and Katila, 2004). Especially, when firms do not hesitate to reuse knowledge in novel ways,
this act by itself encourages the development of radical innovation. Scholars identify a
technological invention in the theory of recombinative innovation that it is the outcome of a
recombination of existing knowledge elements or of a recombination of existing with novel
knowledge elements. Despite if such recombination happens internally by combining
knowledge from the firm itself, or externally detecting novel knowledge from beyond the
boundary of the firm, or last but not least by a combination of these two ways. Usually,
mixing both ways involves the creation and recombination of technological ideas and
knowledge elements, which leads to the best scenario outcomes. In emerging technology, it is
essential to use the recombination knowledge in order to develop radical innovation (Fleming,
2001; Galunic and Rodan, 1998; Hargadon and Douglas, 2001; Henderson and Clark, 1990;
Holland, 1975; Utterback, 1994). At last, resource constraints trigger the firm to search in
depth for opportunities to recombine knowledge elements into novel solutions, which will
lead to developing radical innovation. Furthermore, resource scarcity motivates the discovery
of novel knowledge components that can be recombined with knowledge already existing in
the firm.

6.1. Financial Constraints
When starting a new venture financial capital is crucial by devoting it to the right division.
Whenever a new venture faces financial constraints the management should decide wisely
where to allocate the capital, and towards which innovation they are going to pursue and
which one they will either postpone or discard. Ventures with financial resources tend to
accept risks in order to reach their ultimate goal. In contrast, ventures with financial resource
constraints tend to adopt risks in order to increase their acceptance of experimentation; since
the reality of their financial resources probably will not allow them to fund all of their
technological innovations. According to Mosakowski, those unlucky ventures are forced to
work with their financial constraints and make it work, which leads them to explore more
entrepreneurial innovation strategies (Mosakowski, 2002). As a result, the management team
does not have an option other than seeking novel resource recombinations, which will lead to
a positive development of radical innovation. The previous statements points out that the lack
of financial resources is not completely a negative aspect that constrain a new venture. Thus,
it can positively push the venture to be innovative in terms of product development or
business strategy to reach their final goal. When facing financial constrained environment, the
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more creative the team visions, the more likely they will find it natural to innovate. Moreover,
in this situation innovative teams can better use and exploit the diverse knowledge and skills
from each individual from the team. Again, this effect should significantly increase the
probability that the firm can develop radical innovation.

Resource constraints play a major role in triggering two major developments in a new
venture. First, it affects the entrepreneurial activity, and second, it boosts the focus on novel
recombinations of already existing knowledge. Knowledge and financial constraints
stimulates the development of radical innovation. According to Katila and Ahuja, you can
easily overcome knowledge constraints by entrepreneurial behavior that furthers knowledge
recombination as knowledge is considered the most important resource to watch for. It is
really interesting to notice how knowledge constraints trigger creative attempts to unused
knowledge, by exploring the possibilities to recombine existing knowledge elements in order
to generate novel knowledge in the end (Katila and Ahuja, 2002). Although resource
constraints may slowdown the venture sometimes, it is also very beneficial for innovation in a
sense that it triggers entrepreneurial behavior, which in turn stimulates innovation.
Incremental innovations are built from innovations that already exist; hence, prior
technological and market knowledge already exists in the firm.

Excessive knowledge constraints may prove destructive in a sense that when highly
knowledgeable individuals with significant tacit knowledge are leading the development of
existing products. Shane claims that entrepreneurs will discover only those opportunities
related to their knowledge; since, the technological knowledge in radical innovation is just
being created as the radical innovation development process unfolds (Shane, 2000).

The trick with the radical innovation is only once it is formed, the venture can acquire prior
knowledge, which will allow it to explore possibilities for commercialization and then will be
able to build market knowledge. Meaning that resource constraints can actually have a
positive impact on the venture, because it pushes the venture to explore novel technological
trajectories. In the same time, it does not mean that ventures may not face failure; it is
possible if the venture did not handle the obstacles in hand with the right approach. The key
to overcoming this dilemma is by viewing resource constraints as an opportunity to generate
novel ideas, recombination of knowledge, as well as adapting the operative and strategic
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management to stimulate such emergence. Herewith, the managers are challenged to deliver
during the entrepreneurial process.

6.2. Dynamic Capabilities
Dynamic capability is basically the firm’s ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal
and external competences in order to survive in changing environments. Kirzner and
Schumpeter proved that innovation captures the essence of entrepreneurial activity (Kirzner,
1979; Schumpeter, 1934). The biggest advantage about innovation is that it stimulates the
competitive advantage as new ventures starts growing towards maturity. Eisenhardt and
Martin shed the light on dynamic capabilities by addressing the fact that managers can easily
alter their resource base, integrate them together, and recombine them altogether to reach the
final goal (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). Scholars believe that dynamic organizational
capabilities evolve over time, having the environment as a factor contributing to their
development, maturation, and alteration. Although, manager’s decision can play a critical role
in the capability transformation topic, because manager’s opinion and choices differs
tremendously and their final decision can either take the venture to the next level or towards
failure. We have another case scenario when the external environment is so constraining that
gives the managers only one choice (Helfat and Peteraf; Adner 2003). In the previous case the
only way to overcome such a problem is by having suitable strategic choices in order to
facilitate the emergence of new capabilities. The goal to reach product innovation is by
introducing innovative goods, services, technologies that did not exist in the market before. In
addition, the key here is to introduce something that is completely new to the venture,
including significant enhancements or improvements for existing products.

In order to consider dynamic capabilities as successful, ventures should create a unique, novel
product innovation, and then put the ideas in use by generating and then effectively
commercializing new or improved products (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Eisenhardt and
Martin, 2000; Zahra and George, 2002). There are two dimensions when using product
innovation. First, the dimension that separates capabilities depending on their life-cycle stage.
Second, the dimension that differentiates dynamic capabilities depending on their payoff
schedule. The first dimension is presented by
Helfat and Peteraf, they believe it distinguishes the capability emergence and early
development from later improvement, grafting, and last but not least branching (Helfat and
Peteraf, 2003). Normally, product innovation capabilities depend on the quantity and quality
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of human capital. Meaning the knowledge, interaction, task-ability, and willingness of the
team members to learn is crucial in these circumstances. Management should be very careful
in hiring the right skilled people fro the job, and train them. The second dimension is
presented by Zahra and George, they believe that it differentiates between potential and
realized capabilities (Zahra and George, 2002). Potential capabilities prompt firms to
integrate fresh ideas from external sources, which leads to adapt easily to the new constant
change. Realized capabilities help firms to easily recombine prior skills to reach
breakthroughs. One major element that can contribute to the firm’s search scope is through
external sources. According to scholars, superior transformation capabilities can provide an
immediate competitive advantage, and it’s hard for competitors to imitate in the short run
depending on how complex the idea is (Zahra, 1996; Zahra and Covin, 1993).

6.3. Connecting Innovation Strategies with Product Innovation Capabilities
The leading types of innovation related to strategies are: human capital, process, product, and
market development (Rizzoni, 1991; Tzokas and Saren, 1997). Normally, the human capital
development strategies focus on the acquisition and transformation. Product and market
development strategies assist in deployment phase. There is no guarantee in whether the firm
is going to have a positive reaction to the capabilities as it matures, because sometimes it
leads to rigidness. Human capital is fundamental in order to enable superior performance.
According to scholars ventures which attract highly educated or highly skilled workers,
provide skill development, cross-training, and offer continued learning for experienced
employees who will develop difficultly to trade and imitate, scarce, appropriable and
specialized human capital assets (Amit and Shoemaker, 1993; Becker and Gerhart, 1996;
Huselid, 1995).

On the other hand, employing human capital with high-quality technical and scientific
personnel is considered a critical innovation strategy, particularly for high-tech firms. Zahra
believes that product development strategies capture the strength elements of a firm’s
innovation within a technological domain (Zahra, 1996). Start-ups technology based usually
reaches the product breakthroughs than product extensions and modifications. In this domain,
start-ups have the advantage to expand and grow geographically, using their product lines to
serve new regional and international markets, while established firms are more likely to grow
locally, developing specialized products for small, established demographic niches
(Ardishvili and Cardozo, 1994). Process development strategies are used for allocating the
innovation efforts used in detecting the efficiency and the effectiveness of internal production
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processes (Miller, 1986; Hofer and Sandberg, 1987; Zahra, 1996). It is valuable to mention
that the process of developing innovative production whether it is considered a competitive
advantage or not, it is indeed a source of effective and sustainable source of differentiation.

6.4. Acquisition Capabilities
Start-ups usually go through the phase of scanning into various external sources of
knowledge, seek diverse partnerships, and can effectively learn from different types of
collaborators, including customers, suppliers, universities, public support agencies, and etc.
The scanning phase helps them to have the insight and knowledge to develop novel
technological competencies. Having superior acquisition capabilities is considered somehow
complex depending on the level of specialized players in the field. As mentioned earlier, these
efforts are highly dependent on each firm’s requisite human capital and operational routines
that can affect the outcomes (Zahra and George, 2002). The key points that positively affect
the acquisition capabilities are: human capital development strategies, and process
development strategies.

6.5. Assimilation Capabilities
According to Helfat and Peteraf assimilation capabilities help the readjustments of preexisting
capabilities to accommodate changes in firms’ markets and technologies (Helfat and Peteraf,
2003). Also, it allows the managers to have a better understanding on market development
strategies, which leads to further enhancing the firm’s technological capabilities. The more
firms are willing to update the level of their technology, the higher the technological
proficiency and operational effectiveness they will achieve. The key points that positively
affect the assimilation capabilities are: market development strategies, and process
development strategies.

6.6. Transformation Capabilities
In order to develop new line of products or services, the most important step to reach is the
integration of know-how from different areas. Several studies proved that the creative crosspollination of relevant skills and resources across different areas of expertise depends on the
quality and energy of firms’ professional personnel (Helfat and Peteraf, 2003). The only way
a firm can reach sustained innovation is by constantly nurture novel operational routines. The
key points that positively affect the transformation capability is human capital development
strategies,

and

negatively

influenced
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by

process

development

strategies.

6.7. Deployment Capabilities
According to Danneels the means to reach an effective commercialization of innovative
products is the firms’ ability to de-link extant competencies from established product–market
combinations and re-link them to new product lines or new niches (Danneels, 2002). The
firms that concentrate more on product differentiation are more likely to reach a
breakthrough. The main advantage in product development strategies is in ensuring that the
firm is actually the first-mover in the industry, which will allow it to charge premium prices,
and can prevent competitors from tapping into the same niches (Covin and Slevin, 1990;
Hofer and Sandberg, 1987). The key points that positively affect the deployment capabilities
are:

product

development

strategies,

and

market

development

strategies.

7. Entrepreneurial Success
Success! How to determine success in new ventures? Understanding the behavior of
entrepreneurs can actually determine the success and failure of a venture. Normally, a classic
economic theory does not focus in the behavior of entrepreneurs. Confirming the pervious
statement scholar Benjamin Gilad emphasize this fact and stressed that it was only acceptable
that there was no further studies regarding this subject in the mid 1970’s, as well as no any
sort of efforts made by economists to formulate a coherent theory of entrepreneurial behavior
as distinct from the behavior of the generic economic agent (Benjamin Gilad, 1986). Those
efforts were put in actions in the late twentieth century, were economists together with
researchers have come to competing conceptualizations of entrepreneurial behavior. Demsetz
believes that entrepreneurship is more than profit maximization in a context in which
knowledge is costly and imitation is not immediate (Demsetz, 1983).

Different studies throughout the years have outlined entrepreneurial decisions. Elaborating on
the previous statement mentioned we have Shane and Venkataraman who distinguished
between “equilibrium” and “disequilibrium” approaches to entrepreneurial decisions that are
made when discovering and pursuing opportunities; in order to gain in market processes
(Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). Then we have the division between neoclassical,
psychological and Austrian theories that provided an empirical contribution to those theories.
The most basic idea about the entrepreneurs is that they must be decision makers, were they
can construct and, exploit possible opportunities under uncertainties to enter a new market.
Mark Casson believes that the entrepreneur specializes in judgmental decision-making about
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resource coordination and allocation in markets where the costs of information acquisition are
different for different people (Mark Casson, 19824). It is crucial to highlight the fact that
nowadays start-ups are huge contributors in today’s economy. That’s said it provided a
certain curiosity to psychologists to understand the nature of entrepreneurs, and the prediction
that leads to economic success. Actions are the key for success because, without taking
actions entrepreneurs cannot reach their final goals. Normally, actions are linked to goals and
strategies. Strategies are characterized to have a main focal point, which is goal oriented. As a
result, entrepreneurs must consider all variables in order to reach success. In addition, they
also have to consider there is a chance that their goals and strategies may turn out to be
incorrect, inefficient, or misplaced in a certain environment. How do individuals decide to go
on the path of entrepreneurship? There must be a process in which they decide in taking this
path in order for individuals to gain entrepreneurial success. Entrepreneurs have this instinct
need of achievement.

7.1. Theory of Economic Appraisal
Economic appraisal is a methodology, a type of decision method applied towards different
types of problems and finding solutions that offers the best value for money.
When it’s done correctly it leads to better decisions and value of money. Also, it helps the
process of managing a project and evaluating it. Appraisal plays a huge role in financial
management, and decision-making and accountability. Machlup examined the theory of
appraisal thoroughly, precisely relating it to entrepreneurial behavior. According to Machlup
there are three pitfalls in theory appraisal that must be avoided as the following: First,
confusion of purposes. If the model is not designed to answer the desired answer it should be
rejected. Second, mistaking the function of postulates. For example, postulates about
entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial behavior, meaning their precise function in a logical
formulation must be understood. Last but not least, misplaced concreteness. When assessing
the strengths and weaknesses of a particular approach, entrepreneurs cannot expect that the
proponents adopt the same methodological preconceptions (Machlup, 1967).

7.2. On the Neoclassical Theory of Entrepreneurial Behavior
Baumol claimed that in the neoclassical model the theoretical firm is entrepreneurless.
Baumol looked at the entrepreneur as a functionary and as another factor of production
separate from the standard triumvirate: land, labor and capital. Therefore, the traditional
production function describes an engineering relationship between inputs and outputs rather
than a behavioral phenomenon. The main criticism here is that the mechanistic approach
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expressed in the firm as a production function, were the entrepreneur is considered as an
inseparable and non-replicable input in most simple neoclassical models. That said it is a fact
that simple neoclassical models tends to marginalize the entrepreneurial role (Baumol, 1968).
Herewith, Blaug presents his argument by stating that if the entrepreneur is a person, a firm
has room for only so many entrepreneurs and it is straining language to speak of
entrepreneurs as members of a homogeneous group; if entrepreneurship is a function, it
cannot be finely divided in terms of something as unit of supply. In short, entrepreneurship is
a function that fails to satisfy the condition required to define a factor of production (Blaug,
1996).

In the scenario of theory of profit in the neoclassical model of the firm, the model does not
distinguish the entrepreneur’s decision process or behavior from other agents. The main focus
here is that entrepreneurs are only distinguished from other factor inputs by assuming they act
as residual profit claimants given their special risk-bearing appetite (Gunning 1993; Blaug
1996). There are several neoclassical assumptions about the subject of entrepreneurship that
states the following: entrepreneurs have free access to information so that all gainful
opportunities are recognized by agents in the model and the attributes of particular agents, in
particular their attitude to risk determines whether or not they take on an entrepreneurial role.
Comparing the previous statement with much more sophisticated models sourced from the
neoclassical tradition such as the Khilstrom and Laffont general equilibrium model of firm
formation, entrepreneurs contribute managerial and organizational skills, which leads to
entrepreneurial ability (Khilstrom and Laffont, 1979). Generally speaking, entrepreneurs are
risk takers who do not mind taking any sort of risk throughout the production process in order
to reach their goals. So many scholars elaborated about the previous subject and drew the
attention to the following points:
First, entrepreneurs have equal access to the same risky ideas or technology and receive all
the profits of risk-taking. Second, all entrepreneurs are risk neutral, so that a unit of
entrepreneurial labor is homogeneous in respect of risk attitude. Third, normally
entrepreneurial labor inputs are deployable, they are not deployable in infinitesimal amounts.
Fourth, entrepreneurs are the firm’s principal decision makers and enjoy free entry to the
industry concerned. Fifth, since risky attitude is potentially affected by firm size, the model’s
range of applicability is to entrepreneurial behavior in small businesses is restricted to a
competitive economy. Last but not least, entrepreneurs are always and everywhere optimizers
in that they may act as cost minimizers as well. (Evans and Jovanovic, 1989; Kanbur, 1979;
Khilstrom and Laffont, 1979; Ronen, 1983).
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Khilstrom and Laffont takes forward the subject of entrepreneurs’ as decision styles. It is
indeed a neglected subject in most other work in the neoclassical tradition where individual
behavior is considered as a form of expected utility maximizier. As a result, the entrepreneur
is expected to maximize the subjective utility of profits derived from risk bearing. The
neoclassical entrepreneurs respects and takes into consideration the standard von NeumanMorgenstern axioms of decision making under uncertainty regarding preference
completeness, consistency, and independence. The expected utility hypothesis refers to
entrepreneurs’ preferences with regard to choices that have uncertain outcomes. The theory
asserts that if certain axioms are satisfied, the subjective value associated with a gamble by an
individual is the statistical expectation of that individual's valuations of the outcomes of that
gamble. Furthermore, entrepreneurs have a systematic response to uncertainty; use
probabilistic calculating procedures by calculating their actions according to their
competitors’ possibilities. The theory helped explaining why entrepreneurs make certain
choices that seem to contradict the expected value creation. Herewith, The von NeumanMorgenstern provides necessary and sufficient rationality axioms under which the expected
utility hypothesis holds (Khilstrom and Laffont, 1979). The theory of appraisal gained a lot of
criticism. Nonetheless, what matters to the neoclassical theorist is thorough incorporation of
the von Neuman-Morgenstern choice axioms in a theoretical framework that reasons toward a
stable, efficient equilibrium outcome at the level of the market as a whole. Neoclassical
entrepreneurial behavior is differentiated by an enduring characteristic with a stable attitude
towards risk taking. Entrepreneurs here are instantly capable of exploiting profit
opportunities.

7.3. Austrian Explanations of Entrepreneurial Behavior
It is crucial to point out that the Austrian explanations are absolutely different from the
neoclassical approach towards entrepreneurial behavior. Von Mises believes that
entrepreneurs were not part of a homogeneous class of deployable inputs and entrepreneurial
action was an all-pervasive potentiality in all market participants. In addition, entrepreneurs
seek opportunities in order to gain exchange over time; they are not conceived as part of a
unique class of risk bearers distinguishable from laborers, consumers or managers. The
entrepreneurial pursuit to discover opportunities is very unique. Herewith, Von Mises’s ideas
on entrepreneurship emerged as part of an attempt to clarify why the neoclassical theory of
general competitive equilibrium, if simulated by central planners, could not be reconciled
with a dynamic entrepreneurially driven market process (Von Mises, 1949).
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Israel Kirzner is a firm believer that in order to reach the attainment of market equilibrium it
requires entrepreneurial action. It is also important to add that the more scholars dig about
competitive market processes, the more the need to understand the behavior of other agents
such consumers will occur. Usually the market process is determined by alertness.
Furthermore, Kirzner characterizes eleventh profit opportunities as the following: First, it is
created by existed market circumstances. Second, not all opportunities can be discovered
therefore exploited. Third, not likely to be recognized by all entrepreneurs. Fourth, sometimes
known to particular entrepreneurs and not others due to information dispersion in markets and
to localized, tacit knowledge, which is not always directly communicable. Fifth, it’s not
necessarily discovered as a set. Sixth, entrepreneurs cannot discover it unless they start the
search process. Seventh, it is not likely to find previous errors regarding the subject they are
searching fpr. Eighth, not discovered simply as a result of pure luck but by activating the
ubiquitous attribute of alertness. Ninth, they are only considered opportunities if they are
exploited. Tenth, gradually eliminated by individuals who switch on their alertness save that
errors in the face of exogenously created new opportunities provide continual interference to
this trend. Last but mot least, should be exploited by entrepreneurs in an optimizing fashion
techniques (Kirzner, 1995; 1997; 1999).

It is crucial to understand here that any misstep action by the entrepreneur means that he/she
have misread the market. Although, Shane believes that the Austrian economics considers
opportunity exploitation to be endogenous to opportunity discovery (Shane, 2000). The
Austrian approach considers convergence as one of many possible market outcomes. Yet,
Kirzner did not reach an outcome regarding what constitutes genuine exogenous change.
Furthermore, technical advances and changes in preferences may indeed be obvious
candidates for disequilibration, and these are standard exogenous factors in neoclassical
analysis. On the other hand, there is a clear fact that entrepreneurial behavior could be
endogenously induced in response to latent consumer preferences. It is evident that the
Austrians established preconditions for maximizing behavior. Kirzner contributes to the
previous statement by asserting that whether maximizing takes place at all in the opportunity
discovery stage is unimportant for Austrians since, usually, discovery is a routine- resisting
behavior (Kirzner, 1997). A major breakthrough in this subject done by O’Driscoll and Rizzo
were they declared the fact that entrepreneurial alertness may be the source of the perception
of an opportunity, but rule following may be the only feasible way of exploiting it in an
uncertain world (O’Driscoll and Rizzo, 1986).
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Kirzner explains that Austrian theory is able to recognize the speculative element in all
individual decision-making, and to incorporate the activity of the real world businessman into
a theoretical framework that provides understanding of the market process. Kirzner’s aim
here is to visualize the behavior of real entrepreneurs. In this subject it is vital to theorize
about essential, contextual, time-and-place contingencies where profit opportunities appear.
The objective here is to consider the nature, existence and exploitation of profit opportunities
in real market contexts with a view to offering a more empirically grounded perspective on
entrepreneurial behavior. By doing so it can easily give an arbitrage, innovation and
speculation as species of understanding the discovery process. Austrian studies do not believe
that entrepreneurial behavior must be considered as part of analysis of market equilibrium
end-states and the determinants of those states. Furthermore, Austrians are more interested in
explaining and understanding features of market process that only tend in an “equilibrative
direction”(Kirzner 1997; 1999). Kirzner believes that the Austrian perspective of alertness is
that it’s the capacity to recognize unexploited opportunities. Alertness is described as the
following: First, alertness is an asserted behavioral mode. Second, it functions in theorizing as
a metaphor indicating an aspect of behavior, which the entrepreneurial aspect is a decisionmaking process (Kirzner, 1980). Also, Kirzner is a firm believer that entrepreneurial alertness
is embedded in the decisions of individuals so that their actions simply reflect their
entrepreneurial instincts. Since the aim of this chapter is to understand the psychological
behavior of entrepreneurs in order to understand the determinants of success. Herewith,
Harper is a good example to give a bit of scope in this subject. Harper investigates possible
psychological determinants of alertness drawing on notions of “locus of control” and “need
for achievement” contributed by psychologists Rotter and McClelland respectively (Harper,
1998).

7.4. Behavioral Theories of Entrepreneurial Decision Making
Human discovery and decision making in circumstances were the alternatives of choice is not
given, yet must be discovered; is indeed an important angle to focus on because it determines
how entrepreneurs think in situations were choices and consequences are unknown. At the
post-discovery stage, the neoclassical claims that
the decision makers have complete knowledge of probability distributions for estimating the
consequences of decisions executed over discovered opportunities. According to Simon, the
decision maker is nevertheless idealized and representative in a very special sense. Unlike the
representative entrepreneur in neoclassical theory, the decision maker in behavioral theory is
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considered to have an ordinary human mind (Simon, 1987). Scholars that researched the
subject after Simon came up with some findings such as entrepreneurs are non-optimizers
who use heuristics that violate the standard von Neumann-Morgenstern axioms forming the
basis of neoclassical theorizing. In addition, entrepreneurs construct mental representations of
market opportunities that had not occurred to other market participants, which leads to create
a sort of riskiness in order to achieve the unexpected. As soon as this mental representations
is fully constructed, the opportunity will be exploited with less caution, which will make the
risk to be superficial almost invisible from the way the neoclassical entrepreneur have
assessed it. The key here to understand is that expectations of what opportunity exploitation
in the future holds is not decided upon past results of success and failure scenarios. Usually,
in a high competitive arena entrepreneurs embody optimism in their self-assessments without
referring to base rates for success in similar enterprises. Optimism can be very useful when
there is not much data to work with is available to come up with decisions. It’s a great way to
convince potential stakeholders such as: investors, suppliers, customers, and employees. Facts
normally take time to clarify and if entrepreneurs wait until everything is straighten up they
might lose the window of opportunity.

Cognitive heuristics is a list of conjectured and confirmed operations used by entrepreneurs to
evaluate gainful opportunities, which include a repertoire of actions or rules. It’s basically the
availability, representativeness and anchoring. Shaver and Scott elaborate in this subject more
by giving an explanation to the matter. Heuristics are used as simplifying mechanisms in
complex situations in order for the entrepreneurial actions can be taken and decided (Shaver
and Scott, 1991). Shane finds out in a recent study located in the Austrian tradition Shane that
opportunity discovery is conditioned by the entrepreneur's idiosyncratic prior knowledge
(Shane, 2000). In order to support Shane’s finding some evidence were presented as the
following: having prior information, whether gathered from work experience, education, or
other means, influences the entrepreneur's ability to comprehend, extrapolate, interpret and
apply new information in ways that those lacking prior information cannot replicate.
Afterwards, Shane refers to cognitive limits and specialization of knowledge as set of
entrepreneurial opportunities in a given technology (Shane, 2000).

Complementarities play a huge factor in entrepreneurial alertness by paying attention to one
aspect of reality inherently involves removing attention from other aspects. There are so many
dimensions of alertness to be considered, because of the qualitative factors. Some
behaviorally oriented researches are keen on the fact that opportunities are originated
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endogenously. They believe that entrepreneurs build some sort of scenarios in their heads,
which later on stimulates the action taken (Loasby 1983; Harper 1996; Harper and Earl 1996;
Woods 2002).

When entrepreneurs finally decide to pursue a certain opportunity they tend to over exploit
the opportunity taken, which generates superior returns. By doing so they expose themselves
to the risks and benefits. According to Minniti and Bygrave, in the theory of behavior in
complex tasks, situations can only be constructed by realizing the fact that the human
information processor operates in sequence, which means that they can only handle one thing
at a time (Minniti and Bygrave, 2001). Normally, a behavioral theory on entrepreneurial
behavior always raises the questions about entrepreneur’s ways of reasoning throughout the
whole process. Heterogeneity and versatility of entrepreneurial actions here differs according
to the contexts, and situation the entrepreneurs are facing.
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Chapter 3: Case Study Analysis
In this chapter I will be analyzing four start-ups companies, the entrepreneur and business
angle that helped those creative start ups to blossom. The objectives of this chapter are the
following: applying theoretical concepts framework from the literature review into the startups, in order to have an inclusive analysis. In addition, the theoretical framework analysis will
include the following: User Entrepreneurship, Entrepreneurial Alertness, Entrepreneurial
Opportunities, Creation Theory of Entrepreneurial Opportunity Formation, Resources,
Dynamic Capabilities, and The Theory of the Growth of the Firm (Penrose, 1959), Resource
Constraint and Radical Innovation, and Entrepreneurial Success. In addition, I will present a
subjective nontraditional framework, which is the Leonard- Barton matrix that would provide
a different point of view, as well as observing view of how those ventures function. It is
crucial to state that the Leonard- Barton matrix is not applied in real life, but it can provide
some valuable information specially when dealing with uncertain markets.

Moreover, I will begin by giving a brief introduction about the entrepreneur and business
angle Luigi Capello. Then, I will move into profiling the start-ups Qurami, Interactive
Project, Bulsara, and Maison Academia. I would like to stress the fact that all the information
gathered about those ventures are based on primary data. Then, I will apply the theoretical
concepts into each venture, and see whether they apply to theory or not. Moving from there, I
will use my next framework analysis which is the Leonard- Barton matrix that would
comprehend by giving a better understanding of each venture.

The purpose of selecting these four start-ups is that each venture presents different idea and
strategy that could contribute to the findings from verity of angle. As a result, the findings
might vary into new discoveries. The ventures have been examined in a qualitative approach,
through observation and research. In order to gather primary data I conducted a thorough
interview with each start-up. Furthermore, I used plenty of researches and updated journals as
a source; Internet based sources to gather as much information as possible with respect to old
and fairly updated studies. The analysis and findings will provide insights in the matter as
each start up contributes into different angle’s investigation, hence leading to the core means
of the research. In addition, stressing the main reason of studying these start-ups is to examine
the determining factors of successful management and innovative entrepreneurship on the
consumer demand-pull strategy in start-ups.
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1. Luigi Capello’s Profile
Luigi Capello entrepreneur and business angle. The founder and CEO of LVenture Group, a
Venture Capital Holding listed on the Milan Stock Exchange. In addition, he is also the cofounder of Italian Angles for Growth (IAG), the first organized group of Italian Business
Angles. IAG was founded in 2007 by nine keen investors following a trade mission to
California organized by the US Embassy in Italy. He helped sharing his creative views by
managing important private equity funds, which leads to providing successful start-ups. The
most recent extension and project LUISS ENLABS The Startup Factory, it was established in
2013 through the joint venture between EnLabs and LUISS Guido Carli University were luigi
is considered the first founder of the first Italian case of integration between a VC investor
and an accelerator. This incubator is modeled after the Silicon Valley in California, the
activities of the incubator are mainly about supporting the best new start-ups with training,
mentoring and resources. The main focus here is to create a thorough Business Definition,
and model with the ability to elevator pitch. Adding to the outstanding accomplishments
Capello is also a Professor of Entrepreneurship & Venture Capital at LUISS Guido Carli
University where he graduated in Economics and Business. Capello’s vision is to gather all
the start ups together, because he believes that by taking this step all of the start ups can relate
to each other by having the common chemistries that will strengthen them especially in
today’s tech economy. He also adds, “In my opinion investing in start-ups at this moment is
really important, the level of unemployment in Italy is increasing, and there are a lot of young
graduates with high level skills that should be exploited”. Moreover, Capello points out a very
interesting fact that it is incredibly cheap to invest in start-ups in Italy because; the wages are
low in contrast with Berlin for instance. Another social point he adds is that “ if you invest in
young companies now, you are creating the future!”

1.1. Start-up Profile Qurami:
a. About Qurami
Qurami allows users to manage line-waiting time efficiently by remotely reserving a spot in
line through a mobile APP. This service is available for: public offices, universities, hospitals,
restaurants and stores. Customers just have to confirm the issuance of the ticket and they will
get a personalized alert that will notify them with current status of the line. In addition,
Qurami’s mission consist of providing mobile services that could improve consumer’s time,
as well as giving an added value to businesses that could dramatically improve the quality of
life of customers.
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Qurami was founded from a personal need; the seed of the idea was generated from standing
in line for more than an hour and a half. This intense long lasting queuing made the founder
think deeply about the idea, since everyone are using the mobile phone devices it would have
been way more easier if they can just have the ticket from their mobile phones. In addition, he
began researching the topic, and checked whether the idea was already available in the
market. As a result, He found out that it’s new, and Qurami was founded in startup weekend
in Rome October 2010, receiving the first funding worth 10,000 Euros, building the first
customers cliental, and from there the journey began.

The team consists of diverse

engineering; communication, computer science and law backgrounds. Roberto is the CEO
and has a background in Computer science. Manolo has a background in International
Business, and worked in the commercial side as an entrepreneur. Alessio has a background in
Telecommunication Engineering, and did some projects for consulting companies as well as
working as a freelancer. Qurami have the advantage of being the lead in the market with such
a service, although there are some copycats that are trying to copy their ideas. However, they
already gained an international and domestic clients platform that is really hard to steal from.

b. Business Model
The business model is conducted as business to business to consumer strategy. The business
transaction is held with clients, and companies or public administration. Furthermore, the app
is offered for free to consumers, and the revenues are generated from selling the technology to
companies. The customer value proposition is divided between the company and the users.
Company: their clients, and the users of their clients. Companies invest in the technology
such as the mobile phones, but they don’t have the right knowledge to do it. As well as,
providing benefits from the internal process in terms of selling, it gives value because people
can optimize their time and arrive less stressed. User: Set them free by attending physically
the queue, they are entering the perception of value that their technology provides, which is
really high. They can easily deliver this value by consumers using their unique service. The
founders believe in continuing to invest in the process side, because of the nature of their
business, which is tech based. It is crucial to continue the research and development to
improve the service they provide. Also, maintenance is considered as important as research.
Technology should always be updated, because you cannot sell technology as it is in the
future.
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What makes Qurami stand out from other competitors is their advanced technology
advantage. The strategy is clear strategy in terms of partnership and pricing policies. The
policies clearly state that consumer don’t pay a dime, only the companies who bought the app
are paying. To add cherry on the top of the icing, the clear strategy that started generating
profits. With profits pouring the idea of expanding their business as much as possible grown.
Since queuing is a problem all over the world, they want to expand in Europe. The social
aspect of this issue is to have a clear strategy to enter new markets in order to succeed.

1.2. Start-up Profile Interactive Project

a. About Interactive Project
This unique start up presents a management browser game inspired by the Formula One
world. You can play this game throughout different devices such as: browsers and mobile
devices. This game allows players to manage every aspect of a Formula One team, from
drivers and sponsors contracts to the setup of research laboratories to the car aerodynamic
setup and racing strategies. MyGPTeam is available in two versions: The first version, the
Career version is more suitable for true Formula One addicted users. The second version, the
Turbo version is dedicated to gamers who simply want to have fun by rapidly defining racing
strategies. The idea of this venture started as a university project, at the begining it was only
focused on the development process of the project. After that, they started focusing on the
business model, research analysis, growth, searching the market, and lastly interviewing
users. Furthermore, the team worked on the business model after the start up was founded; it
took them a lot of time to interview a large amount of platform players in order to come up
with unique features for browsing the game. The team members are a total of eight people.
The founder is Matteo Palumbo, and the other team members are: Augusto Pace, Francesco
Palumbo, Ennio Pirolo, Carmine Pucci, Simone Serafini, Valerio Riva, Salvatore Fiore. The
venture was officially founded in May 2011, and it has been growing ever since. They
reached over 60,000 users registered worldwide; MyGPTeam is emerging as a leader in the
racing management games. They have agreements with publishers especially in Brazil, and
with French publisher. Interactive Project team received a funding worth 25,000 Euros. In
addition, the developers’ team is continuing their work on the mobile devices, 3D
development, marketing, and graphic design to ensure a better quality for the future.
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b. Business Model
Interactive Project is based on a fermium strategy. The business model is not focused on
purchasing games, but on downloading games for free. Which indeed raises the question from
where the revenue streams come from? From upgrades were it gives the players extra features
to have while playing the game. Also, from advertisement, advertising about the motor sports
that are included in the games somehow brings a real element for the players. Example. the
advertisement about a certain car in which, this car is included in the game for the players to
try and use. Interactive Project customer value proposition is to provide a high level gaming
experience to users not only through playing part but in the management aspects as well.
They can easily deliver this value by making realistic games, and engaging games in a
strategic way. The key is to make the player the manager who manages the racing sport team
similar to reality in Formula One.
Interactive Project is currently investing in Italy, Brazil, and French market as well. They are
working to expand in Europe in the UK, and Germany. In addition, they are developing other
motor sport platforms that fit the markets. Last but not least, for the US market implementing
the Nascar is crucial for them. The recent launch of the game “Turbo” version at the Global
Game Connection in San Francisco attracted the attention of some of the most important
online game distributors.

Thanks to recent international partnerships, Interactive Project is now available in several
countries across Europe and South America, and it is working towards the expansion in
South-East Asian market, with an estimate of 100,000 users within the next few months. The
goal is to reach the Asian market (Asia and Japan). The project is called “Market Pay Race
Mode” where the users can pay to participate in a real race were the winner gets money as a
bidding process. It was a special request from the Asian market, and they are more than
willing to fulfill their needs.
Interactive Project is making some revenues, but they are working on the advertisement, users
features to receive more. With a 10% of the users that are registered as premium users they
receive an average profit of 8 Euros per user. What makes Interactive Project stand out among
competitors is the unique racing game experience. Also, they are expanding in the market
with their features in which, they are developing the game experience with different devices
and platforms. As a result they created communities from different devices and platforms.
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1.3. Start-up Profile Bulsara
a. About Bulsara
Bulsara is an innovative advertising agency leader in specializing in the Italian Toilet
Advertising sector. Bulsara’s main goal is to attract huge number of audience through creative
and innovative campaigns, while fully satisfying their clients through the implementation of
sharing and positive word of mouth. The idea of the business already existed in the market,
but not in Italy. So, the team developed the idea furthermore and adjusted it to fit their
standards and market to reach their target market. Moreover, Bulsara uses a lot of creative
maps in their advertisement. As well as, creating a pop out advertisement on the door handle
of the toilets, washrooms, fitness, and nurseries in shopping malls. The team members are:
Federico Roesler Franz, Giulia Conti. Currently the team is expanding and reaching eight
members. Bulsara received their first funding through a fund raising event worth 350,000
Euros.

b. Business Model
Bulsara’s business model is composed by three phases of search: first, location where they
need to get exclusive contracts and agreements with the perfect location. Second, selling the
spaces directly or through a network of agents. Last but not least, the office creative division
is responsible for helping the clients to build an image of their brand and delivering it through
Bulsara’s creative graphics. Bulsara’s customer value proposition is based on a business-tobusiness strategy. Target the gender 100% in each advertisement, and engaging with them as
much as possible regarding the message, and each bathroom has different advertisement
never repeating the same advertisement. The team can deliver this value by using auto
marketing, and different media such as videos, graphics in order to promote their sales. In
addition, attending a lot of events in order to meet new potential clients. The team is really
proud reaching the break-even point.

Bulsara has already signed multiple contracts with clients like Pfizer, Compagnia di Bellezza
and MAXXI, advertising at Turin International Airport, La Sapienza University, LUISS
University, Circuito Cinema di Roma, Roma Capitale Libraries, and aims to expand on the
Italian market in the next two years. Furthermore, Bulsara received such an honor when a
market research by Demoskopea confirmed the extraordinary effectiveness of Bulsara’s
marketing and communication strategies. What makes Bulsara so unique among competitors
is that they don’t offer only media, but consultancy as well.
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1.4. Start-up Profile Maison Academia
a. About Maison Academia
Maison Academia previously known as NextStyler is an exclusive made in Italy fashion
brand, solely Made in Italy, created by emerging fashion designers from all over the world
and directly chosen by its customers. The idea of the business was generated by the founders
who both worked for fashion companies, more precisely with fashion designers, and
communication backgrounds. During their work experience they found out that designers face
a lot of problems in the fashion business. Furthermore, this business can help emerging
fashion designers by showcasing their own brand, and that is the main reason why they
started this venture. Maison Academia proposes contests where the users participate by
uploading their fashion sketches and competing through a voting system. The best-rated
sketches are manufactured and sold on online-shop site. The community of the site and a
Jury, made of professional experts in the fashion industry, that chooses the best sketches to be
produced. The founders are: Maurizio Palumbo CEO & Co-founder, and Mary Palomba Cofounder.

b. Business Model
Maison Academia business model is an online collection created by emerging fashion
designers, online sales. The production process is done through cooperating with
manufacturing companies. The customer value proposition is mainly about produced in Italy
with Italian quality attending to detail. It presents a high competitive workplace for emerging
fashion designers because they have the freedom to create unique designs. The team can
deliver this value by planning the strategy and thinking about the videos and pictures that will
showcase the unique Italian quality through communication, which will help selling the
designs. Maison Academia started with a funding worth 500,000 Euros. After launching an
outstanding collection last April, and starting the first sale, they gained some profit. The team
strategy is to use more fashion magazines and social networks to further promote their
business and collections.

Maison Academia’s main focus is Italy, but they want to expand to Europe, USA, Far East
and Russia. What makes this business unique among competitors is that if you browse
through their website you can find whole collection of clothes where all the designers
contributed to complete this collection from different emerging fashion designers. In addition,
those emerging fashion designers were mentored through the creative process, in which, this
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service is unique and not found in other companies. Also, regarding the new emerging fashion
designers there are no made in Italy designers, they are the only ones in the market that makes
them the lead.

1.5. Theoretical Framework Analysis:

a. Qurami’s Theoretical Framework Analysis
1.a User Entrepreneurship
After profiling Qurami and looking at how this venture started, it is fair to say that it is indeed
a user entrepreneurship venture, because it was founded from a personal need. In addition,
backing up the previous statement is a study done by the Ewing Marion Kauffman
Foundation, stating these firms were initially created by the entrepreneurs who developed the
innovative products or services by their own, and wanted to fulfill a certain need. After that
they founded the firms, and commercialized them. As a result, the founders experienced a
certain need, which is to stop queuing and wasting time, and according to that specific need,
the user developed a service to address this need. In this case coming up with a service to
reserve a spot in line through a mobile APP, in which this App presents as well a personalized
alert about the current status of the line. Moreover, they commercialize the service in different
sectors such as: public offices, universities, hospitals, restaurants and stores. As a result, it
confirms their observations.

What defines user entrepreneurs is the personal experience that leads to the innovative
discovery itself. Moreover, having the insights and knowledge about the subject, and
understanding the circumstances of the situation helps with idea generation of a valid solution
making. That said, it grants the users an inimitable position to identify the possible
opportunities, the opportunity lies here in discovering the general gap in the market of the
need to have a practical solution with a device owned by almost everyone.

Another interesting statement by Jeppesen and Lakhani, states that individuals from outside
the core discipline of a given field generate original problem-solving approaches, and are
often in a better position to find innovative solutions because they frame the problem
differently depending on the situation (Jeppesen and Lakhani, 2007). This leads to a novel
approach to the problem because there is no constraint of existing logics, which increases the
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possibility of finding new opportunities. When human beings suffer from an inconvenient
situation, the human mind tries to come up with a rational solution in order to achieve a
certain need. The key here is whether to exploit the idea or not. When the founder
experienced the inconvenient situation, following the phase of complaining, he scanned
through the environment around him and realized the use of mobile phones. An object that is
available for almost everyone, and from there the seed of the idea grew.

2.a Entrepreneurial Alertness:
Moving to entrepreneurial alertness and evaluating whether Qurami’s founders are alert or
not. Kirzner argues that if there is self-interest involved in the situation it will raise the
entrepreneur to be alert (Kirzner, 1980). As a result, it is sufficient to link user entrepreneur to
alertness, because of the self- interest factor that makes them more aware of the solutions
around

them.

McMullen and Shepherd (2006) believe that entrepreneurship fundamentally involves action.
Moreover, alertness is not entrepreneurial unless it involves the process of judgment, and
action. We can relate the argument here with Qurami in the process of judgment, when they
assessed the idea and analyzed it from all aspects. The aspects included the market, consumer
planning. Before the action a thorough evaluation is required in order to distinguish whether
the new information represents an opportunity, in which queuing is a problem so finding a
solution for it presented a valid opportunity. The action is when they decided to go forward
with their idea by founding the start up. Therefore, I wanted to examine McMullen and
Shepherd, 2006 dimensions for Alertness and compare it with Qurami:

1- Scanning and searching for new information. This phase requires a pre existing
knowledge, being prepared, and sensitivity to new opportunities. What encourages
Qurami with this dimension here is the diverse educational and work experience
backgrounds from the founders. It plays a crucial element in respect of discovering an
opportunity and to fully examine from all angles. It stretches the length of
examinations by being alert to variety of aspects that would have been left out by
normal people.
2- Connecting previously disparate information. The second dimension relates with
Kirzner’s later work on alertness, alert association and connection. This dimension
implies gathering disparate pieces of information and coming up with logical
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substitute (Kirzner, 1999). What Qurami did with this phase is taking what is already
there in the environment and adding a useful extension by exploiting technology. In
this case, the mobile APP service.
3- Evaluating whether the new information represents an opportunity. A business
opportunity needs certain action to evolve by gathering the right information, and
then evaluating them in order to have profit potential (McMullen and Shepherd,
2006). This dimension is necessary after the needed information and creative idea, a
non-bias evaluation of the venture in order to decide whether to go ahead or aboard
the whole idea.
The three dimensions here are very easy to apply to the venture, in fact they presents a
very basic explanation to a normal decision process stage.

3.a Entrepreneurial Opportunities:
The realization of opportunity and taking action accordingly is a major variable here. Shane
& Venkataraman states that entrepreneurial opportunity as an activity that involves the
discovery, evaluation and exploitation of opportunities to introduce new goods and services,
ways of organizing, markets, processes, and raw material through organizing efforts that
previously had not existed (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000; Venkataraman, 1997). Qurami
presents a service that did not exist in the market with a goal, which is improving the quality
of life of customers by not wasting time in queuing.

In addition, Schumpeter believes that opportunities present new frameworks and new end.
Moreover, he observed that these opportunities tend to be new, innovative, have the power to
shift economies, lastly increase national output and employment. Joseph Schumpeter
(Schumpeter, 1934) was the first economist to classify the innovative or novel entrepreneur.
He proposed the role of the novel entrepreneur is to modify the economy by modifying
outdated business and being the source of innovation in an economy. Furthermore,
Schumpeter invented the term, “creative destruction” in order to better describe the process of
destroying the old business, and creating a new one. Herewith Qurami presents advance
technology mobile APP, and getting rid of the old ticket machine waiting method. It is a valid
argument that Qurami presents new frameworks and means, by presenting a novel idea to
ensure a better life for their consumer, and hiring the right personnel that raises the level of
unemployment and working personnel by exploiting their creative skills. Last, is enhancing
the economy of a country and contributing to the growth. In contrast to the previous
statement, Isaac Kirzner found the non-novel form of entrepreneurship or what is called The
Kirznerian. The principle is based upon extraordinary individual who do not create
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opportunities, yet they already exist in the society to anyone who has the “alertness” to
recognize them. Kirzner believes that opportunities occur because the market is in a state of
disequilibrium originated by bad decision making, which leads to creating shortages and
surpluses (I. Kirzner, 1973). Herewith, we can argue that both statements can actually work
for Qurami in ways such as the fact that there is a shortage in the market regarding providing
an accessible service.

It is really interesting to observe another statement by Freeman Klepper and Sleeper, there are
features of life experience that can boost the possibility of the individual discovering
opportunities such as: job function and experience variety. It is observed that individuals
holding certain careers are more likely to notice new venture opportunities. It stresses yet
again to the importance of having the right backgrounds, which plays a valid element in
discovering opportunities. Besides, it is a factor that contributed to Qurami’s opportunity
discovery.

Another interesting factor to examine is the cognitive processes, taking into consideration the
processes that enhances the entrepreneurial discovery which are: being able to see causal
links, being able to categorize information, seeing relationships and patterns in information,
understanding how processes work and evaluating assumptions and information accurately
(C. M. Gaglio & Katz, 2001).
According to the theorist, the cognitive processes are influenced by certain characters such as:
levels of intelligence (De Wit & Van de Winden, 1989), perceptive ability (Hills, Sharder, &
Lumpkin, 1999), creativity (Sarasvathy, 2001; Schumpeter, 1934), and last but not least is
being prepared to take risks (Kaish & Gilad, 1991). Through observing the team members of
Qurami’s it is noticeable to witness that these processes are actually were applied. In addition
to the special characters they had.

4.a Creation Theory of Entrepreneurial Opportunity Formation
How can an opportunity formulate and be exploited, Kirzner and Shane, notices that
entrepreneur’s mission is to be fully alert to the possible opportunities and demand to seize
them (Kirzner, 1997; Shane, 2003). There by, Qurami’s founders embody this realization of
opportunity from daily obstacles, by having the right approach to the problem, which makes
them fully alert to the environment around them and what is missing in the market, by filling
the gap.
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Shane added an interesting point in the discovery theory, that it is necessary to recombine past
knowledge with new ones by using novel techniques (Shane, 2000). This formation and
exploitation of entrepreneurial opportunities occurs when entrepreneurs are operating under
conditions of risk or moderate uncertainty and there is prior knowledge and information that
is linked to the current opportunity. Hence, it is a natural thing for Qurami before starting the
venture to operate under conditions of risk or moderate uncertainty. As a result, having the
educational backgrounds, and career experiences came handy in the process and recognition
of opportunity.

An extra point to consider is the business plan, having a business plan is crucial for any new
venture, it helps entrepreneurs to integrate information and knowledge in novel ways to both
describe what an opportunity is, and how that opportunity is going to be exploited (Delmar et
al., 2003; Van de Ven, Venkataraman, Polley, & Garud, 1989). Also, it can make it easier for
entrepreneurs when having the meeting for their funds to present a full vision of the venture
with all aspects handled. According to Garud & Kotha, having to readapt aspects in the
business plan requires a flexible decision-making charisma that will adapt to the results from
enactment process (Garud & Kotha, 1994). In this situation of high uncertainty holding an
adaptive charisma is more beneficial than a detailed strategic, financial, and market analyses.
That said, Qurami’s have a great advantage of having a mentor with fundamental background
in venture capital and entrepreneurship. It provides a bonus, because it ensures having the
right business plan, in ways it benefit them when pitching their business idea to the potential
funders. Moreover, Qurami received funds worth 10,000 Euros.

5.a Resources, Dynamic Capabilities, and The Theory of the Growth of the Firm
(Penrose, 1959)
Penrose (1959) characterize the internal activities of a firm that I used as indicators to
evaluate Qurami as the following:

1- Members working together. Qurami Hired the right personnel and working together
in harmony and collaboration not as individuals but as a team for the growth of the
firm.
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2- Combining resources in specific ways. Here, the combination in this venture is
technology with an existing object, which is the cell phone and coming up with an App.
Since the business model is conducted as business to business to consumer strategy.
The business transaction is held with clients, and companies or public administration.
Furthermore, the APP is offered for free to consumers, and the revenues are generated
from selling the technology to companies, a simple strategy in terms of partnership and
pricing policies. The policies clearly state that consumer don’t pay a dime, only the
companies who bought the app are paying and by that they gain their revenue streams.

4- Building firm-specific competence. Qurami delivered this aspect by satisfying
consumer’s needs. This aspect is delivered through Business-level strategies. A
business level strategy provides value to consumers and gain competitive advantage by
exploiting core competencies in specific, service markets. As a result, Qurami’s
homework was to particularly specify certain aspect about the consumer for instance:
Who are the customers? Demographic, geographic, lifestyle choices, the answer is they
are busy people who can’t afford wasting time in queuing. What are the services that
potential consumers need? Knowing ones customers is very important in obtaining and
sustaining a competitive advantage in the industry. Being able to successfully predict
and satisfy consumer needs is critical. How to satisfy customer needs? Qurami
determined how to bundle resources and capabilities to form core competencies and
then use these core competencies to satisfy customer needs by implementing valuecrating strategies.

Penrose supports the fact that the management team is a key factor of the firm’s growth:
Qurami have the right personnel who contribute to the firm’s growth. As learning occurs
when knowledge is shared, it broadens the firm’s pool of opportunities. When the team is in
harmony it allows them to provide unique services. Furthermore, Qurami’s management team
has expansion plans in Europe.

6.a Resource Constraint and Radical Innovation
Start-ups that are keen on being the lead in technology and innovation tend to deliver radical
innovation that leads to a breakthrough in the market. The management’s vision is to change
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the consumer expectations in a positive way, by replacing technologies with brand new ones.
Usually ventures that seek the path to innovation are longing to replace current by new
knowledge bases, and to redefine existing or create new markets (Hill and Rothaermel, 2003;
Katila and Ahuja, 2002; Abernathy and Clark, 1985; Benner and Tushman, 2003; Danneels,
2002). What Qurami did here is replacing old technology by getting rid of the ticket machine
and replacing it with a mobile APP service. This lead to satisfying the consumer needs, by not
queuing, not wasting time, being comfortable. They redefined the idea of the ticket and
adjusted it to fit the current fast track lifestyle, by making it more convenient with a device
that is used by everyone.

Moreover, Kirzner and Schumpeter proved that innovation captures the essence of
entrepreneurial activity (Kirzner, 1979; Schumpeter, 1934). The biggest advantage about
innovation is that it stimulates the competitive advantage as new ventures starts growing
towards maturity. Qurami’s advantage is that they are the first mover in the market with this
service, a service that is offered for free to its users. Besides, seeking diverse partnerships can
effectively learn from different types of collaborators, including customers, suppliers,
universities, public support agencies. Qurami uses this method; their strategy is based with
business transaction held with clients, and companies or public administration. They sell the
technology to the companies that the transactions are held with. To illustrate more about the
strategy is handled:
Company: their clients, and the users of their clients. Companies invest in the technology
such as the mobile phones, but the companies don’t have the right knowledge to do it by
themselves, which gives Qurami the advantage here. As well as providing benefits from the
internal process in terms of selling. It gives value because people can optimize their time and
arrive less stressed.
Users: Set them free by attending physically the queue, they are entering the perception of
value that their technology provides, which is really high. They can easily deliver this value
by consumers using their service.

Stressing the fact that the main advantage in product development strategies is in ensuring
that the firm is actually the first-mover in the industry, which will allow it to charge premium
prices, and can prevent competitors from tapping into the same niches (Covin and Slevin,
1990; Hofer and Sandberg, 1987). In order for a firm to develop radical innovation they have
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to be the first movers. Qurami develops radical innovation by being the lead in the market
with such a service, although there are some copycats that are trying to copy their ideas. It is
really hard for the competitors to steal Qurami’s users, because they already established their
reputation and loyal clinets.

7.a Entrepreneurial Success
A worthy of note aspect presented by the neoclassical entrepreneurs is that they respect and
take into consideration the standard von Neuman-Morgenstern axioms of decision making
under uncertainty regarding preference completeness, consistency, and independence. The
expected utility hypothesis refers to entrepreneurs’ preferences with regard to choices that
have uncertain outcomes. The theory asserts that if certain axioms are satisfied, the subjective
value associated with a gamble by an individual is the statistical expectation of that
individual's valuations of the outcomes of that gamble. As a result, entrepreneurs have a
systematic response to uncertainty; use probabilistic calculating procedures by calculating
their actions according to their competitors’ possibilities. The theory helped explaining why
entrepreneurs make certain choices that seem to contradict the expected value creation.
Herewith, The von Neuman-Morgenstern provides necessary and sufficient rationality axioms
under which the expected utility hypothesis holds (Khilstrom and Laffont, 1979). This
interesting theory works for Qurami for several reasons: starting a new venture is a risk,
another word is a gamble, entrepreneurs use various methods to plan the whole process and
venture before starting one. They will lay the options and settle for the most attractive one
regarding their own preferences. In addition, they have a systematic response to uncertainty;
use probabilistic calculating procedures by calculating their actions according to their
competitors’ possibilities when studying the market. Qurami created a mental representation
that had not occurred to other competitors. It is true that it creates a level of riskiness, a
gambling situation in order to achieve the unexpected.

Last but not least, Shane’s presented some valuable evidence that contributes to the
entrepreneurial success: having prior information, whether gathered from work experience,
education, or other means, influences the entrepreneur's ability to comprehend, extrapolate,
interpret and apply new information in ways that those lacking prior information cannot
replicate. Afterwards, Shane refers to cognitive limits and specialization of knowledge as set
of entrepreneurial opportunities in a given technology (Shane, 2000). Applying Shane’s
evidence to Qurami, they encounter the educational backgrounds and prior job experiences,
which helped them realizing and seizing the opportunity. Resulting in exploiting the
opportunity in novel ways.
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b. Interactive Project’s Theoretical Framework Analysis

1.b User Entrepreneurship:
We can proceed analogously to how Interactive Project’s started following the profile
preview, it is clear that it is in some way a user entrepreneurship venture, because it was
founded as a university project by passionate online gamers. At first, it was only focused on
the development process of the project. After that, the team started focusing on the business
model, research analysis, growth, searching the market, and lastly interviewing users. What is
also interesting to mention here, is that there is a sort of consumer demand-pull in this
venture, because the team interviewed a large amount of platform players in order to come up
with unique features for browsing the game. As well as providing the Asian market with what
they requested. In addition, backing up the previous statement is a study done by the Ewing
Marion Kauffman Foundation, stating these firms were initially created by the entrepreneurs
who developed the innovative products or services by their own, and wanted to fulfill a
certain need. After that they founded the firms, and commercialized them. As a result, the
founders experienced a certain need, which is a unique online game that allows players to
manage every aspect of a Formula One team, from drivers and sponsors contracts to the setup
of research laboratories to the car aerodynamic setup and racing strategies. Furthermore,
MyGPTeam is available in two versions: The first version, the Career version is more suitable
for true Formula One addicted users. The second version, the Turbo version is dedicated to
gamers who simply want to have fun by rapidly defining racing strategies. Fond players can
access the game throughout different devices such as: browsers and mobile devices.

User entrepreneurs are all about the personal experience that leads to the innovative
discovery. Moreover, acquiring the insights and knowledge about the subject, and
understanding the circumstances of the situation helps with idea generation of a valid solution
making. As a result, it grants the users the ability to distinguish possible opportunities, which
opportunities are situated in the market gap. Since, they are already passionate online gamers,
it gave them the knowledge in understanding their own needs and other gamers as well. This
is what makes Interactive Project standout, because they offered a solution from their own
personal experience.

Plus, Jeppesen and Lakhani, states that individuals from outside the core discipline of a given
field generate original problem-solving approaches, and are often in a better position to find
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innovative solutions because they frame the problem differently depending on the situation
(Jeppesen and Lakhani, 2007). This leads to a novel approach to the problem because there is
no constraint of existing logics, which increases the possibility of finding new opportunities.
When human beings suffer from an inconvenient situation, the human mind tries to come up
with a rational solution in order to achieve a certain need. The key here is whether to exploit
the idea or not. When the founder experienced the inconvenient situation, following the phase
of complaining, he scanned through the environment around him and realized the online game
world. A passion for online games that started as a university project that became the reality,
the excitement to provide a unique experience.

2.b Entrepreneurial Alertness:
Discussing the next topic, entrepreneurial alertness and evaluating whether Interactive
Project’s founders are alert or not. Kirzner argues that if there is self-interest involved in the
situation it will raise the entrepreneur to be alert (Kirzner, 1980). As a result, it is sufficient to
link user entrepreneur to alertness, because of the self- interest factor that makes the founder
more attentive to the solution.

Onward, McMullen and Shepherd (2006) believe that entrepreneurship fundamentally
involves action. Moreover, alertness is not entrepreneurial unless it involves the process of
judgment, and action. We can relate the argument here with Interactive Project in the process
of judgment, when they assessed the idea and analyzed it from all aspects. The aspects
included the market, consumer planning. Before the action a thorough evaluation is required
in order to distinguish whether the new information represents an opportunity, in which
queuing is a problem so finding a solution for it presented a valid opportunity. The action is
when they decided to go forward with their idea by founding the start up. Therefore, I wanted
to examine McMullen and Shepherd, 2006 dimensions for Alertness and compare it with
Interactive Project:

1- Scanning and searching for new information. This phase requires a pre existing
knowledge, being prepared, and sensitivity to new opportunities. What encourages
Interactive Project with this dimension here is the diverse educational and work
experience backgrounds from the founders. It plays a crucial element in respect of
discovering an opportunity and to fully examine from all angles. It stretches the
length of examinations by being alert to variety of aspects that would have been left
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out by normal people. In addition, the developers’ team is continuing their work on
the mobile devices, 3D development, marketing, and graphic design to ensure a better
quality for the future R&D.
2- Connecting previously disparate information. The second dimension relates with
Kirzner’s later work on alertness, alert association and connection. This dimension
implies gathering disparate pieces of information and coming up with logical
substitute (Kirzner, 1999). What Interactive did in this phase is taking what is already
there in the environment and adding a useful extension by exploiting all means of
technology and graphic designs. Starting this venture as a university project and
moving forward by interviewing a large amount of platform players in order to come
up with unique features for browsing the game. As well as providing the Asian
market with what they requested. In addition, the development process of the project
the team focused on the business model, research analysis, growth, searching the
market, and lastly interviewing users.
3- Evaluating whether the new information represents an opportunity. A business
opportunity needs certain action to evolve by gathering the right information, and
then evaluating them in order to have profit potential (McMullen and Shepherd,
2006). This dimension is necessary after the needed information and creative idea, a
non-bias evaluation of the venture in order to decide whether to go ahead or abort the
whole idea.
The three dimensions here are very easy to apply to the venture; in fact they present a
very basic explanation to a normal decision process stage.

3.b Entrepreneurial Opportunities:
The realization of opportunity and taking action accordingly is a major variable here. Shane
& Venkataraman states that entrepreneurial opportunity as an activity that involves the
discovery, evaluation and exploitation of opportunities to introduce new goods and services,
ways of organizing, markets, processes, and raw material through organizing efforts that
previously had not existed (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000; Venkataraman, 1997). Interactive
Project presents a management browser game inspired by the Formula One world.

In addition, Isaac Kirzner found the non-novel form of entrepreneurship or what is called The
Kirznerian. The principle is based upon extraordinary individuals who do not create
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opportunities, yet they already exist in the society to anyone who has the “alertness” to
recognize them. Kirzner believe that opportunities occur because the market is in a state of
disequilibrium originated by bad decision making, which leads to creating shortages and
surpluses (I. Kirzner, 1973). Herewith, Interactive Project presents a high level gaming
experience to users not only through playing part but in the management aspects as well.
Hence, Interactive Project can easily deliver this value by making the games as realistic as
possible, and engaging games in a strategic way. The key is to make the player the manager
who manages the racing sport team similar to reality in Formula One. It’s a whole different
online experience than what the normal gamers are used too.

A compelling factor to examine is the cognitive processes, taking into consideration the
processes that enhances the entrepreneurial discovery which are: being able to see causal links,
being able to categorize information, seeing relationships and patterns in information,
understanding how processes work and evaluating assumptions and information accurately (C.
M. Gaglio & Katz, 2001).
According to the theorist, the cognitive processes are influenced by certain characters such as:
levels of intelligence (De Wit & Van de Winden, 1989), perceptive ability (Hills, Sharder, &
Lumpkin, 1999), creativity (Sarasvathy, 2001; Schumpeter, 1934), and last but not least is
being prepared to take risks (Kaish & Gilad, 1991). Through observing the team members of
Interactive Project’s it is noticeable to witness that these processes are actually were applied.
In addition to the special characters they have.

4.b Creation Theory of Entrepreneurial Opportunity Formation
How can an opportunity formulate and be exploited, Kirzner and Shane, notices that
entrepreneur’s mission is to be fully alert to the possible opportunities and demand to seize
them (Kirzner, 1997; Shane, 2003). Thereby, Interactive Project’s founders embrace the
realization of opportunity from daily obstacles, by having the right approach to the problem,
which makes them fully alert to the environment around them and what is missing in the
market, by filling the gap.

Shane added an interesting point in the discovery theory, that it is necessary to recombine past
knowledge with new ones by using novel techniques (Shane, 2000). This formation and
exploitation of entrepreneurial opportunities occurs when entrepreneurs are operating under
conditions of risk or moderate uncertainty and there is prior knowledge and information that
is linked to the current opportunity. Hence, it is a natural thing for Interactive Project before
starting the venture to operate under conditions of risk or moderate uncertainty. As a result,
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having the educational backgrounds, and career experiences came handy in the process and
recognition

of

opportunity.

A critical point to consider is the business plan, having a business plan is crucial for any new
venture, it helps entrepreneurs to integrate information and knowledge in novel ways to both
describe what an opportunity is, and how that opportunity is going to be exploited (Delmar et
al., 2003; Van de Ven, Venkataraman, Polley, & Garud, 1989). Also, it can make it easier for
entrepreneurs when having the meeting for their funds to present a full vision of the venture
with all aspects handled. According to Garud & Kotha, having to readapt aspects in the
business plan requires a flexible decision-making charisma that will adapt to the results from
enactment process (Garud & Kotha, 1994). In this situation of high uncertainty holding an
adaptive charisma is more beneficial than a detailed strategic, financial, and market analyses.
That said, Interactive Project’s have a great advantage of having a mentor with fundamental
background in venture capital and entrepreneurship. It provides a bonus, because it ensures
having the right business plan, in ways it benefit them when pitching their business idea to the
potential funders. Moreover, Interactive Project received funds worth 25,000 Euros.

5.b Resources, Dynamic Capabilities, and The Theory of the Growth of the Firm
(Penrose, 1959)
Penrose (1959) characterize the internal activities of a firm that I used as indicators to
evaluate Interactive Project as the following:

1- Members working together. Interactive Project hired the right personnel and
working together in harmony and collaboration not as individuals but as a team for the
growth of the firm.

2- Combining resources in specific ways. Here, the combination in this venture is
technology, online games, distinctive graphics, and 3D with an existing object, which
is the mobile phone and browsers. Since the business model is based on a premium
strategy. It is not focused on purchasing games, but on downloading games for free.
Furthermore, the revenue streams comes from upgrades were it gives the players extra
features to have while playing the game. As a result, players have an additional option.
Also, from advertisement, advertising about the motor sports that are included in the
games somehow brings a real element for the players. For instance, the advertisement
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about a certain car in which, this car is included in the game for the players to try and
use. Interactive Project attained 10% of the users that are registered as premium users,
they receive an average profit of 8 Euros per user. Thanks to recent international
partnerships, Interactive Project is now available in several countries across Europe
and South America, with an estimate of 100,000 users.

3- Building firm-specific competence. Interactive Project delivered this aspect by
satisfying consumer’s needs. This aspect is delivered through Business-level
strategies. A business level strategy provides value to consumers and gain competitive
advantage by exploiting core competencies in specific, service markets. As a result,
Interactive Project’s homework was to particularly specify certain aspect about the
consumer for instance: Who are the customers? Demographic, geographic, lifestyle
choices, the answer is they are passionate online gamers who are interested in
experiencing a new level of online games. What are the services that potential
consumers need? Knowing ones customers is very important in obtaining and
sustaining a competitive advantage in the industry. Being able to successfully predict
and satisfy consumer needs is critical. How to satisfy customer needs? Interactive
Project determined how to bundle resources and capabilities to form core
competencies and then use these core competencies to satisfy customer needs by
implementing value-crating strategies.

Penrose supports the fact that the management team is a key factor of the firm’s growth:
Interactive Project has the right personnel that contribute to the firm’s growth. As learning
occurs when knowledge is shared, it broadens the firm’s pool of opportunities. When the team
is in harmony, it allows them to provide unique services. As a result, Interactive Project is
investing in so many countries such as: Italy, Brazil, and France. Furthermore, Interactive
Project’s management team has expansion plans in Europe, UK, Germany, and South-East
Asia and Japan. Interactive Project has a unique project to start in South-East Asian market
called “Market Pay Race Mode” where the users can pay to participate in a real race, where
the winner gets money as a bidding process. It was a special request from the Asian market,
and they are more than willing to fulfill their needs. Hence, it is a clear case of consumer
demand- pull strategy by the Asian market. Adding to that, the new features that they want to
add to their existing games in order to develop the perfect game experience. In addition, the
Interactive Project’s management team is developing other motor sport platforms that fit the
markets. Last but not least, for the US market Interactive Project is implementing the Nascar
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(The National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing) standings. The recent launch of the
game “Turbo” version at the Global Game Connection in San Francisco attracted the attention
of some of the most important online game distributors. Herewith, Interactive Project’s
management is keen to fulfill and provide the best experience for online gamers depending on
their market gabs and desires.

6.b Resource Constraint and Radical Innovation
Start-ups that are keen on being the lead in technology and innovation tend to deliver radical
innovation that leads to a breakthrough in the market. The management’s vision is to change
the consumer expectations in a positive way, by replacing technologies with brand new ones.
Usually ventures that seek the path to innovation are longing to replace current by new
knowledge bases, and to redefine existing or create new markets (Hill and Rothaermel, 2003;
Katila and Ahuja, 2002; Abernathy and Clark, 1985; Benner and Tushman, 2003; Danneels,
2002). What Interactive Project did here is replacing the regular online games and replacing it
with new technical features that upgraded the level of technology, and the level of
interactions. This lead to satisfying the consumer needs, by providing a different experience
for the gamers. Furthermore, Interactive Project redefined the idea of online gaming by
adding management aspects as well.

In other respects, Kirzner and Schumpeter proved that innovation captures the essence of
entrepreneurial activity (Kirzner, 1979; Schumpeter, 1934). The biggest advantage about
innovation is that it stimulates the competitive advantage as new ventures starts growing
towards maturity. Interactive Project’s advantage is that they are the first mover in the market
with the online game that is offered for free to its users to download unless they want to
obtain the extra features. They have agreements with publishers especially in Brazil, and with
French publisher. Besides, seeking diverse partnerships can effectively learn from different
types of collaborators, including customers, suppliers, universities, public support agencies.
Interactive Project uses this method; they have international partnerships in several countries
across Europe and South America.
Stressing the fact that the main advantage in product development strategies is in ensuring
that the firm is actually the first-mover in the industry, which will allow it to charge premium
prices, and can prevent competitors from tapping into the same niches (Covin and Slevin,
1990; Hofer and Sandberg, 1987). In order for a firm to develop radical innovation, they have
to be the first movers. Interactive Project develops radical innovation by being the lead in the
market with unique online game, although there are some copycats that are trying to copy
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their ideas. It is really hard for the competitors to steal Interactive Project ‘s users, because
they already established their reputation and loyal clients. Therefore, the Formula One’s idea
is really hard to copy, which grants them the advantage.

7.b Entrepreneurial Success
A worthy of note aspect presented by the neoclassical entrepreneurs is that they respect and
take into consideration the standard von Neuman-Morgenstern axioms of decision making
under uncertainty regarding preference completeness, consistency, and independence. The
expected utility hypothesis refers to entrepreneurs’ preferences with regard to choices that
have uncertain outcomes. The theory asserts that if certain axioms are satisfied, the subjective
value associated with a gamble by an individual is the statistical expectation of that
individual's valuations of the outcomes of that gamble. As a result, entrepreneurs have a
systematic response to uncertainty; use probabilistic calculating procedures by calculating
their actions according to their competitors’ possibilities. The theory helped explaining why
entrepreneurs make certain choices that seem to contradict the expected value creation.
Herewith, The von Neuman-Morgenstern provides necessary and sufficient rationality axioms
under which the expected utility hypothesis holds (Khilstrom and Laffont, 1979). This
interesting theory works for Interactive Project for several reasons: starting a new venture is a
risk, another word is a gamble, entrepreneurs use various methods to plan the whole process
and venture before starting one. They will lay the options and settle for the most attractive
one regarding their own preferences. In addition, they have a systematic response to
uncertainty; use probabilistic calculating procedures by calculating their actions according to
their competitors’ possibilities when studying the market. Interactive Project created a mental
representation that had not occurred to other competitors. It is true that it creates a level of
riskiness, a gambling situation in order to achieve the unexpected.

At last, Shane’s presented some valuable evidence that contributes to the entrepreneurial
success: having prior information, whether gathered from work experience, education, or
other means, influences the entrepreneur's ability to comprehend, extrapolate, interpret and
apply new information in ways that those lacking prior information cannot replicate.
Thereupon, Shane refers to cognitive limits and specialization of knowledge as set of
entrepreneurial opportunities in a given technology (Shane, 2000). Applying Shane’s
evidence to Interactive Project, they encounter the educational backgrounds and prior job
experiences, which helped them realizing and seizing the opportunity. Resulting in exploiting
the opportunity in novel ways.
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c. Bulsara’s Theoretical Framework Analysis:
1.c User Entrepreneurship:
Viewing Bulsara from the start, it is accurate to say that it is not a user entrepreneurship
venture, because the idea already existed in the market, but not in Italy. In addition, Bulsara is
an innovative advertising agency leader in specializing in the Italian Toilet Advertising
sector. The founders developed the idea further to adjust with the Italian market standards. In
order to reach the target audience, the founders used creative maps in their advertisement. As
well as creating a pop out advertisement on the door handle of the toilets, washrooms, fitness,
and nurseries in shopping malls. They also offer consultancy to their clients, which differs
from their competitors.

2.c Entrepreneurial Alertness:
Examining Entrepreneurial alertness and evaluating whether Bulsara’s founders are alert or
not. Kirzner argues that if there is self-interest involved in the situation it will raise the
entrepreneur to be alert (Kirzner, 1980). As a result, it is sufficient to link user entrepreneur to
alertness, because of the self- interest factor that makes them more aware of the solutions
around them.

Subsequently, McMullen and Shepherd (2006) believe that entrepreneurship fundamentally
involves action. Moreover, alertness is not entrepreneurial unless it involves the process of
judgment and action. We can relate the argument here with Bulsara in the process of
judgment, when they assessed the idea and analyzed it from all aspects. The aspects included
the market, consumer planning. Before the action a thorough evaluation is required in order to
distinguish whether the new information represents an opportunity, in which they find a way
to engage the audience with them as much as possible regarding the message, and each
bathroom has different advertisement never repeating the same advertisement to raise
awareness. Therefore, I wanted to examine McMullen and Shepherd, 2006 dimensions for
Alertness and compare it with Bulsara:

1-Scanning and searching for new information. This phase requires a pre-existing
knowledge, being prepared, and sensitivity to new opportunities. What encourages
Bulsara with this dimension here is the diverse educational and work experience
backgrounds from the founders. It plays a crucial element in respect of discovering
an opportunity and to fully examine from all angles. It stretches the length of
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examinations by being alert to variety of aspects that would have been left out by
normal people.

2- Connecting previously disparate information. The second dimension relates with
Kirzner’s later work on alertness, alert association and connection. This dimension
implies gathering disparate pieces of information and coming up with logical
substitute (Kirzner, 1999). What Bulsara did with this phase is taking what is already
there in the environment and adding a useful extension by exploiting technology. In
this case, useing different mediums such as: auto marketing, and different media
such as videos, graphics in order to promote their sales. In addition, attending a lot
of events in order to meet new potential clients than normal advertisement, and the
location is different which are the toilets.

3- Evaluating whether the new information represents an opportunity. A business
opportunity needs certain action to evolve by gathering the right information, and
then evaluating them in order to have profit potential (McMullen and Shepherd,
2006). This dimension is necessary after the needed information and creative idea, a
non-bias evaluation of the venture in order to decide whether to go ahead or abort
the whole idea.

The three dimensions here are very easy to apply to the venture; in fact they present a very
basic explanation to a normal decision process stage.

3.c Entrepreneurial Opportunities:
The realization of opportunity and taking action accordingly is a major variable here. Shane
& Venkataraman states that entrepreneurial opportunity as an activity that involves the
discovery, evaluation and exploitation of opportunities to introduce new goods and services,
ways of organizing, markets, processes, and raw material through organizing efforts that
previously had not existed (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000; Venkataraman, 1997). Bulsara
presents an innovative advertisement service, in particular showcasing their brilliant work in
Italian toilets.

What’s more, Isaac Kirzner found the non-novel form of entrepreneurship or what is called
The Kirznerian. The principle is based upon that extraordinary individual do not create
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opportunities, yet they already exist in the society to anyone who has the “alertness” to
recognize them. Kirzner believes that opportunities occur because the market is in a state of
disequilibrium originated by bad decision making, which leads to creating shortages and
surpluses (I. Kirzner, 1973). Herewith, Bulsara presents a solution to the shortage in the
market by providing a service that is accessible to almost everyone can easily save time. As
well as, adapting a creative way to sell advertisement and fitting the strategy to fit a new
market.

It is really interesting to observe the statement by Freeman Klepper and Sleeper, there are
features of life experience that can boost the possibility of the individual discovering
opportunities such as: job function and experience variety. It is observed that individuals
holding certain careers are more likely to notice new venture opportunities. It stresses yet
again to the importance of having the right backgrounds, which plays a valid element in
discovering opportunities. Besides, it is a factor that contributed to Bulsar’s opportunity
discovery. Adding to that Bulsara have signed multiple contracts with important clients such
as: Pfizer, Compagnia di Bellezza and MAXXI, advertising at Turin International Airport, La
Sapienza University, LUISS University, Circuito Cinema di Roma, Roma Capitale Libraries.

A compelling factor to examine is the cognitive processes, taking into consideration the
processes that enhances the entrepreneurial discovery which are: being able to see causal links,
being able to categorize information, seeing relationships and patterns in information,
understanding how processes work and evaluating assumptions and information accurately (C.
M. Gaglio & Katz, 2001).
According to the theorist, the cognitive processes are influenced by certain characters such as:
levels of intelligence (De Wit & Van de Winden, 1989), perceptive ability (Hills, Sharder, &
Lumpkin, 1999), creativity (Sarasvathy, 2001; Schumpeter, 1934), and last but not least is
being prepared to take risks (Kaish & Gilad, 1991). Through observing the team members of
Bulsara’s it is noticeable to witness that these processes actually were applied. In addition to
the special characters they have.

4.c Creation Theory of Entrepreneurial Opportunity Formation
How can an opportunity formulate and be exploited, Kirzner and Shane, notices that
entrepreneur’s mission is to be fully alert to the possible opportunities and demand to seize
them (Kirzner, 1997; Shane, 2003). Thereby, Bulsara’s founders embody this realization of
opportunity from daily obstacles, by having the right approach to the problem, which makes
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them fully alert to the environment around them and what is missing in the market, by filling
the gap.

Shane contributed a valid point to the discovery theory; it is necessary to recombine past
knowledge with new ones by using novel techniques (Shane, 2000). This formation and
exploitation of entrepreneurial opportunities occurs when entrepreneurs are operating under
conditions of risk or moderate uncertainty and there is prior knowledge and information that
is linked to the current opportunity. Hence, it is a natural thing for Bulsara before starting the
venture to operate under conditions of risk or moderate uncertainty. As a result, having the
educational backgrounds, and career experiences came handy in the process and recognition
of opportunity. In addition, the creative element that adds to Bulsara’s venture on how they
can develop innovative ways to present their advertisement, and making it more interesting to
the target audience.

An extra point to consider is the business plan, having a business plan is crucial for any new
venture, it helps entrepreneurs to integrate information and knowledge in novel ways to both
describe what an opportunity is, and how that opportunity is going to be exploited (Delmar et
al., 2003; Van de Ven, Venkataraman, Polley, & Garud, 1989). Also, it can make it easier for
entrepreneurs when having the meeting for their funds to present a full vision of the venture
with all aspects handled. According to Garud & Kotha, having to readapt aspects in the
business plan requires a flexible decision-making charisma that will adapt to the results from
enactment process (Garud & Kotha, 1994). In this situation of high uncertainty holding an
adaptive charisma is more beneficial than a detailed strategic, financial, and market analyses.
That said, Bulsara’s have a great advantage of having a mentor with fundamental background
in venture capital and entrepreneurship. It provides a bonus, because it ensures having the
right business plan, in ways it benefit them when pitching their business idea to the potential
funders. Moreover, Bulsara received funds worth 350,000 Euros.

5.c Resources, Dynamic Capabilities, and The Theory of the Growth of the Firm
(Penrose, 1959)
Penrose (1959) characterize the internal activities of a firm that I used as indicators to
evaluate Bulsara as the following:
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1- Members working together. Bulsara hired the right personnel and working
together in harmony and collaboration not as individuals but as a team for the
growth of the firm.

2- Combining resources in specific ways. Since Bulsara’s business model is based
on a business-to-business strategy. It is composed by three phases of search: first,
location where they need to get exclusive contracts and agreements with the perfect
location. Second, selling the spaces directly or through a network of agents. Last but
not least, the office creative division is responsible for helping the clients to build an
image of their brand and delivering it through Bulsara’s creative graphics. That said.
The combination of the three phases delivers creative and innovative campaigns,
while satisfying their clients needs by delivering the best massage through creative
graphics.

3-Building firm-specific competence. Bulsara delivered this aspect by satisfying
consumer’s needs. This aspect is delivered through Business-level strategies. A
business level strategy provides value to consumers and gain competitive advantage
by exploiting core competencies in specific, service markets. As a result, Bulsara’s
homework was to particularly specify certain aspect about the consumer for
instance: Who are the customers? Demographic, geographic, lifestyle choices, the
answer is they are people who want to reach a target audience through creative
advertisement. What are the services that potential consumers need? Knowing ones
customers is very important in obtaining and sustaining a competitive advantage in
the industry. Being able to successfully predict and satisfy consumer needs is
critical. How to satisfy customer needs? Bulsara determined how to bundle resources
and capabilities to form core competencies and then use these core competencies to
satisfy customer needs by implementing value-crating strategies.

Penrose supports the fact that the management team is a key factor of the firm’s growth:
Bulsara have the right personnel that contribute to the firm’s growth. As learning occurs when
knowledge is shared, it broadens the firm’s pool of opportunities. When the team is in
harmony it allows them to provide unique services. Furthermore, Bulsara’s management team
has plans to further expand in Italy. It is really important to mention here that Bulsara have
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already signed multiple contracts with clients like Pfizer, Compagnia di Bellezza and
MAXXI, advertising at Turin International Airport, La Sapienza University, LUISS
University, Circuito Cinema di Roma, Roma Capitale Libraries. Furthermore, Bulsara
received such an honor when a market research by Demoskopea confirmed the extraordinary
effectiveness of Bulsara’s marketing and communication strategies. This gives their venture a
credibility and value that other competitors do not have.

6.c Resource Constraint and Radical Innovation
Bulsara’s venture as unique their idea in the industry and the market is; still it does not fit
under the radical innovation category. Yet again, the acknowledgment lays here regarding
being the first mover in the market. In addition, Bulsar’s service is innovative and gained
special recognition in Italy. As a result it makes it difficult for the competitions in the market.

7.c Entrepreneurial Success
A distinctive note presented by the neoclassical entrepreneurs is that they respect and takes
into consideration the standard von Neuman-Morgenstern axioms of decision making under
uncertainty regarding preference completeness, consistency, and independence. The expected
utility hypothesis refers to entrepreneurs’ preferences with regard to choices that have
uncertain outcomes. The theory asserts that if certain axioms are satisfied, the subjective
value associated with a gamble by an individual is the statistical expectation of that
individual's valuations of the outcomes of that gamble. As a result, entrepreneurs have a
systematic response to uncertainty; use probabilistic calculating procedures by calculating
their actions according to their competitors’ possibilities. The theory helped explaining why
entrepreneurs make certain choices that seem to contradict the expected value creation.
Herewith, The von Neuman-Morgenstern provides necessary and sufficient rationality axioms
under which the expected utility hypothesis holds (Khilstrom and Laffont, 1979). This
interesting theory works for Bulsara for several reasons: starting a new venture is a risk,
another word is a gamble, entrepreneurs use various methods to plan the whole process and
venture before starting one. They will lay the options and settle for the most attractive one
regarding their own preferences. In addition, they have a systematic response to uncertainty;
use probabilistic calculating procedures by calculating their actions according to their
competitors’ possibilities when studying the market. Bulsara created a mental representation
that had not occurred to other competitors. It is true that it creates a level of riskiness, a
gambling situation in order to achieve the unexpected.
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At last, Shane presented some valuable evidence that contributes to the entrepreneurial
success: having prior information, whether gathered from work experience, education, or
other means, influences the entrepreneur's ability to comprehend, extrapolate, interpret and
apply new information in ways that those lacking prior information cannot replicate.
Afterwards, Shane refers to cognitive limits and specialization of knowledge as set of
entrepreneurial opportunities in a given technology (Shane, 2000). Applying Shane’s
evidence to Bulsara, they encounter the educational backgrounds and prior job experiences,
which helped them realizing and seizing the opportunity. Resulting in exploiting the
opportunity in novel ways.

d. Maison Academia’s Theoretical Framework Analysis
1.d User Entrepreneurship
After examining Maison Academia and looking at how this venture started, it is noticeable
that it has a lot of aspects to being a user entrepreneurship venture, because it venture was
founded from a personal experience to fill a certain gap in the market specially the fashion
industry in order to help provide the best quality of made in Italy designs. In addition, backing
up the previous statement is a study done by the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, stating
these firms were initially created by the entrepreneurs who developed the innovative products
or services by their own, and wanted to fulfill a certain need. After that they founded the
firms, and commercialized them. As a result, the founders experienced a certain need in the
industry towards creative fashion designers and exploit that need into producing unique
designs for consumers through contests. Also, to show case many designers work who
contributed in one collection.

What designate user entrepreneurs is the personal experience that leads to the innovative
discovery itself. Moreover, having the insights and knowledge about the subject, and
understanding the circumstances of the situation helps with idea generation of a valid solution
making. That said, it grants the users an inimitable position to identify the possible
opportunities, the opportunity lies here in discovering the general gap in the market of the
need to have an exclusive made in Italy fashion brand, solely Made in Italy, created by
emerging fashion designers from all over the world and directly chosen by its customers. In
addition, providing the platform for the designers to fully exhibit their work.

Jeppesen and Lakhani affirm that individuals from outside the core discipline of a given field
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generate original problem-solving approaches, and are often in a better position to find
innovative solutions because they frame the problem differently depending on the situation
(Jeppesen and Lakhani, 2007). This leads to a novel approach to the problem because there is
no constraint of existing logics, which increases the possibility of finding new opportunities.
When human beings suffer from an inconvenient situation, the human mind tries to come up
with a rational solution in order to achieve a certain need. The key here is whether to exploit
the idea or not. When the founders experienced working in the industry through different
mediums, it made them aware of the gap. More precisely working daily with fashion
designers made them attentive towards designers in particular and the daily disencouragement
they face. Plus, consumers can have an exclusive fashion pieces that is not available
elsewhere.

2.d Entrepreneurial Alertness
Preceding with entrepreneurial alertness and evaluating whether Maison Academia’s founders
are alert or not. Kirzner argues that if there is self-interest involved in the situation it will raise
the entrepreneur to be alert (Kirzner, 1980). As a result, it is sufficient to link user
entrepreneur to alertness, because of the self- interest factor that makes them more aware of
the solutions around them.

McMullen and Shepherd (2006) assert that entrepreneurship fundamentally involves action.
Moreover, alertness is not entrepreneurial unless it involves the process of judgment, and
action. We can relate the argument here with Maison Academia in the process of judgment,
when they assessed the idea and analyzed it from all aspects. The aspects included the market,
consumer planning. Before the action a thorough evaluation is required in order to distinguish
whether the new information represents an opportunity, in which during their work
experience they found out that designers face a lot of problems in the fashion business. So
finding a solution to a problem by providing a space to fairly showcase their work, and
mentoring designers as well throughout the whole process presented a valid opportunity. The
action is when they decided to go forward with their idea by founding the start up. Therefore,
I wanted to examine McMullen and Shepherd, 2006 dimensions for Alertness and compare it
with Maison Academia:

1- Scanning and searching for new information. This phase requires a pre-existing
knowledge, being prepared, and sensitivity to new opportunities. What encourages
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Maison Academia with this dimension here is the diverse educational and work
experience backgrounds from the founders. It plays a crucial element in respect of
discovering an opportunity and to fully examine from all angles. It stretches the
length of examinations by being alert to variety of aspects that would have been left
out by normal people. Leading to the discovery of opportunity that is unnoticed by
others.

2- Connecting previously disparate information. The second dimension relates with
Kirzner’s later work on alertness, alert association and connection. This dimension
implies gathering disparate pieces of information and coming up with logical
substitute (Kirzner, 1999). What Maison Academia did with this phase is presenting
a platform for designers to participate by uploading their fashion sketches and
competing through a contest with a specific theme with a voting system. Then, The
best-rated sketches are manufactured and sold in an online-shop.

3- Evaluating whether the new information represents an opportunity. A business
opportunity needs certain action to evolve by gathering the right information, and
then evaluating them in order to have profit potential (McMullen and Shepherd,
2006). This dimension is necessary after the needed information and creative idea, a
non-bias evaluation of the venture in order to decide whether to go ahead or abort
the whole idea.

The three dimensions here are very easy to apply to the venture, in fact they presents a very
basic explanation to a normal decision process stage.

3.d Entrepreneurial Opportunities
Grasping an opportunity by taking an action regarding an opportunity is a step forward. Shane
& Venkataraman states that entrepreneurial opportunity as an activity that involves the
discovery, evaluation and exploitation of opportunities to introduce new goods and services,
ways of organizing, markets, processes, and raw material through organizing efforts that
previously had not existed (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000; Venkataraman, 1997). Maison
Academia presents service that is unique from their competitors as browsing through their
website you can find a collection of clothes where all designers from all over the world
contributed to complete this collection. In addition, those emerging fashion designers were
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mentored through the creative process, in which, this service is unique and not found in other
companies. Also, regarding the new emerging fashion designers, there are no made in Italy
designs, they are the only ones in the market, which makes them the lead.

In addition, Isaac Kirzner found the non-novel form of entrepreneurship or what is called The
Kirznerian. The principle is based upon that extraordinary individuals do not create
opportunities, yet they already exist in the society to anyone who has the “alertness” to
recognize them. Kirzner believes that opportunities occur because the market is in a state of
disequilibrium originated by bad decision making, which leads to creating shortages and
surpluses (I. Kirzner, 1973). Herewith, Maison Academia presents a solution to the shortage
in the market regarding the emerging fashion designers and provided a place for them to
showcase different designs through contests with different themes with every season, also
provided a mentoring follow ups in order to help them through out the process.

It is really interesting to observe another statement by Freeman Klepper and Sleeper, there are
features of life experience that can boost the possibility of the individual discovering
opportunities such as: job function and experience variety. It is observed that individuals
holding certain careers are more likely to notice new venture opportunities. It stresses yet
again to the importance of having the right backgrounds, which plays a valid element in
discovering opportunities. Besides, it is a factor that contributed to Maison Academia’s
opportunity discovery.

Another interesting factor to examine is the cognitive processes, taking into consideration the
processes that enhances the entrepreneurial discovery which are: being able to see causal links,
being able to categorize information, seeing relationships and patterns in information,
understanding how processes work and evaluating assumptions and information accurately (C.
M. Gaglio & Katz, 2001).
According to the theorist, the cognitive processes are influenced by certain characters such as:
levels of intelligence (De Wit & Van de Winden, 1989), perceptive ability (Hills, Sharder, &
Lumpkin, 1999), creativity (Sarasvathy, 2001; Schumpeter, 1934), and last but not least is
being prepared to take risks (Kaish & Gilad, 1991). Through observing the team members of
Maison Academia’s it is noticeable to witness that these processes actually were applied. In
addition to the special characters they had.
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4.d Creation Theory of Entrepreneurial Opportunity Formation
How can an opportunity formulate and be exploited, Kirzner and Shane, notices that
entrepreneur’s mission is to be fully alert to the possible opportunities and demand to seize
them (Kirzner, 1997; Shane, 2003). There by, Maison Academia’s founders embody this
realization of opportunity from daily obstacles, by having the right approach to the problem,
which makes them fully alert to the environment around them and what is missing in the
market, by filling the gap.

Shane added an interesting point in the discovery theory, that it is necessary to recombine past
knowledge with new ones by using novel techniques (Shane, 2000). This formation and
exploitation of entrepreneurial opportunities occurs when entrepreneurs are operating under
conditions of risk or moderate uncertainty and there is prior knowledge and information that
is linked to the current opportunity. Hence, it is a natural thing for Maison Academia before
starting the venture to operate under conditions of risk or moderate uncertainty. As a result,
having the educational backgrounds, and career experiences came handy in the process and
recognition of opportunity.

An extra point to pay attention to is the business plan, having a business plan is crucial for
any new venture, it helps entrepreneurs to integrate information and knowledge in novel ways
to both describe what an opportunity is, and how that opportunity is going to be exploited
(Delmar et al., 2003; Van de Ven, Venkataraman, Polley, & Garud, 1989). Also, it can make
it easier for entrepreneurs when having the meeting for their funds to present a full vision of
the venture with all aspects handled. According to Garud & Kotha, having to readapt aspects
in the business plan requires a flexible decision-making charisma that will adapt to the results
from enactment process (Garud & Kotha, 1994). In this situation of high uncertainty holding
an adaptive charisma is more beneficial than a detailed strategic, financial, and market
analyses. That said, Maison Academia’s have a great advantage of having a mentor with
fundamental background in venture capital and entrepreneurship. It provides a bonus, because
it ensures having the right business plan, in ways it benefit them when pitching their business
idea to the potential funders. Moreover, Maison Academia received funds worth 500,000
Euros.
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5.d Resources, Dynamic Capabilities, and The Theory of the Growth of the Firm
(Penrose, 1959)
Penrose (1959) characterize the internal activities of a firm that I used as indicators to
evaluate Maison Academia as the following:

1- Members working together. Maison Academia hired the right personnel and
working together in harmony and collaboration not as individuals but as a team for
the growth of the firm. The community of the website and the jury, made of
professional experts in the fashion industry, that chooses the best sketches to be
produced.

2- Combining resources in specific ways. Here, Maison Academia’s business
model is an online collection created by emerging fashion designers, online sales.
The production process is done through cooperating with manufacturing
companies. In addition, the customer value proposition is mainly about produced in
Italy with Italian quality attending to detail. Therefore, it presents a high
competitive workplace for emerging fashion designers because they have the
freedom to create unique designs. Maison Academia’s team deliver this value by
planning the strategy and thinking about the videos and pictures that will showcase
the unique Italian quality through communication, which will help selling the
designs. The team strategy is to use more fashion magazines and social networks to
further promote their business and collections.

4- Building firm-specific competence. Maison Academia delivered this aspect by
satisfying consumer’s needs, the consumers find unique clothing pieces that is only
available in their online website. This aspect is delivered through Business-level
strategies. A business level strategy provides value to consumers and gain
competitive advantage by exploiting core competencies in specific, service markets.
As a result, Maison Academia’s homework was to particularly specify certain
aspect about the consumer for instance: Who are the customers? Demographic,
geographic, lifestyle choices, the answer is they are people who love fashion and
follow the latest trends. What are the services that potential consumers need?
Knowing ones customers is very important in obtaining and sustaining a
competitive advantage in the industry. Being able to successfully predict and satisfy
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consumer needs is critical. How to satisfy customer needs? Maison Academia
determined how to bundle resources and capabilities to form core competencies and
then use these core competencies to satisfy customer needs by implementing valuecrating strategies.

Penrose supports the fact that the management team is a key factor of the firm’s growth:
Maison Academia has the right personnel who contribute to the firm’s growth. As learning
occurs when knowledge is shared, it broadens the firm’s pool of opportunities. When the team
is in harmony, it allows them to provide unique services. Furthermore, Maison Academia’s
management team has expansion plans in Europe, USA, Far East and Russia.

6.d Resource Constraint and Radical Innovation
Maison Academia’s venture as unique their idea in the industry and the market is; still it does
not fit under the radical innovation category. Yet again, the acknowledgment lays here
regarding being the first mover in the market. In addition, Maison Academia’s service is
unique and not found in other companies. As a result it makes it difficult for the competitions
in the market.

7.d Entrepreneurial Success
An important note presented by the neoclassical entrepreneurs is that they respect and take
into consideration the standard von Neuman-Morgenstern axioms of decision making under
uncertainty regarding preference completeness, consistency, and independence. The expected
utility hypothesis refers to entrepreneurs’ preferences with regard to choices that have
uncertain outcomes. The theory asserts that if certain axioms are satisfied, the subjective
value associated with a gamble by an individual is the statistical expectation of that
individual's valuations of the outcomes of that gamble. As a result, entrepreneurs have a
systematic response to uncertainty; use probabilistic calculating procedures by calculating
their actions according to their competitors’ possibilities. The theory helped explaining why
entrepreneurs make certain choices that seem to contradict the expected value creation.
Herewith, The von Neuman-Morgenstern provides necessary and sufficient rationality axioms
under which the expected utility hypothesis holds (Khilstrom and Laffont, 1979). This
interesting theory works for Maison Academia for several reasons: starting a new venture is a
risk, another word is a gamble, entrepreneurs use various methods to plan the whole process
and venture before starting one. They will lay the options and settle for the most attractive
one regarding their own preferences. In addition, they have a systematic response to
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uncertainty; use probabilistic calculating procedures by calculating their actions according to
their competitors’ possibilities when studying the market. Maison Academia created a mental
representation that had not occurred to other competitors. It is true that it creates a level of
riskiness, a gambling situation in order to achieve the unexpected.

Last but not least, Shane’s presented some valuable evidence that contributes to the
entrepreneurial success: having prior information, whether gathered from work experience,
education, or other means, influences the entrepreneur's ability to comprehend, extrapolate,
interpret and apply new information in ways that those lacking prior information cannot
replicate. Afterwards, Shane refers to cognitive limits and specialization of knowledge as set
of entrepreneurial opportunities in a given technology (Shane, 2000). Applying Shane’s
evidence to Maison Academia, they encounter the educational backgrounds and prior job
experiences, which helped them realizing and seizing the opportunity. Resulting in exploiting
the opportunity in novel ways.

1.6. Leonard-Barton Matrix Analysis:
Dorothy Leonard-Barton proposes five generic situations matrix from her book “Wellsprings
of Knowledge” as the following: User-driven enhancement; developer-driven development;
user-context

development;

new

application

or

combination

of

technology,

and

technology/market co evolution. In addition, this matrix is formed by the new product
development situation including two axes focusing on the maturity of technology design, and
the alignment of product line with current customer base. The variance along these
dimensions highlights the level of uncertainty that new-product developers face when coming
up with a new product/service. As a result, this matrix can help the developers to examine
their ideas in advance in order to know what type of extra information needed. As well as,
having an analysis to where the venture will be standing in the market. It is vital here to state
that applying this matrix to the start up may not be a hundred percent accurate, but it will
provide an interesting subjective analysis, and point of view to the research. Hence, not all of
the start-ups deliver a full on innovation; yet again analyzing all of them regardless to the
level of innovation is fundamental to my research. It draws an example of different ventures
in the market, with different outcomes (Leonard-Barton, 1998).
	
  
Before analyzing each start up separately, I would like to introduce the matrix in respect to
what each axis represents. 	
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Figure 1. Technology and market factors shaping the new-product definition situation, from Wellsprings of
Knowledge: Building and Sustaining the Sources of Innovation (p.180), D. Leonard-Barton, 1998 by Harvard
Business Reviews Press.

The matrix is represented by two alignment factors, underlining importing knowledge from
the market place under uncertain conditions, which presents a new product development
process at the extremes, which are: maturity of technology design, and alignment of product
line with current customer base. First, I would like to describe the maturity of technology
design in details underlying each dimension that falls under it as the following starting from
the top to the bottom of the axes: new to the world, next generation, major enhancement, and
mature design.
Starting with the vertical axis. From the top, which is considered the lowest regarding the
technological design maturity within a firm. New to the world: this is the main pickle to the
developers concern, it raises the question of how can they make this product/service work?
That said, it is vital here for the developers at this stage to invent a valid solution to the
problem or gap by understanding the technology’s potential and managing and
commercializing it as well. Moving downward to the next generation: as soon as the
developers prove the technical feasibility to actually benefit the customers, it presents the next
leap in performance, the next generation. After that, it’s the stage for major enhancement:
after proving the feasibility, the developers team can move forward by dividing the team in
two teams were one focuses on the innovation of the product/service. While the other one
seeks ways to improve and refine the basic design. Last but not least is the mature design: it is
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considered the highest level of maturity giving the fact that at this stage, the design is just
going through cosmetic changes rather than fundamental (Leonard-Barton, 1998).

Next, is the horizontal axis the market alignment: it represents the degree to which the
product/service supports the customer base. Starting with the highest alignment that is the
current customers: it is considered the highest because it is the easiest group to manage. Here
the developers know the customer very well, because they have been working with them for
some time. As a result, they are aware of their needs and requirements. Moving towards the
middle is the new customer set: it highly occurs with technology-based ventures where they
move from current customers to new customer set, when providing something new, and most
likely entering new markets as well. Last but not least, moving to the right, which is the
lowest point, is the net market/unknown customer set: at this stage the level of uncertainty
increases for the reason that developers here are not sure that they have identified the correct
customers (Leonard-Barton, 1998).
Moving to explain in details the five generic clusters: user-driven enhancement; developerdriven development; user-context development; new application or combination of
technology, and technology/market co evolution.

Figure 2. New-product development processes at the extremes, from Wellsprings of Knowledge: Building and
Sustaining the Sources of Innovation (p.184), D. Leonard-Barton, 1998 by Harvard Business Reviews Press.
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Starting with the bottom left user-driven enhancement: it represents “an improved solution to
a know need”. In this case having competition or customer demands can play a crucial role in
deriving the invention. Also, developers do not need to do a lot of market research giving the
fact they are fully aware of the gap and need in the market. Moving to the top right developerdriven development: it represents “a new solution to a known need”. In this case, customers
are aware of the need, but they do not have the ability to translate this need to the developers,
nor they know that there is a potential solution. Therefore, they cannot ask for a solution, but
here the developers can perfectly satisfy their customers by fulfilling their needs. The big
advantage here for the developers is that they are aware of the technological capability, which
coming up with a solution is easy for them. After that, heading towards the middle is usercontext development: it represents “ a new solution to an unexpressed need”. In this case
customers needs may have existed for such a long time before a technological solution was
presented. Therefore, customers could not communicate what they wanted in order to move
ahead with the process development. Then, heading to the bottom right is new application or
combination of technologies: it represents “ a novel solution to an identified need”. In this
case, it’s more about the technology’s capability rather than the market demand. That said,
the developers take a mature technology and apply it to an entire different area. As well as,
new set of customers. Last but not least, the top right technology/market co-evolution: it
represents “an evolving solution to an uncertain need”. In this case, it’s all about technology
push from the developers towards the customers and market (Leonard-Barton, 1998).

In order to make sure that I placed each start up in the most accurate position possible, I used
two market research techniques: empathic design, and creating a new market method by
placing each start up accordingly to visualize where they stand. In addition, it backs up by
giving a fuller picture of the placement and whether it is the right one or not. Moreover, it
provides an extra explanation to each start up position in the market. It is important to
mention that there is other market research techniques other than the ones used in the research
paper, but I decided to only explain the one applied on the start-ups.

Empathic design is used when creating a product or a service; the creation phase is fully
derived from unarticulated user need. There are three types of empathy mechanisms, which
are: developer’s market intuition, anthropological expeditions, and market matching (Not
included in the analysis).
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Figure 3. Importing knowledge from the market- empathic design, from Wellsprings of Knowledge: Building and
Sustaining the Sources of Innovation (p.196), D. Leonard-Barton, 1998 by Harvard Business Reviews Press.

Developer’s Market Intuition: “Technologies who have developed a fine intuition for what
the market wants now and will need in the future”. In this case it induces user- developers:
Here a technologist’s empathy reaches the top for a reason that the user and the developer are
the same person. In addition, this situation highly occurs when the user experiences a certain
problem, and has the technological background to find a solution. Next, the anthropological
expeditions: This is considered the most promising position for empathic design, because
developers soak themselves in the user environment. In this case, designers or developers
holding technological knowledge live in the user environment in order to gather all the
required information about the user’s needs to come up with a solution. From there it induces
observing users practices: “The developer combines his/her observation with his/her
knowledge of computer technology to originate a solution that would not have occurred to
someone else (Leonard-Barton, 1998).
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Figure 4. Importing knowledge from the market-creating new markets, from Wellsprings of Knowledge: Building
and Sustaining the Sources of Innovation (p.204), D. Leonard-Barton, 1998 by Harvard Business Reviews Press.

Moving to the next market research techniques: creating a new market. In this case, it is very
critical to gather information from the market, because neither technologies nor customers are
certain. As a result, information from the market must be gathered from the present life
situations in order to draw a futuristic plan for the future. Another option is to use the trial,
error methods until reaching the desired answer or in this case success. That said it induces
extrapolation of trends: “Developers attempt to foresee what users in current market will need
in the future when the trends will reach a mature point”. It is easy for developers to anticipate
the solution if they have a great understanding of the industry and trends. Next, is market
experimentation: the best way to know if a product/ service is a success is to put it out there in
the market, through a trial test and monitor feedbacks (Leonard-Barton, 1998).

It is important here to mention that empathic design do not replace traditional techniques, but
enhance the chances for ventures to exploit their technological resources. In addition, you can
view empathic design as a tool that gives a subjective view to the management team and
developers to import knowledge, and have a better evaluation of an uncertain situation. It
draws a fuller picture of the whole product/ service and position it in ways it helps the team to
consider all the aspects. Furthermore, it is true that it’s not a very accurate matrix in the real
world, but it gives a different point of view of the whole venture, which in ways makes it
valuable to evaluate (Leonard-Barton, 1998).
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a. Qurami’s Leonard-Barton Matrix Analysis
After analyzing Qurami from a theoretical framework perspective, it is rather appealing to
move forward by examining and applying the Leonard-Barton matrix to the venture by
adopting

a

position

that

best

describes

Qurami.

Figure 5. Qurami’s Leonard-Barton matrix analysis, adapted from Wellsprings of Knowledge: Building and
Sustaining the Sources of Innovation, D. Leonard-Barton, 1998 by Harvard Business Reviews Press.

The most suitable placement for Qurami is developer-driven development that presents a new
solution to a known need. In this situation users needs may exist for years, but they never
managed to communicate their needs to the developers. In addition, users knew that queuing
is a problem, which makes them aware of the problem, but in the same time did not manage
finding a suitable solution. Herewith, Qurami’s founders introduced the APP as a solution to
the issue by delighting the customers with a leap of performance that no competitors offered
before Qurami.

Since Qurami fits under developer-driven development, it is positioned in the top left side of
the matrix. That said, taking into consideration the two axes forming the matrix and what they
refer to, the matter of alignment was slightly shifted to have a more accurate analysis with the
venture. Besides, it is still positioned on the top left side, but slightly shifted towards the
middle. In order to understand the shift in the alignment, it is vital to explain where Qurami
stands with the two axes. Starting with
analyzing maturity of technology design, it is noticeable that Qurami fits with new to the
world variable. It is important to state here that I am not evaluating the maturity of the mobile
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phone nor the APP, yet Qurami. Being positioned on the top, meaning Qurami holds a low
maturity of technology design. Giving the fact that they are the first mover in the market, and
the fact it’s a new service. The problem lies here with commercializing the service, and
understanding the technologies potential as well. Moving to the horizontal axis, alignment
with the current customer base yet again Qurami is positioned towards the middle reaching
the new customer set, meaning their targeting new set of customers.

Another necessary element to take into consideration is evaluating Qurami with respect to the
empathic design.

Figure 6. Qurami’s Leonard-Barton matrix analysis, adapted from Wellsprings of Knowledge: Building and
Sustaining the Sources of Innovation, D. Leonard-Barton, 1998 by Harvard Business Reviews Press.

As the above discussion suggests, that Qurami falls under developer-driven development.
Looking at the empathic design, it is obvious that Qurami will fall in fact under developer’s
intuition because it represents a technology that is developed to fill a needed gap in the
market. Moreover, developer’s intuition induces user- developers: Giving the fact that
Qurami is a user entrepreneur venture; it makes a lot of sense to be positioned at the top.

b. Interactive Project’s Leonard-Barton Matrix Analysis
After analyzing Interactive Project from a theoretical framework perspective, it is rather
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appealing to move forward by examining and applying the Leonard-Barton matrix to the
venture by adopting a position that best describes Interactive Project.

Figure 7. Interactive Project’s Leonard-Barton matrix analysis, adapted from Wellsprings of Knowledge: Building
and Sustaining the Sources of Innovation, D. Leonard-Barton, 1998 by Harvard Business Reviews Press.

The most suitable placement for Interactive Project is user-context development that presents
a new solution to an unexpressed need. In this situation customer’s needs may have existed,
but they were not aware of a technological solution. In addition, online gamers are always
keen on finding more fulfilling engaging games. Herewith, Interactive Project’s founders
introduced a unique online game that allows players to manage every aspect of a Formula
One team.

Since Interactive Project fits under user-context development, it is positioned in the middle of
the matrix. That said, taking into consideration the two axes forming the matrix and what they
refer to, the matter of alignment was slightly shifted to have a more accurate analysis with the
venture. Besides, it is still positioned in the middle, but slightly shifted towards the left. In
order to understand the shift in the alignment, it is vital to explain where Interactive Project
stands with the two axes. Starting with
analyzing maturity of technology design, it is noticeable that Interactive Project fits
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in between next generation and major enhancement. The reason behind Interactive Project’s
position is that it achieved the technical perspective towards the customers. Therefore, it is
moving towards the stage of major enhancement, Interactive project already achieved the
technological stage, and what developers are doing is investing more time in improving the
game features and interactions to fit each market with what would appeal to the gamers.
While the others further improve the technology design. Being positioned in the middle,
meaning Interactive Project holds a medium level maturity of technology design. Moving to
the horizontal axis, alignment with the current customer base yet again Interactive Project is
positioned towards the middle in between current customers and new customer set, meaning
they are targeting the current online gamers, and a new set of passionate online gamers as
well.

Another necessary element to take into consideration is evaluating Interactive Project with
respect to the empathic design.

Figure 8. Interactive Project’s Leonard-Barton matrix analysis, adapted from Wellsprings of Knowledge: Building
and Sustaining the Sources of Innovation, D. Leonard-Barton, 1998 by Harvard Business Reviews Press.

As the above discussion suggests, that Interactive Project falls under user-context
development. Looking at the empathic design, it is obvious that Interactive Project will fall in
fact under anthropological expeditions because it represents a situation where developers soak
themselves in the user’s environment. Moreover, anthropological expeditions induces
observing users practices: Giving the fact that Interactive Project’s team combines their
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observations of being passionate online gamers with their knowledge of computer technology
to create a solution that did not occur to other competitors.

c. Bulsara’s Leonard-Barton Matrix Analysis
After analyzing Bulsara from a theoretical framework perspective, it is rather appealing to
move forward by examining and applying the Leonard-Barton matrix to the venture by
adopting a position that best describes Bulsara.

Figure 9. Bulsara’s Leonard-Barton matrix analysis, adapted from Wellsprings of Knowledge: Building and
Sustaining the Sources of Innovation, D. Leonard-Barton, 1998 by Harvard Business Reviews Press.

The most suitable placement for Bulsara is technology market co-evolution that presents an
evolving solution to an uncertain need. In this situation the developers have the technological
ability, as a result it creates a technology-push towards the market. In addition, Bulsara’s
team is fully aware of their means of communication, and how they can deliver it to the
market. Herewith, Bulsara’s founders introduced
an innovative way to advertising, in the Italian toilet a solution to reach the targeted
customers. Since Bulsara fits under technology market co-evolution, it is positioned in the top
right side of the matrix. That said, taking into consideration the two axes forming the matrix
and what they refer to, the matter of alignment was slightly shifted to have a more accurate
analysis with the venture. Besides, it is still positioned on the top right side, but slightly
shifted towards the middle. In order to understand the shift in the alignment, it is vital to
explain where Bulsara stands with the two axes. Starting with analyzing maturity of
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technology design, it is noticeable that Bulsara fits with next generation variable. Giving the
fact that they are not the first movers in the market, and the fact that it’s not a new service but
the idea have been re-adjusted to fit the Italian market. In addition, being positioned in the
next generation for the reason that it achieved the technical perspective towards the
customers. That said, the challenge here is to produce the next leap in performance, in this
case it is continuing with their strategy into finding the perfect location, selling the spaces
directly or through a network of agents, and helping the clients to build an image of their
brand and delivering it through Bulsara’s creative graphics. Moving to the horizontal axis,
alignment with the current customer base yet again Bulsara is positioned towards current
customers, meaning they already know the customers they are targeting, which makes
identifying solutions and attracting them much easier.

Another necessary element to take into consideration is evaluating Bulsara with respect to the
empathic design.

Figure 10. Bulsara’s Leonard-Barton matrix analysis, adapted from Wellsprings of Knowledge: Building and
Sustaining the Sources of Innovation, D. Leonard-Barton, 1998 by Harvard Business Reviews Press.

As the above discussion suggests, that Bulsara falls under technology market co evolution.
Looking at the empathic design, it is obvious that Bulsara will fall in fact under developer’s
creating new markets. Moreover, it induces extrapolation of trends, meaning Bulsara meet
with their clients and gather the information needed to their exclusive target audience, then
the team uses their creativity and technical abilities to anticipate the message. Giving the fact
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that Bulsara provides a consultancy service and having the technological ability as well helps
the team to understand trends better. The second factor is market experimentation: with each
advertisement placed, paying attention to feedbacks is crucial for Bulsara in order to know
how to generate better results each time.

d. Maison Academia’s Leonard-Barton Matrix Analysis
After analyzing Maison Academia from a theoretical framework perspective, it is rather
appealing to move forward by examining and applying the Leonard-Barton matrix to the
venture by adopting a position that best describes Maison Academia.

Figure 11. Maison Academia’s Leonard-Barton matrix analysis, adapted from Wellsprings of Knowledge:
Building and Sustaining the Sources of Innovation, D. Leonard-Barton, 1998 by Harvard Business Reviews Press.

The most suitable placement for Maison Academia is developer-driven development that
presents a new solution to a known need. In this situation users needs may exist for years, but
they never managed to communicate their needs to the developers. In addition, users knew
that showcasing designs of emerging fashion designers is difficult, which makes them aware
of the problem, but at the same time did not manage finding a suitable solution. Herewith,
Maison Academia’s founders provided a platform for upcoming designers to showcase their
creative designs as a solution to the issue by delighting the designers by having an arena, and
the customers by having limited designs that no competitors offered before Maison
Academia.
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Since, Maison Academia fits under developer-driven development it is positioned in the top
left side of the matrix. That said, taking into consideration the two axes forming the matrix
and what they refer to, the matter of alignment was slightly shifted to have a more accurate
analysis with the venture. Besides, it is still positioned on the top left side, but slightly shifted
towards the lower case left. In order to understand the shift in the alignment, it is vital to
explain where Maison Academia stands with the two axes. Starting with analyzing maturity
of technology design, it is noticeable that Maison Academia fits in between new to the world,
and next generation variables. Being positioned on the top, meaning Maison Academia holds
a low maturity of technology design. Giving the fact that they are the first movers in the
market, and the fact it’s a new service. The problem lies here with commercializing the
service, and understanding the technologies, potential as well. In addition, moving towards
the next generation variable for the reason that it achieved the technical perspective towards
the customers. That said, the challenge here is to produce the next leap in performance, in this
case it is what they are considering to use different strategy in approaching fashion magazines
and social networks to further promote their business and collections. Moving to the
horizontal axis, alignment with the current customer base yet again Maison Academia is
positioned towards current customers, meaning they already know the customers they are
targeting, which makes identifying solutions and attracting them much easier.

Another necessary element to take into consideration is evaluating Maison Academia with
respect

to

the

empathic
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design.

Figure 12. Maison Academia’s Leonard-Barton matrix analysis, adapted from Wellsprings of Knowledge:
Building and Sustaining the Sources of Innovation, D. Leonard-Barton, 1998 by Harvard Business Reviews Press.

As the above discussion suggests, that Maison Academia falls under developer-driven
development. Looking at the empathic design, it is obvious that Maison Academia will fall in
fact under developer’s intuition because it represents a technology that is developed to fill a
needed gap in the market. Moreover, developer’s intuition induces user- developers: Giving
the fact that Maison Academia is a user entrepreneur venture it makes a lot of sense to be
positioned at the top.
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Chapter 4: Case Study Findings and Discussion
Each section in this chapter has a specific purpose in leading up to the determining factors of
successful management and innovative entrepreneurship framework. The case studies provide
an updated analytical support to the literature review. Furthermore, it offers new discoveries
to the research landscape. The literature review’s purpose is to provide a knowledge base tool
that helps leading the seed of the findings. It is fundamental to look at the history of the
previous scholars work, and either build up to their findings, or take it as an advantage to base
new discoveries from. The second framework is using the Leonard-Barton matrix as a tool to
further analyze the case studies from a different dimension. Also, it leads into forming a
subjective point of view. A great advantage the matrix provided me with is it offered me a
sort of experiment a trial test approach to apply on the start-ups in order to examine and reassure the findings. In addition, it re-assured the analysis from the literature review
framework.

Building on the case studies in hand there are several observation noticed after applying the
literature review, and the Leonard-Barton matrix frameworks on the start-ups. In general, the
findings are divided into different verdicts according to them being: applicable to the theories
included in the literature review chapters, or the combination of multiple theories and schools
of economy to be matching, and the subjectivity of the matrix provides an added value to the
findings.

It is vital here to mention that all the findings are a contribution, specifically into triggering
the determining factors of successful management and innovative entrepreneurship in today’s
start-ups industry. After thoroughly examining each start up aside, a lot of elements kept on
popping out that helped shaping my reasoning about the successful factors. That said, turning
now to the findings observed from the framework of the previous chapter.

I’ll start by listing the findings and observations from the case studies: An important finding
was that all four start-ups founders are categorized by having an “antenna” quality, as all of
them proved to be more aware and alert towards the recognition of creative opportunities and
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enacting behavior afterwards. Hence, this finding can be linked to Kirzner’s (1973; 1979)
finding regarding alertness in the context of opportunity alertness and the definition of
“antenna”. In addition, all team members have prior knowledge and experiences in the field
whether it was educational backgrounds or work experiences that contributed to the venture
in a positive way. It is necessary here to mention that there are so many scholars from the
literature review that argued in the importance of possessing such quality on the context of
cognitive capacities and processes or non-psychological factors, the growth of the firm, and
opportunity discovery (Ardichvili, Cardozo and Ray, 2003; Baron, 2006; Csikszentmihalyi,
1996; Gaglio and Katz, 2001; Shane 2003; Penrose, 1959). Another obvious incentive was
that in all four start-ups, teamwork played a big role regardless to the small number of
employees in each venture. The findings here are consistent with the context of the
importance of internal activities to a firm (Penrose, 1959).

Moreover, it is apparent that three out of the four start-ups are considered as user
entrepreneurs, which made them have access to both needs and solutions which generated the
innovative answers. The fourth start up is generated because of market imperfections, more
precisely shortage. Plus, if we look at the observations from both Schumpeter and Kirzner it
is clear that Kirzner is a firm believer in the interaction between the individual and the
environment (market), and the disequilibrium in the environment (market) is the absolute
mean. On the other hand, Schumpeter believes that the individual is the absolute mean for the
entrepreneurship phenomenon, where the individual is the one who impacts the environment.
From the case studies we can observe that the four start-ups included both Schumpeter and
Kirzner

beliefs

even

in

the

user

entrepreneur

case.

Another interesting finding was that the four founders were operating under conditions of
uncertainty were outcomes are not classified; yet they still managed measuring their chances
by having the advantage of prior knowledge, information that is linked to their opportunities,
being intuitive, and last but not least risk takers. This finding supports previous research in
the discovery theory regarding the formation and exploitation of entrepreneurial opportunities
and knight’s observations as well (knight, 1921).

Interestingly, two out of the four start-ups can be considered to produce radical innovation,
because they are replacing technologies with brand new ones. This finding is in agreement
with the resource constraint and radical innovation chapter regarding how resource constrains
can have a positive push towards creating something novel (Hill and Rothaermel, 2003;
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Katila and Ahuja, 2002; Abernathy and Clark, 1985; Benner and Tushman, 2003; Danneels,
2002). Another interesting factor observed from all the four start ups, was regardless whether
they are producing radical innovation or not, still they are using the resource constraints and
limitations as a push towards exploring novel technologies and strategies in the future. Those
resource constraints are used as an opportunity to exploit ideas by further investigating in
R&D.

Furthermore, it is noticeable in all four start-ups that the management team (founders) were
pushing towards expansion. In addition, the four ventures have the incentive to grow for
couple of reasons such as: growing demand for particular products, changes in technology,
discoveries and inventions with particularly promising uses, and opportunities to obtain a
better market position. This finding further support the ideas of Penrose’s predictions of the
external incentives that stimulate future expansion (Penrose, 1959).

It is evident that the four start-ups had a clear identified business plan, which contributed to
them receiving their funds. We can relate that to the importance of having a business plan to
acquiring funds and future success (Delmar et al., 2003; Van de Ven, Venkataraman, Polley,
& Garud, 1989). Even though, operating under conditions of uncertainty is a hassle, the four
start-ups are a clear example of going through this condition and overcoming it. The finding
of the current study is consistent with the neoclassical entrepreneurs in respect to the standard
von Neuman-Morgenstern axioms of decision making by associating it to the expected utility
hypothesis regarding entrepreneurs’ preferences to choices that have uncertain outcomes, and
the measures taken in order to take actions.

These previous findings help us understand the determining factors of successful management
and innovative entrepreneurship in today’s start-ups industry, and the characteristics that an
entrepreneur endures, which contribute to the success factors. It is apparent that the previous
contributions in the literature review chapters are consistent with the current findings.
Surprisingly, the mixtures of the previous theories and schools have made more logic than
taking into consideration the theories separately. In addition, it’s a way of modernizing the
theories to the present time by adapting different variables from different scholars who
belongs to different economic schools varying from Austrian, neoclassical, etc. It is worthy of
note how uncertainty played a huge role in a lot of the discussed theories, and how scholars’
opinions differed regarding the processes that the entrepreneurs undergo to making the final
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decision, as well as how their interpretation towards it is the matter varied according to
viewing it as positive or negative influences on the entrepreneurs. What grabbed my attention
as well is that the matrix can be analyzed in uncertain situations, because by having the full
analysis entrepreneurs can have a better picture of the venture. Furthermore, the experimental
matrix is rather subjective, which gives rational insights to the matter. Hence, it could
conceivably be hypothesized that “ if entrepreneurs possess certain traits such as: alertness,
intuition, risk taking, acquiring educational background, possessing prior work experience,
then it will work to their favor of having a successful venture, because those variables can
influence the decision making process in positive ways”.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
The purpose of this research paper is to shed light on the subject of successful management
and innovative entrepreneurship underlining the consumer’s demand- pull side, by combining
what seems to normal people as unrelated specialization with each other. Success is a result of
previous actions as it includes multiple contributions from different variables. Therefore, a
cooperative interaction in the development process between different specializations can
indeed reduce the boundaries that hinder success. In today’s challenging economy having the
right team is a deal maker in the industry. That said, combining teams from entrepreneurship,
innovation, and strategic management is a recipe made for success. Such collaboration and
understanding of variety of variables can stimulate value to the venture. In short, the method
used for analysis has a number of limitations, because defining the determining factors of
successful management and innovative entrepreneurship; from the consumer-demand pull
perspective in start-ups is not an easy task. Adding to that, the wide range of external and
internal factors shaping the consumer’s demand-pull attributes. Therefore, a further
investigation should interest keen researchers who are willing to study and understand the
consumers’ behaviors by clarifying the agents triggering the demand side variables, which in
the end will lead to success.
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Appendix

This appendix contains samples of all the participant interviews (Luigi Capello, Qurami,
Interactive Project, Bulsara, and Maison Academia). All the interviews are assembled through
a primary data process. Furthermore, The balance sheets are provided by the start-ups. It is
fundamental to underline the fact that how those interviews helped shaping the outcomes of
the research paper.

PARTICIPANT 1
Luigi Capello’s Interview

What is your job title?
Entrepreneur and business angle. Founder and CEO of LVenture Group, a Venture Capital
Holding listed on the Milan Stock Exchange. In addition, I am the co-founder of Italian
Angles for Growth (IAG), the first organized group of Italian Business Angles. I also teach
Entrepreneurship & Venture Capital at LUISS Guido Carli University where I studied
Economics and Business.

Why did you fund these firms?
In 2002, I went to Silicon Valley, and studied the eco system. 5 years ago we didn’t have
business angels and the accelerator program in Italy. So I organized the first business angels
group in Italy (100 investors). In tech’s economy it is very important that all the start-ups
companies gather together, because they have common aspects that relates them together. I
studied the new accelerator program in the US and then I decided to open it in Italy. In my
opinion investing in start-ups at this moment is really important because of the level of
unemployment in Italy is increasing, and there are a lot of graduates with good skills.
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I invested 30 thousands K and got 10% back. Moreover, it is very cheap here to invest in
start-ups in Italy because; you don’t pay them a lot in contrast, with Berlin. Another social
point is that if you invest in young companies now, you are creating the future!

PARTICIPANT 2
Qurami’s Interview

Did you have the idea of the business from the consumers’ needs?
The idea was generated by one of the founders, from standing in line for more than an hour
and a half. He thought that everyone are using the mobile phone devices and it would have
been easier if they can just have the ticket from the mobile phone instead of queuing for hours
for their turn. So he made a lot of research about this topic, and checked whether the idea was
already available. He found out that it’s new!

Business Model:
B to B to C.
Clients, and companies or public administration. We offer the app for free to the consumer
and their revenue comes from selling the tech to companies. We gained number of customers
from using our app.

Background info:
Manolo: studied International Business, and worked in the commercial side as an
entrepreneur.
Roberto: CEO (The one that came up with the idea) studied Computer science.
Alessio: Studied Telecommunication Engineer, and did some projects for consultant
companies and worked as a freelancer.
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How would you grow, plans for expansion?
Expand as much as possible, we are already planning to expand in Europe. Queuing is a
problem all over the world. From a social aspect the issue is that we thought that we are well
prepared to inter the market, but then we discovered that it’s different in other markets such
as the UK. As a result we need to find the right key to enter the market.

Where are you currently in the market?
We are the leaders in the market, though there are some companies that are trying to copy our
idea. The main advantage is that we already gained international and domestic clients.

Funding:
10,000 Euro.

Where are you on the process?
We are still at the process side, because when you use technology you should always continue
with the research and development to improve the service you have. Maintenance is also
important. With technology we cant sell the technology as it is.

Are you making profit?
We started making profit last year, and started growing as well.

Customer value proposition:
Company: our clients, and the users of our clients. Companies invest in the technology such
as the mobile phones, but they don’t have the right knowledge to do it. Also we provide the
benefit from the internal process in terms of selling because people can optimize their time
and arrive less stressed.
User: Set them free by attending physically the queue, we are entering the perception of value
that our technology gives, which is really high. Nobody likes to waste time.
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How can you deliver this value?
By using our service.

How are you different?
Technology difference: other companies have similar goals but still the tech is different, we
have a clear strategy in terms of partnership and pricing policies (consumer don’t pay only
companies pays the ones who bought the app).
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PARTICIPANT 3
Interactive Project’s Interview

Did you have the idea of the business from the consumers’ needs?
The project started as a university project, at the begging it was only focused on the
development process of the project. After that, we started focusing on the business model,
research analysis, and growth of the project, studied the market, and interviewed users. The
business model was created after the start up was founded. We interviewed a lot of players in
order to come up with the features for browsing the games.

Business Model:
Fermium. The business model is not focused on purchasing games, but on downloading
games for free. The revenue streams comes from the upgrades were it gives the players extra
features. Also, the advertisement about the motor sports they are included in the games
somehow to bring a real element for the players. Ex. The advertisement about a certain car,
this car is included in the game for the players to try and use.

Background info:
Matteo Palumbo: the founder. The team consists of 8 people, and they were growing for the
last 7 months. Founded in May 2011, it’s about motor sport games focused specifically on
Formula 1. We have 60,000 registered players. We work on web browsers and mobile phones
as well. We have agreements with publishers especially in Brazil, and French publisher.

How would you grow, plans for expansion?
The goal is to reach the Asian market (Asia and Japan). The project is called “Market Pay
Race Mode” the users can pay to participate in a real race were the winner gets money. The
Asian market requested this project, so we looked at their needs.
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Where are you currently in the market?
Investing in Italy, Brazil, French market as well. We are working in expanding in Europe in
the UK, and Germany. We are developing other motor sport platforms for those markets. Last
but not least, for the US market they want to implement the Nascar.

Funding:
25,000 Euro.

Where are you on the process?
We are no longer on the process phase, but we have the developers’ team working on the
mobile devices, 3D development, marketing, and graphic design.

Are you making profit?
We are not making huge revenues, but we are working on the advertisement, users features.
We have 10% of the users that are registered as premium users. Moreover, the average cost is
8 euro per user.

Customer value proposition:
We want to bring the game experience to the users not only through the playing part aspects
but, in the management aspects. We can implement that in the games because the users need
to manage the race as a Formula 1.

How can you deliver this value?
By making realistic games, engaging games in a strategic way. The key is to make the player
the manager who manages the racing sport team the same as reality.

How are you different?
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We have a lot of competitors, but we have a unique racing game. Also, we are expanding in
the market with our features; we are developing the game experience with different devices
and platforms. We have communities from different devices and platforms.
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PARTICIPANT 4
Bulsara’s Interview

Did you have the idea of the business from the consumers’ needs?
The idea of the business is already existed in the market, but not in Italy. We developed the
idea furthermore and adjusted it to fit our standards. The start up is about creative toilet
advertisement. Moreover, we use a lot of creative maps in our advertisement. As well as,
creating a pop out advertisement on the door handle of the toilets, washrooms, fitness, and
nurseries in shopping malls.

Business Model:
Composed by three phases of search: first we have location were we need to get exclusive
contracts and agreements with the perfect location. Second we have selling the spaces directly
or through a network of agents. Last but not least, we have the office creative division that is
responsible of helping the clients to build an image of their brand and delivering it through
our creative graphics.

Background info:
The start up was founded two years ago, but two months ago we received our first funding
through fund raising 350,000. At the begging we started with three employees and now we
reached eight.

How would you grow, plans for expansion?
We want to expand in Milan were we would like to have different targets of communication
such as Airports in Milan, Rome, and Torino. Also, we would like to employ two more
people.
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Funding:
350,000 Euro.

Where are you on the process?
Phase after the fund raising.

Are you making profit?
We are making little profit, and reached the break-even point.

Customer value proposition:
B to B. To target the gender 100% in each advertisement, and engage them as much as
possible to the message. Each bathroom with different advertisement.

How can you deliver this value?
By using auto marketing, and different media such as videos, graphics in order to promote our
sales. In addition, we attended a lot of events to meet new potential clients.

How are you different?
We don’t offer only media, but we also offer consultancy. Our advertisements are different
and unique that other companies don’t offer.
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PARTICIPANT 5
Maison Academia’s Interview

Did you have the idea of the business from the consumers’ needs? (Background info)?
Us the founders we both had communication and worked for fashion companies, and more
precisely worked with designers. During our work experience we found out that designers
have big problems in the fashion business, so we decided to help them by coming up with this
start up business. Furthermore, this business can help emerging fashion designers by
showcasing their own brand, and that is the main reason why we started this business.

Business Model:
Our business model is an online collection created by emerging fashion designers, online
sales. Also, we do the production through cooperating with manufacturing companies.

How would you grow, plans for expansion?
We want to work on our second collection, coming up with marketing strategy to penetrate
the market we want first to focus in Italy, then Europe, USA. In addition, for the next years
we want to add Far East and Russia.

Where are you currently in the market?
We launched our first collection last April, and started our first sale, and now we are planning
the second collection, using fashion magazines and social networks.

Funding:
500,000 Euro.
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Are you making profit?
Yes, we made profit through the sales of our first collection.

Customer value proposition:
We have 2 main matters, which are: produce in Italy with Italian quality attention to detail. It
is a competitive workplace for emerging fashion designers because they can have all the
freedom to create unique work.

How can you deliver this value?
By planning the strategy and thinking about the videos and pictures that will showcase the
unique Italian quality through communication, which will help selling the designs.

How are you different?
If you look at other websites you can find different style of clothes, but in their websites there
is single pieces of different designers. But in our website you can find whole collection of
clothes (where all the designers contributed to complete this collection) from different
emerging fashion designers. And those emerging fashion designers were mentored through
the creative process and got help, this service is not provides in any other companies. Also,
regarding the new emerging fashion designers there are no made in Italy designers they are
the only ones.
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